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Abstract

Neutron capture cross sections are fundamental in the study of the slow neutron cap-

ture process of nucleosynthesis, also known as the s-process, which produces half of the

observed solar system abundances of elements heavier than iron.

Some nuclei along the nucleosynthesis chain are unstable, and there the capture

process competes with the decay process, creating a split in the nucleosynthesis path.

The nuclear properties of some of these radionuclides change with the conditions of

the stellar environment, a fact that influences the local abundance pattern. 204Tl is a

very interesting branching point, because it is shielded from any contribution from other

nucleosynthesis processes. The result is that both 204Tl and its stable daughter isotope
204Pb are only produced by the s-process. Hence, by competing with the beta decay,

the capture cross section of 204Tl crucially determines the final abundance of 204Pb. A

faithful prediction of the solar abundances of s-only isotopes, like 204Pb, is one of the

key accuracy tests for modern stellar nucleosynthesis calculations.

However, until the present work, due to the challenges of performing a capture mea-

surement on 204Tl, there was no experimental data of its cross section. Thus, large

uncertainties existed in its capture cross section, which hampered a more accurate and

precise knowledge of the predicted s-process production of 204Pb.

By affecting the abundance of 204Pb, the cross section of 204Tl(n, γ) also influences

the ratio of abundances 205Pb/204Pb. 205Pb is also produced only by the s-process, and

it is radioactive, with a long half-life of 17.2 My. Therefore, the ratio of abundances of
205Pb/204Pb has the potential to be used as a chronometer of the s-process.

In the year 2013, a sample enriched up to a few percent in 204Tl was produced by

neutron irradiation of a 203Tl seed sample at the high thermal neutron flux nuclear re-

actor of the ILL, in Grenoble (France). Two years later, the 204Tl enriched sample was

employed to measure, for the first time, the capture cross section of 204Tl at the n TOF

time-of-flight facility at CERN. The measurement was possible thanks to the unique
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features of this facility, in particular, its high instant neutron flux and low background

levels. The measurement was performed employing the well-established total energy de-

tection technique (TED), which offers a lower neutron sensitivity, and lower amounts of

background, compared to the total absorption method. The TED method, however, re-

quires the use of the Pulse Height Weighting Technique. Its application to this particular

experiment was studied in detail, in order to keep its associated systematic uncertainty

under control.

The main challenges for the 204Tl measurement were the very high background due

to the activity of the sample, the very low amount of material, and the limited knowledge

of the geometry of the sample. Such difficulties required the adoption of specific solutions

during the measurement and the posterior data analysis. Related to this, several sources

of systematic error were evaluated by means of Monte Carlo simulations.

The complications with the 204Tl sample geometry required to apply an in-sample

normalization procedure. For this purpose, an ancillary capture measurement on a 203Tl

sample was also performed in the same experimental campaign. As a stable nuclide,

most of the sources of systematic error could be kept under control. This allowed for an

accurate R-matrix analysis of the most relevant capture levels in the resolved resonance

region of 203Tl, including the first ever measurement under 3 keV of neutron energy. As

a result, the present work has contributed, as well, to improve the 203Tl stellar capture

cross section in the 8 to 25 keV neutron energy range.

With the improved 203Tl(n, γ) cross section, an R-matrix analysis of several 204Tl

resonances was made possible. These results were employed to experimentally constrain

the 204Tl stellar cross section at low energies, and setting additional limits to the stellar

cross section at s-process temperatures predicted by nuclear data evaluations.

Keywords: Neutron capture, cross section, resonance level, neutron source, time-

of-flight, s-process, nucleosynthesis, branching point, radionuclide, gamma ray de-

tector
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction: the origin of the heavy elements

The synthesis of the heavy elements, which are those heavier than iron, is one

of the most important open questions in modern astrophysics. The first direct

evidence that heavy elements had a stellar origin was provided by Merrill, who

discovered technetium spectral lines in the light of red giant stars [1]. Only a few

years later, most important aspects of the modern understanding of nucleosynthesis

were already depicted by Burbidge et al. in their seminal article entitled “Synthesis

of the Elements in Stars” [2] –also known as the ”B2FH” paper–. A similar analysis

was performed, independently, by Cameron [3]. From the contemporary knowledge

of solar elemental abundances, spectroscopic observations of astronomical objects

and terrestrial and meteoritic isotopic abundances, these authors proposed several

processes and stellar scenarios that could lead to the observed distributions. In the

process, they pointed out the decisive role of nuclear physics, particularly that of

neutron induced reactions, in providing a quantitative description of the isotopic

patterns observed.

One of the central contributions of the B2FH analysis was the clear distinction

between the different processes that gave shape to the observed isotopic abun-

dances. They proposed a slow (s) neutron capture process, involving low neutron

fluxes and time scales; a rapid (r) neutron capture process, on the contrary, with

high fluxes and very short time scales, and a proton capture (p) process, responsi-

ble for the production of several proton rich isotopes that could not be produced

1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the chart of nuclides, showing the path of the s-process from the

seed nucleus 56Fe. The ”r-process region” corresponds to the very neutron rich nuclei produced

during r-process, which ultimately decay, producing the r abundances. The insert graph shows the

solar isotopic composition as a function of mass, with the abundance peaks of each nucleosynthesis

process indicated. Figure extracted from [4].

by the other two. Over the decades, even if much detail and complexity has been

added into this picture, it remains true in its essential features.

The s-process is responsible of approximately half the elemental abundances

from iron to bismuth. Starting from 56Fe seeds, the nuclide production is charac-

terised by successive neutron capture reactions and beta decays, following closely

the valley of nuclear stability (see Figure 1.1). It takes place in very well identi-

fied evolutionary stages of red giant stars and massive stars, and its time scale

is long, of several thousands years. Essentially, two inputs are needed for mod-

elling the s-process: capture cross sections, and beta decay rates. Additionally,

the main s-process contribution is produced in mostly stable conditions in terms

of temperature (∼ 108 K) and neutron density (∼ 107 cm−3). Therefore, in a first

approximation, it can be modelled analytically for remarkable results. A detailed

description of the different s-process models and components will be given in the

next sections.

The r-process is responsible for the other half of the abundances, including

all the long-lived radionuclides heavier than bismuth present in nature. Although
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it also involves neutron captures and beta decays, it is characterized by very high

neutron densities in excess of 1020 cm−3 and temperatures in the range of 1 to 2

GK, and very short time scales, of the order of a few seconds, at most. The huge

neutron fluxes lead to the build-up of extremely neutron rich nuclides, far away

from stability. When the neutron irradiation ceases, these nuclides decay rapidly

towards stability, producing a unique isotope signature. However, modelling the r -

process is extremely complex. It requires nuclear data (nuclear masses, beta decay

rates and many others) of a vast number of very exotic isotopes, almost impossible

to access experimentally. On top of that, although the conditions required are

only achieved in supernova explosions and neutron star mergers, the particular

astrophysical sites are still unclear. Despite this, the recent observation of heavy

element production [5], and particularly strontium [6] in the aftermath of neutron

star mergers strongly suggests that this might be, indeed, one of the most probable

sites. A detailed review of the r -process may be found in [7].

Finally, the p-process is the responsible of the production of 32 isotopes from

Se to Hg [8], which cannot be produced by the neutron capture processes. These

nuclei are between 10 and 100 times less abundant than s or r process nuclei. It

is hypothesized that it also occurs in explosive events, like supernovae.

1.2 The classical s-process model

The first phenomenological description of the s-process was already given in the

B2FH paper. Without any detailed knowledge of the stellar models environment,

it was assumed a certain source producing a neutron density nn, with temperature

T constant. In this situation, the variation of the s-process abundance Ns of a

certain isotope of mass A can be written as

dNs(A)

dt
= λn(A− 1)Ns(A− 1)− (λn(A) + λβ(A))NsA . (1.2.1)

In this expression, we have:

• λn = nn〈σA〉vT is the neutron capture rate, with vT =
√

2kT/m the neu-

tron thermal velocity. In stellar environments T is very high and neutrons

are quickly thermalized, with their velocity spectrum being described by a

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The quantity 〈σA〉 is defined as the capture
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cross section averaged by the energy spectrum of the neutrons,

〈σ〉A =
〈σv〉
vT

=
2√
π

∫∞
0
σ(En) · En · e−En/kTdEn∫∞

0
En · e−En/kTdEn

, (1.2.2)

and is commonly referred to as maxwellian –or stellar– averaged cross section,

or ”MACS”.

• λβ = ln(2)/t1/2 is the disintegration rate for beta decaying isotopes. Most

nuclei in the s-process chain are either stable (λβ = 0), or have half-lives

much smaller than the average time scale of neutron capture, of ≈ 1− 10 y,

and hence λβ � λn.

The assumption of constant T avoids the dependency on the temperature of

the cross section and the beta decay rate. We can introduce the neutron exposure,

defined as

τ = vT

∫
nn(t)dt or dτ = vTnn(t)dt , (1.2.3)

which has units of neutrons/cm2. Rewriting equation (1.2.1) in terms of τ and

neglecting the beta decay,

dNs(A)

dτ
= 〈σ〉A−1Ns(A− 1)− 〈σ〉ANs(A) . (1.2.4)

This equation implies that the system will tend to minimize the difference between

〈σ〉A−1Ns(A− 1) and 〈σ〉ANs(A). If the equilibrium is defined as

dNs(A)

dτ
≈ 0 =⇒ 〈σ〉A−1Ns(A− 1) ≈ 〈σ〉ANs(A) (1.2.5)

=⇒ 〈σ〉ANs(A) ≈ const , (1.2.6)

which is called the local equilibrium approximation. This approximation works well

in mass regions in-between neutron shell closures, as depicted in Figure 1.2, and a

steady flow will be achieved. However, it is not generally satisfied near neutron shell

closure nuclei, whose capture cross section is very low to reach the equilibrium. The

model was later improved by Seeger et al. [10], proposing that the solar abundances

were the result of a series exponential distribution of neutron exposures of a given

fraction f of the iron seeds N(56),

ρ(τ) =
f ·N(56)

τ0

e−τ/τ0 . (1.2.7)
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Figure 1.2: Plot of the 〈σ〉ANs predicted quantities by the classical model as a function of the

mass number. The thick line corresponds to the main component, whereas the thin line is the same

with the addition of the weak component from massive stars. Empty squares represent empirical

abundances of s-only nuclides. Some important branching are also shown. Figure extracted from

[4].

Then, the product of the stellar cross section and the s abundance can be given

in analytic form for all nuclei from iron to bismuth [11]:

〈σ〉ANs(A) =
f ·N(56)

τ0

A∏
i=56

(
1 +

1

τ0〈σ〉i

)−1

. (1.2.8)

The factors f and τ0 are adjusted by fitting the curve to the solar abundances

of nuclei only produced by the s-process. Hence, the only required input in the

expression are the stellar capture cross sections. In spite of the schematic nature

of the classical model, it provides an excellent general reproduction of the solar

abundances for A > 90, as can be seen in Figure 1.2. The root mean square

deviation is of 3% for s-only nuclei far from neutron magic number [12], and

not affected by branchings. The nuclide abundance distribution obtained with

equation (1.2.8) is commonly referred as the main component of the s-process.

1.2.1 Shortcomings of the classical model

As it can also be seen in Figure 1.2, the classical main component fails to describe

the abundances for nuclei with A < 90. In order to do so, it was necessary to
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propose a second contribution, known as the weak s-process, which operates in

Massive Stars (> 8M�) [13, 14]. Furthermore, the main component also failed

short to reproduce the observed abundances of the lead isotopes 206Pb, 207Pb

and 208Pb, which form the so-called third s-process peak. To solve this issue, an

additional strong component was postulated [13]. This was characterized by a very

large neutron exposure, leading to a much higher number of neutrons per seed,

and consequently, to an increase of the third peak nuclide production. In addition,

measurements performed during the 1990s [15–17] led to substantial improvements

in the accuracy of several important cross sections, which showed that the classical

model overestimated the production of several s-only isotopes [18].

Finally, there are nuclei in the s-process chain in which λn ∼ λβ, and thus,

the assumptions of the model simply do not hold. These nuclei are known as

branching points because the competition between the reactions causes a split

in the s-process flow. The decay rate of some of these nuclei is much sensitive

to temperature changes [19], and thus the abundance pattern of nuclei directly

influenced by the branching will be dependent on the temperature. On the other

hand, some branches are weakly affected by temperature, and hence they are

mostly sensitive to neutron density variations of the nucleosynthetic environment.

Historically, the disagreements between classical predictions and observations in

the abundances near branching points were seen as an indication of a more complex

s-process scenario, in which temperature and neutron density were not constant.

Despite this, the classical model could be locally adjusted to reproduce specific

isotopic branching patters, by simply setting the temperature and neutron density

as free parameters. This was used, in fact, to obtain a first estimation of the

neutron density and temperature of the s-process environment [18].

1.3 The stellar s-process model

Stellar models are based on the detailed study of the evolution of stars to deter-

mine the stellar sites, and physical conditions, in which the s-process occurs. Over

the last 30 years, there has been much development in stellar evolutionary codes

like FRANEC [20, 21], or MESA [22], which simulate the whole lifespan of a star

and provide its time-dependent thermodynamic conditions. In parallel, nucleosyn-

thesis network calculation codes have been developed. These codes employ the
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data provided by the evolutionary codes to calculate numerically the production

of nuclei as the star evolves. Two methods exist for the network calculation: either

coupled to the star evolution, like the one employed for the FRUITY database

[23], or a post-processing approach, like NuGrid [24] and others [25]. The emer-

gence of nucleosynthesis calculation codes permitted in-depth studies of the nuclide

production in many star models, which ultimately led to the development of the

stellar s-process model. The different classical s-process components required for

a comprehensive description of the solar abundances are naturally obtained as

contributions from different stars and stellar evolutionary phases.

An exhaustive analysis of the stellar model, and its main and weak components,

is featured in the comprehensive review of the s-process by Käppeler et al. [4]. In

this work we will concentrate on the main component, since it is responsible for the

production of most isotopes for which the 203Tl(n, γ) and 204Tl(n, γ) cross sections

are relevant.

1.3.1 AGB stars

The main s-process takes place in the thermally pulsating phase of the Asymptotic

Giant Branch (AGB) evolutionary stage of low mass stars, typically with masses

between 1.5 and 3 M� [26, 27]. A schematic view of the structure and evolution

of a typical AGB star can be seen in Figure 1.3. In this advanced stage of their

evolution, these stars are mainly composed of an inert carbon-oxygen core, a thin

carbon and helium intershell, and an extended envelope mainly composed of H

and He.

In its quiescent phase between thermal pulses (TP), hydrogen is fused into

helium radiatively in a layer at the base of the convective envelope. Over thousands

of years, helium slowly accumulates in the intershell, which is partly degenerate.

In this condition temperature rises until the runaway thermonuclear fusion of He

is ignited at the bottom of the shell, an event referred to as He-flash. The He-

flash drives the formation of a convective zone in the shell, pushing the envelope

outwards, and leading to a considerable increase in the luminosity of the star. After

just a few hundred years, the expansion of the shell caused by the He-flash leads to

a decrease of the temperature, and fusion stops. The H-rich envelope shrinks back,

engulfing a sizable part of the underlying He-shell, a process called third dredge-up.
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the structure of an AGB staras a function of time. In this type of plot,

also known as Kippenhahn diagram, the y-axis represents the radius r of the star, in terms of

fraction of the total mass contained for a given value of r. Figure extracted from [26].

Due to the convective nature of the envelope, it brings newly synthesized s-process

material during the interpulse phase into the star surface, and enriches the He-shell

with protons. Eventually H-burning restarts at the bottom of the envelope, and

the whole process restarts again. A typical AGB star experiences between 20 and

30 thermal pulse episodes. In this series of events, s-process occurs in two main

stages.

13C pocket

The bulk of the nuclide production occurs during the H-burning phase. The neu-

tron source is provided by the reaction 13C(α, n)16O, which is activated when

temperatures approaches ∼ 0.9 · 108 K (corresponding to a thermal energy of

kT ∼ 8 keV). 13C is produced in a very thin layer of the intershell, by the re-

action 12C(p, γ)13N(β+)13C. The protons required for the 13C pocket formation

are injected into the shell during the third dredge-up, in a mechanism not fully

understood yet (see [28], and references therein). The neutron density produced is

nn ∼ 107 cm−3, which lasts for some ∼ 25, 000 years, leading to a large and long

neutron exposure.
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He-flash

During thermal pulses, temperatures in excess of 3 · 108 K (kT ∼ 26 keV) are

easily reached near the bottom of the convective zone, triggering the release of

neutrons by the activation of the reaction 22Ne(α, n)25Mg. For a very short time

of about 100 years, neutron densities up to 109 to 1011 cm−3 are produced, with

the peak value depending on the star mass and metallicity. Although this second

burst contributes very little to the overall neutron exposure [18], the high flux is

sufficient to alter the abundance pattern around branching points.

1.4 Branching points: the case of 204Tl

As explained earlier, branching points are characterized by stellar decay rates

comparable to the average neutron capture rate. The strength of the branching

can be described by the branching factor fβ,

fβ =
λβ

λn + λβ
. (1.4.1)

The thallium isotope 204Tl, decaying by β decay to 204Pb with t1/2 = 3.78 y, is a

branching point of the s-process. Its particularity lies in the fact that it is shielded

against any r -process contribution by the stable nuclide 204Hg. Additionally, 204Pb

is neither affected by the α-recycling beyond 209Hg, nor by the radiogenic contri-

bution from the thorium and uranium decay chains. Consequently, both 204Tl and

its daughter isotope are only produced by the s-process. Furthermore, thallium

and lead are in termination region of the s-process path, which is represented in

Figure 1.4.

This region is interesting for several reasons. 206,207,208Pb form the previously

mentioned third s-process peak. A considerable part of the abundances of these

isotopes is now believed to be produced by low metallicity stars, which constitutes

a natural explanation for the strong component [25, 29–31]. However, 204Pb, with a

much less solar abundance than the rest, is produced only by the main component

without a relevant contribution from low metallicity stars.

Under 13C-pocket conditions, the branching strength of 204Tl is fβ . 0.9, lead-

ing to a significant production of 204Pb. However, during the TP event, the increase

of the neutron flux increases considerably the chance of capture, and fβ ∼ 0.5.
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Figure 1.4: View of the chart of nuclei at the termination zone of the s-process. Thick red arrows

correspond to the main s-process flow path, whereas thin arrows to marginally activated paths.

Therefore, the branching at 204Tl crucially influences the abundance of 204Pb and

the 204Pb/206Pb abundance ratio. Current main stellar s-process calculations re-

produce between 87% and 91% of the solar 204Pb abundance [28, Appendix B3.3],

but this value is affected by the uncertainty in determining the solar abundances

of lead [32], and by the accuracy of the nuclear data involved. Specifically, of the

stellar β− decay rate of 204Tl can only be calculated theoretically. From the exper-

imental point of view, the capture cross section of 204Pb is well known [33], and

the main source of uncertainty is due to the capture cross section of 204Tl.

So far, this could not be determined owing to the difficulties to produce such a

sample in sufficient amount, and to the complexity of measuring such a radioactive

sample. Theoretical evaluations of 204Tl(n, γ) diverge considerably between them

(see Figure 1.5) [34]. Thus, the present measurement should contribute to a more

accurate and precise determination of the 204Pb s-process abundance.

By affecting the 204Pb abundance, the branching at 204Tl has also influence

on the ratio of s-only isotopes 205Pb/204Pb. The isotope 205Pb is of particular

interest because it is radioactive, decaying by electron capture (EC) to 205Tl, with

t1/2 = 17.2 My. Hence, the 205Pb/204Pb ratio has the potential to be used as a

chronometer of the last s-process events that contributed to the Solar System

isotopic abundances [35–37]. Such calculation, in fact, has been done already with
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Figure 1.5: The different theoretical evaluations of the 204Tl(n, γ) MACS at kT = 30 keV,

compared to the recommended value by the Kadonis database [39]. Figure from [34].

the ratios 107Pd/109Pd and 182Hf/180Hf [38], but unlike 205Pb/204Pb, those ratios

have an important r -process contribution. Thus, a similar study with 205Pb/204Pb

would be highly interesting.

The survival of 205Pb in s-process environments was a matter of considerable

debate for decades [35, 37, 40]. Due to the interaction with the plasma and the

photon bath of the stellar interior, atoms are highly ionized, and their nuclei can

populate excited levels. In the case of 205Pb the population of its first nuclear

excited state at 2.3 keV was predicted to produce a high enhancement of its EC

decay at He-shell temperatures, which would lead to its destruction before it was

released in the interstellar medium. However, as Yokoi et al. pointed out, beyond

∼ 1.6 · 108 K the highly ionized state of the terrestrially stable 205Tl could lead to

a strong activation of its bound state beta decay to 205Pb. At a certain tempera-

ture, such decay process could counterbalance, and even exceed, the decay rate of
205Pb. In this way 205Tl, which is stable at 13C temperatures and thus abundantly

produced, would be a potential source of 205Pb.

The prediction of the 205Pb survival renewed the interest in the search of its live

presence in meteorites which crystallized at the time of the birth of the Solar Sys-

tem, thus conserving the primordial solar abundances. In recent years, this led to

a successful determination of the original 205Pb/204Pb ratio by mass spectroscopy
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in iron meteorites [41], carbonaceous condrites (CC) [42] and ordinary condrites.

[43].

In order to extract a chronological s-process estimation, the measured values

of initial 205Pb/204Pb should be compared to predictions, which rely on careful

modelling of the injection of s-process material in the presolar nebula [44], and in

the determination of the 205Pb/204Pb ratio from nucleosynthesis models. However,

the latter is hampered by the lack of additional nuclear data inputs, such as the

cross sections of 205Tl(n, γ)and 205Pb(n, γ), and the still not experimentally ob-

served decay of 205Tl. The abundance of 205Pb is dominated by the balance of the

decay system 205Pb-205Tl, and by the respective capture cross sections.

In this sense, the measurement presented in this work can be considered to be

the first of a series, which also includes a new of measurement of 205Tl(n, γ), suc-

cessfully performed also at n TOF in 2018 [45], and the plan to measure 205Pb(n, γ)

in the next experimental phase of the facility. At the same time, the crucial bound

state beta decay of highly excited 205Tl will be investigated at the ESR experiment

at GSI [46], with the measurement planned for the near future.

All these present and future experiments should reduce considerably the men-

tioned nuclear data uncertainties, allowing for a more reliable prediction of the
205Pb/204Pb ratio from stellar models, and enabling its reliable interpretation as a

chronometer for the s-process in the Solor System composition.

1.5 Cross section measurements of radioactive isotopes

The radioactive nature of branching points is what makes them relevant in s-

process studies. But at the same time, this is what makes experiments with these

type of isotopes so complex and challenging. The main challenges for a (n, γ)

measurement on a radioactive sample are:

• Very low mass. Short-lived radioactive nuclides must be produced from

scratch, usually from long neutron irradiations in nuclear reactors. The re-

sulting amount available is usually on the order of a few 1018–1019 atoms, or

milligrams. In a few cases, the target nuclide is obtained by the decay of the

irradiation product. This procedure allows to perform chemical purification

of the interest nuclide and the seed. However, in most cases the irradiated
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seed is the preceding (A− 1, Z) isotope, and thus chemical separation is not

possible.

• Impurities. In a non-purified sample, the nuclide of interest will be present

in very low relative concentration compared to the seed isotope, which adds

much complexity to the posterior data analysis. In this sense, it is highly

convenient to measure, as well, the seed sample alone. Additionally, in the

seed there will be trace impurities of elements which become activated in

the irradiation process. Although most of them are very short-lived and thus

disintegrate after a cool down period, some ubiquitous elements, like cobalt,

have very large cross section and yield medium-lived radioisotopes like 60Co,

which is a strong gamma ray emitter.

• Sample activity. The short half-lives of the nuclides of interest imply very

high activities, which usually pose practical concerns regarding handling and

radiation protection. Most importantly, the radiation from the sample –and

from the mentioned impurities– generates considerable amount of background

signals. This issue must be carefully addressed during the measurement, and

in the posterior analysis.

1.5.1 Activation measurements

For a few radionuclides the product of neutron capture is also radioactive, and

hence, the reaction cross section can be measured with activation techniques. In

this method, the sample is typically irradiated by a neutron source with a quasi-

maxwellian spectrum (usually of 25–30 keV), and the MACS is directly measured

by means of gamma ray spectroscopy techniques, with a few corrections needed to

account for differences in the neutron spectrum. The activation technique avoids

most of the above issues, although the cross section information is limited to a

single energy range. In the case of 204Tl the activation was not possible because

the capture product is the stable 205Tl.

1.5.2 Time-of-flight measurements

The time-of-flight method –explained in full detail in chapter 3– makes it possible

to measure the energy dependent capture cross section in a broad energy window,
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from thermal energies up to several hundred keV, which is the range of interest

for s-process studies. In this range, the capture cross section of most nuclides

shows a very pronounced resonant structure. For both 203Tl and 204Tl, the limited

amount of material and statistics available made it only possible to analyse of this

resonant region, commonly referred to as the Resolved Resonance Region (RRR).

The theoretical framework necessary to extract a cross section from the RRR will

be discussed in the next section.

1.6 Radiative neutron capture in the Resolved Resonance
Region

A brief description of the radiative neutron capture process from the theoretical

point of view will be given in the following sections. As it was just mentioned,

the analysis will be centred on the RRR. By applying the results provided by the

Compound Nucleus theory [47] and the R-matrix formalism [48], we will obtain

an expression of the capture cross section in terms of resonance parameters, which

can be readily determined experimentally.

1.6.1 Compound Nucleus theory

In most intermediate and heavy nuclei between the neutron magic numbers, the

process by which a nucleus captures a neutron is successfully described by the

Compound Nucleus theory. In this theory, proposed originally by Bohr in 1936 [47],

the target nucleus X, of atomic number Z and mass A, forms with the incoming

particle –in our case a neutron– a new Compound Nucleus, of equal Z and mass

A + 1. This nucleus is left in a high excitation state, with the excitation energy

given by

E∗ = Sn +
A

A+ 1
En , (1.6.1)

where Sn is the neutron separation energy of the nucleus A+1
ZX and En the energy

of the incoming neutron. As depicted in Figure 1.6, the Compound Nucleus is a

many-body quantum system, and thus shows a series of excited levels beyond the

separation energy, which are populated if the energy of the neutron matches it

appropriately. Hence, a quasi-stationary or resonant state will form.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic view of the formation of the compound nucleus after the capture of a

neutron by the nuclide AX. The excited levels beyond the neutron separation energy correspond

to resonant states of the compound nucleus, which in capture experiments are observed as cross

section resonances. Extracted from [49].

This resonance level will decay with a half-life τ , which will be determined by

the quantum properties of the compound nucleus. In addition, by the uncertainty

principle, τ will be related to the energy width Γ of the resonance level by τ ≈ ~/Γ.

The state will de-excite through any of the possible exit channels. These can be

the emission of radiation, the emission of a neutron with the same or different

energy, the fission of the nucleus, the emission of charge particles, etc. The total

resonance width will be equal to the sum of the partial widths of each process,

Γ = Γγ + Γn + Γf + . . . (1.6.2)

The observed values of Γ are of the order of electronvolts, and thus the half-life of

the resonance state will be τ ∼ 10−15 s. In the case of the thallium isotopes, the

only competing channel with the radiative capture in the measured RRR is the

elastic channel, with all the other having much smaller widths, and hence much

higher lifetimes.

The probability of excitation to a resonance level, at a given incoming energy

En, determines the total cross section of the reaction at that energy. Similarly, the

probability of de-excitation through some of the possible exit channels defines the
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corresponding partial cross section.

1.6.2 Direct Capture

In light nuclei and neutron shell closure nuclei, the number of nuclear excited

states is usually very low. In this situation, an important contribution to the

capture cross section can come from the Direct Capture (DC) mechanism [50].

In this mechanism, the capture of the neutron leaves the newly formed nucleus

in a bound state below the neutron separation energy, without the formation of

a compound nucleus intermediate state. The DC component cannot be measured

in the experiments described in this work, since they rely on detecting the de-

excitation of the compound nucleus.

The DC process has a relevant contribution, for instance, in the stellar capture

cross section of 208Pb [51]. Although thallium isotopes have relatively low number

of excited levels, the situation is not comparable to the few excited states of 209Pb.

Therefore, it is not expected a relevant contribution of DC to their capture cross

section.

1.6.3 R-matrix formalism

From the mathematical point of view, the Compound Nucleus theory is accurately

described by the R-Matrix formalism, introduced by Wigner and Eisenbud [52]. A

detailed and comprehensive review of the theory was given by Lane and Thomas

[48].

The basic idea of the theory is to split the particle-target interaction space into

two regions:

• An external region, where the particles are separated enough so that the

nuclear interaction is negligible. This condition is expressed as r > ac, where

ac is the so-called channel radius. In the external region the Schrödinger

equation can be solved to obtain the wave functions of the system. These are

divided into the incoming wave function, which describes the system before

the collision, and the outgoing wave function, describing the system of the

reaction products.

• An internal region, where –unknown– nuclear forces predominate, the Schrödinger
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equation is not solvable and the states of the system are equally unknown.

The solution provided by the theory is to write the internal wave functions as

a superposition of ingoing and outgoing eigenstates, that at r = ac matches

the boundary conditions determined by the external wave functions. In this

way, every possible combination of the ingoing wave and the outgoing waves,

that is, every partial cross section, can be parametrized by the eigenstates and

eigenvalues of the internal region, which correspond to the decay amplitudes

and energies of the compound state.

It is convenient to employ the formalism of nuclear reaction theory to describe

the state of the system before and after the collision. In this context, every en-

trance and exit state of the system is called a channel c, characterized by quantum

numbers c = {α, l, s, J,m}, where

• α is the index which identifies each entrance and exit channel in terms of the

type of both interacting particles (mass, charge) and their energy state.

• l is the orbital angular momentum.

• s is the quantum number of the channel spin ~s, defined as the vector sum

of i, the spin of the incident particle, and I, the spin of the target, that is,

~s = ~I +~i. This satisfies the triangular condition |I − i| ≤ J ≤ I + i.

• J is the quantum number of total angular momentum of the channel, defined

as ~J = ~l + ~s, and satisfying |l − s| ≤ J ≤ l + s.

Blatt and Biedenharn solved the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation for par-

ticles of any spin, in the absence of Coulomb interaction, by applying the boundary

condition of a stationary ingoing plane wave with a stationary outgoing spherical

wave [53]. If the resulting partial differential cross section is integrated for all dis-

persion angles, and summed over all possible channel reactions, an expression is

obtained for the cross section from the entrance channel c to any other exit channel

c′,

σcc′ = πλ̄2
cgJ |δcc′ − Ucc′ |2 , (1.6.3)

where Ucc′ are the elements of the collision matrix U, and |Ucc′ |2 is the probability

of transition from channel c to c′. Thus, for c 6= c′, the cross section is proportional

to the transition probability. The de Broglie wave length λ̄c = ~/2π(µc · vrel) is
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related to the relative motion vrel of the interacting particles, with µc the reduced

mass of the system. Hence, it relates the probability to the physical cross section.

The quantity gJ is the so-called spin factor

gJ =
2J + 1

(2i+ 1)(2I + 1)
, (1.6.4)

which represents the probability of getting the angular momentum J from the spins

of the interacting pair. Considering that the sum of the transition probabilities to

any channel must be
∑

c′ |Ucc′|2 = 1, from equation (1.6.3) an expression of the

total cross section for entrance channel c can be obtained:

σc ≡
∑
c′

σcc′ = 2πλ̄2
cgJ(1− Re Ucc) . (1.6.5)

The resonant behaviour of the cross section is introduced by expressing U in

terms of the R channel matrix (see [48] for details), whose elements are defined as

Rcc′ =
∑
λ

γλcγλc′

Eλ − E
. (1.6.6)

Alternatively, it can be convenient to express the collision matrix in terms of the

matrix A [48], whose elements refer to the levels λ of the compound system, rather

than to the reaction channels c.

Ucc′ = e−i(ϕc+ϕc′ )
(
δcc′ + i

∑
λ,µ

Γ
1/2
λc AλµΓ

1/2
µc′

)
, (1.6.7)

Γ
1/2
λc ≡ γλc

√
2Pc , (1.6.8)(

A−1
)
λµ

= (Eλ − E)δλµ −
∑
c

γλcL
0
cγµc . (1.6.9)

In these equations, Greek subscripts refer to compound levels, and Roman sub-

scripts to reactions channels. Eλ are the level energies, and γλc are probability

amplitudes for decay (or formation) of compound states λ via exit (or entrance)

channels c. The sign of these amplitudes is practically random except near the

ground state. The ϕc and the logarithmic derivates Lc are functions of the ingoing

and outgoing radial wave functions at the channel radius ac, and Pc ≡ Im Lc is the

centrifugal barrier penetrability. For neutral particles, the in- and outgoing radial
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wave functions are proportional to the Hankel spherical functions of the first kind

[54], which satisfy the following recursive relations:

L0 = ikcac = iP0 , L` =− `− (kcac)
2

L`−1

− ` , (1.6.10)

ϕ0 = kcac , ϕ` =ϕ`−1 + arg(`− L`−1) , (1.6.11)

where kc = 1/λ̄. Thus, the penetrabilities Pc are functions of the kinematic pa-

rameters of the collision, namely the masses, the relative velocity and the angular

momentum l, and the channel radius ac. This is usually chosen to be slightly larger

than the radius of the compound nucleus. A common adopted parametrization is

ac =
(
1.23A1/3 + 0.80

)
fm.

The resonance parameters Eλ and γλc depend on the unknown nuclear interac-

tion, and thus cannot be calculated theoretically. They can, however, be adjusted

to experimental values when a cross section, calculated with the R-Matrix formal-

ism, is fit to experimental data of the reaction. This procedure will be shown in

chapters 6 and 7 for the analysis of 203,204Tl(n, γ).

The determination of the elements of the collisional matrix requires inverting a

matrix involving R, or equivalently inverting the matrix A−1. Both matrices have

very high rank, which makes the task very complex. Therefore, in calculations

which employ the R-matrix formalism, some assumptions must be taken, which

are briefly described in the following section.

1.6.4 R-matrix approximations

A detailed review of the several approximations of the R-matrix relevant in the

context of neutron-induced reactions can be found in [54]. For the purposes of

this work, we will focus on two. In the Single-Level Breit-Wigner (SLBW)

approximation, only one level λ is considered. Although it is known from experi-

ments that this is not true, this approximation works well enough near single and

isolated resonances, where all other levels can be in practice neglected. Thus the

relation between cross section and resonance parameters can be extracted. In this

situation, the element of the matrix A−1 reduces to(
A−1

)
λµ
→ E0 − E −

∑
c

L0
cγ

2
c ≡ E0 + ∆− E − iΓ/2 , (1.6.12)
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where the total width is Γ =
∑

c Γc, and ∆ = Er − E0 is the level shift between

the energy of the level and the energy of the resonance. ∆ is a function of E, thus

making explicit the dependency of the resonance levels on the energy incoming

neutron. The collision matrix for a single level is,

Ucc′ = e−i(ϕc+ϕc′ )

(
δcc′ +

iΓ
1/2
c Γ

1/2
c′

E0 + ∆− E − iΓ/2

)
. (1.6.13)

The boundary conditions can be chosen in such a way that the energy of the

resonance matches exactly the level energy, and thus ∆ = 0. Applying the previous

matrix element to equation (1.6.5), the expression of the total cross section will be

σc = 4πλ̄2
cgJ

{
sin2(ϕc) +

cos(2ϕc)ΓcΓ/4

(E − E0) + Γ2/4
+

sin(ϕc) cos(ϕc)Γc(E − E0)

(E − E0) + Γ2/4

}
.

(1.6.14)

For incident neutrons and in the case of ` = 0 (”s-wave”) resonances at low neutron

energies, ϕ0 = kcac and kcac � 1. Adopting ac as the radius R of the compound

nucleus, the previous expression reduces to

σn = 4πgJR
2 + πλ̄2

ngJ
ΓnΓ

(E − E0) + Γ2/4
+ 4πλ̄ngJR

Γn(E − E0)

(E − E0) + Γ2/4
. (1.6.15)

The first term is the potential scattering cross section. The second term is the

symmetrical resonant contribution, and the third one is an asymmetric term aris-

ing from the interference between the potential and the resonant scattering. In

the case of ` = 1 or ”p-wave” resonances, ϕ1 = kcac + arctan(kcac) and thus the

interference term vanishes. The presence of an interference ”dip” for s-waves is em-

ployed in transmission measurements to identify correctly the parity of resonance,

with parity given by π = (−1)`. Such knowledge is very useful to constrain the fit

parameters in posterior analysis.

Finally, the partial cross section from channel n to channel c′ = n will be given

by

σnc′ = πλ̄2
ngJ |Unc′|2 = πλ̄2

ngJ
ΓnΓc′

(E − E0)2 + (Γ/2)2
, (1.6.16)

also known as the Breit-Wigner formula [55].

Another approach to simplify the R-matrix is the Reich-Moore approxima-

tion [56]. It is based on the fact that there are many photon channels contributing
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to the matrix elements. Their amplitudes tend to have similar magnitudes but ran-

dom sign, and hence, except in the diagonal elements, their contributions cancel

out. The approximation consists in neglecting all photon channel contributions to

off-diagonal matrix elements. In that case, the element of the inverse matrix in

equation (1.6.9) becomes

(A−1)λµ = (Eλ + ∆λγ − E − iΓλγ/2)δλµ −
∑
c/∈γ

γλcL
0
cγµc , (1.6.17)

which in the limit of a single level reduces to the SLBW matrix element.

Experience with experimental data has shown that this approximation is accu-

rate enough to describe in detail all cross section resonance data [54]. The Reich-

Moore approximation is the first choice of the R-matrix code SAMMY [57], which

was the one employed in the analysis of resonances in this work (a mode detailed

description of SAMMY will be given in section 4.12).

1.7 Experimental analysis of resonances

As it was mentioned in the previous section, the several parameters required for

an accurate description of the cross section with the R-matrix theory, namely

resonance energy Er, spin and parity Jπ, channel radius ac, and resonance widths

(Γ,Γγ,Γn . . . ) can only be obtained by adjusting them experimental data.

Let us consider a capture experiment with a nuclide for which only the elastic

and the capture channels are significant, i.e. Γ = Γγ + Γn, which in fact is the case

for virtually all species with A ≤ 210 at low neutron energies. In this range of

energies, This nuclide has an s-wave resonance, at an energy . 104 eV, similar to

the one represented in the left plot in Figure 1.7. In ideal experimental conditions,

the peak total cross section would be given by equation (1.6.15),

σ0 = 4πλ̄2
ngJ

Γn
Γ

, (1.7.1)

and the capture contribution to be measured (from equation (1.6.16))

σγ = 4πλ̄2
ngJ

(
ΓnΓγ

Γ2

)
= σ0

Γγ
Γ
. (1.7.2)

Therefore, in such conditions one could directly extract Er, σ0
Γγ
Γ

and Γ. However, in

real measurements several experimental effects contribute to broaden and change
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Figure 1.7: Left: representation of an ideal generic neutron capture resonance. Right: Influence

of experimental effects in the shape of the resonance due to Doppler broadening (∆D), and the

facility neutron energy resolution (∆R). Both figures extracted from [58].

the shape of the resonance, as it is illustrated in the right plot in Figure 1.7.

The main effects are the neutron energy resolution of the facility and the Doppler

broadening effect (more details on each will be given in sections 3.3.3 and 4.6

and in section 4.12, respectively) and, depending on the sample characteristics,

thickness effects like multiple scattering and self-shielding. The first experimental

observable one can define is the resonance area. This is obtained by integrating

the capture cross section,

Ar =

∫
σγ(En)dEn =

∫
gJπλ

2
n

ΓnΓγ
(En − Er)2 + (Γ/2)2

dEn (1.7.3)

= 2π2λ2
ngJ

ΓnΓγ
Γ

, with Kr ≡ gJ
ΓnΓγ

Γ
(1.7.4)

defined as the reaction kernel. In a transmission measurement of a thin sample,

thickness effects can be neglected and Ar ∝ ngJΓn [58], where n is the atomic

thickness, measured in atoms/barn. In this situation, one can extract the following

parameters

Er,Γn,Γ, g for ` = 0 (1.7.5)

Er, gΓn for ` ≥ 1 . (1.7.6)

The transmission results can be employed in a capture measurement to correct for
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thickness related effects, and hence allow to obtain

Er,Γγ if g,Γn are known, (1.7.7)

Er, gΓγ if only gΓn are known. (1.7.8)

However, if transmission results are not available, the only information reliable

from a capture measurement is

Er, gKr if gΓn is not known. (1.7.9)

In the case that in a given resonance a particular channel dominates, the kernel

becomes proportional to the width of the other one,

Γn � Γγ =⇒ Kr ∝ gJΓγ (1.7.10)

Γn � Γγ =⇒ Kr ∝ gJΓn (1.7.11)

and thus information on individual parameters can be extracted. It must be noted

here that, for astrophysical applications, the desired value is the MACS, which

is an integrated value of the cross section. Thus, for nuclides with the resolved

resonance region coincident with the neutron energy range of astrophysical interest,

the knowledge of the resonance area might be sufficient.

Finally, R-matrix codes like SAMMY or REFIT [59] are based on resonance

shape fitting of experimental data. By evaluating how accurate is a set of param-

eters in the whole range of the resonance, it is more selective on the parameters,

and thus yields more accurate results than resonance area analysis alone. In addi-

tion, if parameters are already known, effective information on the sample physical

characteristics can be extracted. Such procedure, in fact, has been applied to the

analysis of the 204Tl(n, γ) data, and it is discussed in detail in chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Measuring technique

2.1 Capture reaction detection techniques

In order to determine a capture cross section experimentally, it is necessary to mea-

sure the number of capture events produced by the interaction of a known neutron

beam with the sample of interest. One of the common ways of counting capture

reactions is by detecting the prompt gamma rays emitted by the de-excitation of

the compound nucleus. However, the latter is a random process which involves

the emission of a random number of gamma rays, with a myriad of possible en-

ergy combinations. Whereas counting properly the capture cascades is already a

challenging task, the rejection of the gamma rays not coming from capture events

–also known as background– is equally important. Over the years, two main tech-

niques have been developed, which depict different strategies of counting capture

cascades and minimizing the background. Both techniques are routinely employed

at n TOF.

• The Total Energy Detection technique (TED) is based on the use of low

detection efficiency detectors, so on average only one gamma, at most, of

the cascade is detected. The response function of the setup is conveniently

manipulated so the cascade detection efficiency becomes proportional to the

total energy of the cascade. This turns the efficiency independent of the en-

ergy of the photon detected, or the de-excitation path. The detectors are

usually liquid scintillators, employing light materials like deuterated benzene

(C6D6), especially chosen for its extremely low neutron detection efficiency.

24
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This makes them the best option for measurements with samples with high

scattering-to-capture ratios. The TED technique, employing a set of four

C6D6 detectors, was the one employed in this work. As such, it will be de-

scribed in detail in section 2.2.

• The Total Absorption technique involves the use of a 4π array of BaF2 de-

tectors (known as the Total Absorption Calorimeter, TAC), for a combined

detection efficiency close to 100% [60]. Thus, the TAC works by detecting,

ideally, all the gamma rays of the cascade. Adding all signals with the appro-

priate time coincidence, one can construct a deposited energy histogram like

the one shown in Figure 2.1, which shows real capture in a 197Au sample. A

peak appears around the total cascade energy, whose integral is proportional

to the number of capture events. Additional cuts in deposited energy and

crystal multiplicity allow to discriminate capture events from signals coming

from the background or other reaction channels. The high efficiency of the

technique makes it very well suited for very low mass samples, but comes

at the expense of also increasing considerably the neutron sensitivity of the

setup. As a consequence, it makes it less convenient for target nuclei with

high scattering-to-capture ratios. Furthermore, very radioactive may induce

very high levels of signal pileup. Unfortunately, due to background and elec-

tric noise issues, at the time of the experiment the TAC of n TOF could

only be used reliably up to 10 keV of neutron energy. This severely limited

its usefulness for measurements in the neutron energy range of astrophysical

interest at this facility.

• An evolution of the TED is the i-TED technique, which is currently being

developed for future experiments at n TOF [62, 63]. It is based on applying

the TED technique to a set of detectors with Compton imaging capabilities.

Such a setup can discriminate, by means of advanced gamma ray imaging al-

gorithms, between those signals coming straight from the sample, and those

background signals arriving from elsewhere in the experimental hall. With

this, it aims to reduce considerably the photon background caused by sec-

ondary capture of scattered neutrons, which in several cases is the dominant

source of background for neutron energies beyond 100 eV [64]. Hence, due to

its superior signal-to-noise ratio, i-TED is specifically designed to study sam-
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Figure 2.1: Left: the Total Absorption Calorimeter of n TOF. Right: 197Au(n, γ) energy deposi-

tion spectrum measured with the TAC, showing the capture peak and several intrinsic background

components. Figure extracted from [61].

Figure 2.2: Left: Diagram showing the concept of a 4π i-TED detector, surrounding a cylindrical

sample in the centre. The several assemblies of scatterer and absorber allow to use Compton

imaging techniques to reconstruct the emission point of the gamma rays detected, which enables

to discriminate between true capture gamma rays arising from the sample and background gamma

rays coming the surroundings. Extracted from [62].

ples of very low mass, such as radioactive samples, which can be produced

only in minute amounts.
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2.2 The Total Energy Deposition Technique

As stated in the introduction, the TED technique is based on two principles. In

the first place, it requires the use of low efficiency detectors, which guarantees that

only one gamma ray of the cascade is detected:

εγ � 1 . (2.2.1)

The efficiency for detecting a capture cascade, εc, can be expressed mathematically

as the complementary probability of not detecting any of the j = 1, . . . , N gammas

of which is composed the cascade:

εc = 1−
N∏
j=1

(1− εcj) . (2.2.2)

Being εγ � 1, if we expand equation (2.2.2) in power series, in the first degree

approximation we have

εc ≈
N∑
j=1

εγj . (2.2.3)

The efficiency of any detector, in general, has a dependence on the energy Eγ of

the gamma ray detected. Therefore, without any further correction, the cascade

detection efficiency εc would depend on the energy of that gamma ray detected,

and consequently on the random cascade de-excitation path, biasing the capture

counting results. The solution is to apply a second condition, which consists in

imposing the proportionality between detection efficiency and energy of the gamma

ray,

εγ = αEγ . (2.2.4)

With this, the cascade detection efficiency becomes

εc ≈
N∑
j=1

εγj = α
N∑
j=1

Eγ
j = αEC = α(Sn + En) , (2.2.5)

which means that the efficiency now depends only on the total cascade energy,

and does not depend on the de-excitation path or the energy of the gamma ray

detected. While the first condition can be easily achieved by employing a detector

with the appropriate geometry and active material, the proportionality condition
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is more difficult to achieve, as can be seen by the different approaches developed

in the past and described below.

The origins of the modern TED technique can be traced back to the concept

of the detector developed by Moxon and Rae in the early sixties [65]. In their

approach, the response function of a small, plastic scintillator was manipulated to

scale linearly with gamma ray energy. This was done by putting, in front of the

detector, a thick slab of a low Z material that converted gamma rays to electrons.

The main drawback was that, due to the particularities of the conversion process,

the response of the detector was non-proportional for photons under 500 keV,

which in fact is the energy range of most of the capture cascade gamma rays.

An alternative method, known as the Pulse Height Weighting Technique (PHWT),

was first applied by Macklin and Gibbons to the measurement of neutron capture

cross sections, thanks to an original suggestion by Maier-Leibnitz [66]. In this case,

the proportionality condition is achieved by weighting the response function of the

detector, signal by signal. The weight is given by a an energy dependent weighting

function, specifically calculated for the setup.

The advent of the PHWT was a major step in the measurement of neutron

capture cross sections, because it provides much greater flexibility in the election

of the detection system and the rest of the experimental setup. The PHWT can

be expressed mathematically in the following way. If we consider Rγ
i to be the

discretized detector response function to a gamma ray of energy Eγ, where i =

1, . . . , N is the number of bins of Rγ
i , and we normalize it to the efficiency of

detecting that gamma ray, we have εγ =
∑N

i=1R
γ
i .

Then, the proportionality condition of equation (2.2.4) is achieved by weighting

the response function,

N∑
i=1

WiR
γ
i = Eγ , (2.2.6)

where α in equation (2.2.4) has been chosen equal to 1 for convenience. Thus, the

new, weighted efficiency is

εγw =
N∑
i=1

WiR
γ
i = αEγ . (2.2.7)
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2.3 Analytical Weighting Function (AWF)

In most cases, the WF is obtained by a least-squares fit of an analytical (poly-

nomial) function to a discrete number of response functions for mono-energetic

gammas in the energy range of interest. This energy range is basically defined by

the neutron separation of the isotope under study, the maximum neutron energy

covered in the experiment, and the instrumental resolution. Due to the practical

difficulty of obtaining mono-energetic gamma ray sources in the whole energy re-

quired, the response functions are usually calculated with MC simulations. The

PHWT, including the use of MC simulations to obtain the WF, has been thor-

oughly validated for capture measurements at n TOF [67], and it was proved that

the systematic uncertainty introduced by the technique was equal or lower than

2% RMS. A similar validation has been done for the GELINA facility as well [68].

Mathematically, the AWF can be expressed as

Wi(Ei) ≈
l∑
k

akE
k
i , (2.3.1)

where Ei is the energy of the bin i, and ak coefficients are determined by least

squares minimization of the expression

min
m∑
j

(
n∑
i

l∑
k

akE
k
i Ri,j − Eγ

j

)2

(2.3.2)

Usually the polynomial WF is approximated as a fourth or fifth degree, and the

result is a monotonically increasing function. While this approximation usually

works well for most situations, it has been shown that in some particular cases, like

when working with lead or bismuth samples [31, 68, 69], this WF is not accurate

enough. This is because the capture cross section of such nuclides is low, and

being also dense and high Z materials, their scattering and gamma ray absorption

coefficients are high.

In the first place, having low cross sections means that neutrons are captured

homogeneously along the sample. Thus, a sizeable part of the capture gamma rays

are emitted deep inside it, and must travel through millimetres of the material

before escaping. In the process, a considerable number of them can be absorbed.

Since the absorption rate is higher at lower gamma ray energies, much less low
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energy photons manage to escape and reach the detectors. The consequence is that,

below ∼ 300 keV, the detection efficiency actually decreases. Such effect cannot be

accounted for with the monotonically increasing polynomial WF. Consequently,

the proportionality condition is not met at low energies. This leads to deviations

of a few percent in the accuracy of the WF. An improvement in the analytical WF

can be obtained if negative powers are added in the polynomial [68]. However, a

more general approach can be applied, as reported in the following section.

2.4 Numerical Weighting Function (NWF)

The alternative approach [69, 31] consists in calculating the WF employing nu-

merical methods, in a bin-per-bin basis. This method offers much more flexibility

than the polynomial approach for obtaining the weights, and thus can produce

more accurate results.

In the case of the thallium samples employed in this work, they were not espe-

cially thick or dense, and the cross section is orders of magnitude higher than that

of lead or bismuth. Even in this situation, the NWF already showed an improve-

ment over the AWF. However, the main source of low energy gamma absorption

were the 2 mm lead foils put in front of the detectors to shield them from the 204Tl

enriched sample radiation (more details of the experimental setup will be given in

the following chapters). The pronounced reduction in the efficiency at low energies

caused by the foils made it highly convenient to resort to the numerical WF. A

description of the method to obtain the WF by numerical means will be given in

the following. Details of the NWF applied to the capture analysis will be given in

section 5.1.

The numerical, or point-wise, approach consists in determining a solution Wi

for the system of equations defined by

N∑
i=1

Rj,iWi = Ej, (2.4.1)

where Ri,j is the matrix containing the response functions of i, . . . , N bins to

j, . . . ,M gamma rays of energy Ej. This equation can be rewritten in vector no-

tation as

R ~W = ~E . (2.4.2)
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Obtaining a solution for ~W requires inverting the response function matrix R,

~W = R−1 ~E, (2.4.3)

but this matrix, being normalized to the efficiency, is composed of small ele-

ments much smaller than 1. Inverting such a matrix is what is called an ill-posed

problem, since finding an exact solution is impossible from the computational point

of view (see section 2.2.2 from [69] for more details). On the other hand, an infinite

set of approximate solutions exist, and one needs to find a method to determine

the best of them. Following the procedure reported in [69], this is achieved also

here employing the Tikhonov-Miller linear regularization method, which imposes a

restriction in the number of possible solutions by using some kind of a priori expec-

tation (or knowledge) about them. The principle of the method of regularization

is the minimization, by Lagrange multipliers, of a quantity:

χ2 + λB . (2.4.4)

Where χ2 is a measure of the agreement of a model solution to the data, B is

a functional that measures the “smoothness” or “stability” of the solution, and λ

is the Lagrange multiplier. B is defined as

B = ~WH ~W, (2.4.5)

where H = BTB. Thus, if B is the (N − 1)×N matrix

B =


−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1

 (2.4.6)

then H is the N ×N matrix
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H = BT ·B =



1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

−1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1


(2.4.7)

A high value of B will mean that a solution ~W is unstable, in the sense that it

oscillates greatly from one bin to the other, and could include negative weights as

well. With the previous definition, the minimization principle becomes:

χ2 + λB = |R · ~W − ~E|2 + λ ~WH ~W (2.4.8)

It can be shown (see [70], section 18.5) that this reduces to a linear set of

equations,

(RTR + λH) ~W = RT ~E , (2.4.9)

which can be solved by standard LU decomposition. The λ prevents the problem

to be ill-conditioned again.

In the end, by the minimization process we obtain the set of solutions, one

for each possible value of λ. Each solution is a trade-off between minimizing the

χ2 i.e. obtaining the best possible agreement with the data, or minimizing the

functional B, which leads to the most stable solution. This can be readily seen

when both quantities are represented for each λ, like in Figure 2.3. The solutions

indicated with an arrow are those considered the “best” in the sense that they

offer a compromise between stability of the solution and the agreement with the

data. In practice, to avoid any unphysical results in the weighting of the signals,

the additional requirement of an always positive WF has also been imposed, which

puts a rather high constraint in the stability of the solution. This will be further

discussed in section section 5.2, which deals with the application of the NWF to

our capture measurements.
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Figure 2.3: B versus χ2 plot of several solutions obtained by varying λ.



Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

3.1 The n TOF facility at CERN

The Neutron Time-Of-Flight facility, n TOF, was established in 2001 at the Euro-

pean Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) with the aim of producing pulsed

neutron beams, with a wide energy range, for neutron cross section measurements.

At n TOF, neutrons are produced by spallation reactions induced by a pulsed

proton beam in a massive lead target. The proton beam has a time length of 7 ns

RMS, and is accelerated up to 17 GeV by the Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator

complex, shown in Figure 3.1. Protons are then shot against the target, where 300

neutrons per proton are produced on average [71]. There are two different types

of proton beams provided by the PS:

• ”Dedicated” beam, which is the beam specifically produced for n TOF, with

a nominal intensity of 7 · 1012 protons per pulse.

• The so-called “parasitic” beam, which are a remanent from protons sent to

other facilities, with a nominal intensity of ∼ 3 · 1012 protons per pulse.

The highly energetic spallation neutrons emerging from the target are then

moderated, acquiring in the process the desired white spectrum, from several GeV

down to thermal energies. The beam is then collimated for a first time and, im-

mediately afterwards, a magnet sweeps away the charged particles in the beam.

Afterwards, a second collimator gives the beam its final shape. The aperture of

this collimator can be chosen between a small one (18 mm), employed for cap-

34
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EAR2
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n

n

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the whole CERN accelerator complex in 2019. Protons are suc-

cessively accelerated by the LINAC4 (up to 50 MeV), by the PS Booster (up to 1.4 GeV), and

by the PS up to 17 GeV, before being shot against the n TOF target (in the lower left part of the

image).

ture measurements, and a big one (80 mm), for fission measurements. Finally, the

particle beam reaches the experimental areas, where measurements are performed.

As can be seen in the layout of the facility in Figure 3.2, at n TOF there are two

Experimental Areas (EAR): EAR1 was the first one operative, with a flight path

length of 184 m; and EAR2, commissioned in 2014, which is situated vertically on

top of the target, an has a flight path of 19 m. The shorter flight path results in a

neutron flux 30 times higher than in EAR1, but comes at the expense of a lower

neutron energy resolution, and of an increased background compared to EAR1.

Hence, both areas have complementary features, which make each one of them

suited for different experiments. Pictures of both areas can be seen in Figure 3.3.

n TOF has several features that, all combined, make it exceptional for cross

section measurements:

• n TOF neutron beams have a very high instantaneous flux, which makes them

especially suited for measurements that require a high signal to background

ratio, like measurements of small quantities of radioactive samples.

• The high flux compensates for a repetition rate of, on average, 1.2 Hz, a
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19 m

184 m

Figure 3.2: Layout of the n TOF facility, showing its two beam lines and the position of several

other beam elements. A full scale profile view of both experimental areas is also shown (Extracted

from [71] and [72], respectively.)

feature of the working cycle of the PS. For several aspects the low duty cycle

is also an advantage. It allows to perform measurements in a very wide range

of neutron energies, from several hundred MeV down to the thermal point,

without having any superposition between neutron pulses.

• In the case of n TOF EAR1, thanks to the very long flight path a very high

neutron energy resolution can be achieved. Specifically, ∆E/E lower or equal

than 10−3 can be achieved up to 10 keV, and lower than 5 · 10−3 up to an

energy of 100 keV.

Most of the measurements performed at n TOF are capture and fission exper-

iments, mainly for nucleosynthesis studies in the field of astrophysics, and nuclear

technology research [71]. Recently, measurements of (n,p) and (n,α) reactions for

astrophysical studies [73, 74] and medical physics applications [75], have been car-

ried out, as well. In its almost 20 years of existence, three main experimental

campaigns have been conducted at n TOF. Phase1, lasting from 2001 to 2004,

was followed by the first long shutdown (LS1) of the CERN complex (2004-08),
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Figure 3.3: Left: General view of the EAR1 beam line in 2018, with the latest C6D6 capture

setup in the foreground, and the TAC behind it. In this picture, the beam enters the area from

the left. Right: The vertical beam line of EAR2, with the three C6D6 capture setup employed in

2018. These are the BICRON C6D6 detectors used in the 2015 capture setup at EAR1 for the

experiment presented in this work (see section 3.6 for details).

during which a new cooling and moderator system was installed at n TOF. The

improvements included changing the moderator from natural water to borated

water, which contributed to reduce considerably the gamma ray background of

the facility. Experimental Phase2 ran from 2009 until the start of the second long

shutdown LS2 (2012-13). During this stop, the second experimental area was built.

Finally, Phase3 lasted from 2014 to 2018, during which the measurements reported

in this work took place (summer of 2015). In 2018 the facility entered into long

shutdown LS3, which is scheduled to end by 2021. Major upgrades in the facility

are being carried out for the future Phase4. These include, among others, a new

target and moderator ensemble, specifically designed for both experimental areas,

and new irradiation facility very close to the target, also known as NEAR [76]. A

list with all the reactions measured in each phase of n TOF can be found in [71].
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Figure 3.4: Sketch representing the time-of-flight technique at the n TOF facility.

3.2 Time-of-flight technique

At a time-of-flight facility like n TOF, the energy of the incoming neutrons is

determined by measuring the time t they take to travel a fixed and well-known

distance L, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. In our particular case, L is the distance from

the target to the experimental areas. In the classical kinematics approximation,

valid up energies of a few MeV, the kinetic energy En of a neutron travelling along

L with speed v is given by the expression

En =
1

2
mv2 = α

L2

t2
(3.2.1)

where, t is in µs, En in eV and L in m, the constant factor α assumes the value

α = 72.29

√
eVµs

m
. The time-of-fight is calculated as t = ta− t0− tt, where ta is the

time of arrival of the neutrons, t0 when the spallation reactions occur, and tt is the

time they spend travelling through the target and moderator. The time of arrival

ta is given by the time they induce a nuclear reaction. Or more specifically, by the

time the secondary particles emitted after the reaction are detected, td ≈ ta. This

is totally acceptable, since the timescale of nuclear processes, ∼ 10−15 s, is many

orders of magnitude smaller than the minimum resolvable time-of-flight. However,

very fast detectors and readout electronics are essential in order to minimize the

offset between capture and detection. In order to determine t0, it is exploited the

fact that in the spallation reactions a large number of prompt gamma rays are

produced. These photons induce a huge pileup signal in all sensitive detectors (see

section 3.5). Since prompt gamma rays travel invariably at the speed of light, there
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will be just an offset between the time they are detected and t0, so t0 = tγ − L/c.
Therefore, the final expression for t will be

t = td − tγ + L/c − tt. (3.2.2)

In practice, the relation between neutron energy and t is obtained performing a

”calibration” with resonances whose energy is very well known (see section 4.2 for

details). In the process, the travel time through the target and moderator, tt, is

absorbed into the measured time tm.

3.3 The neutron beam of n TOF

3.3.1 Measurement of the neutron flux

In a capture experiment, an accurate knowledge of the absolute number and the

energy profile of the neutrons impinging the sample under study is a basic require-

ment. In our particular case, the capture yield will be normalized to the yield of a

reference sample at some specific neutron energy (a procedure described in detail

in Chapter 4). Therefore, the most crucial aspect to be known independently is

the energy dependency of the neutron flux [77]. Flux, in the context of n TOF,

refers the energy distribution, per unit surface, of the neutrons produced by each

proton bunch.

The flux is measured by means of several neutron-converting reactions, whose

cross sections are known accurately enough to be considered a standard in some

energy range [78]. For a given reaction, the flux can be obtained by employing the

following relation:

φ(En) =
C(En)−B(En)

ε(En) · (1− e−n·σt(En)) σr(En)
σt(En)

(3.3.1)

where C is the total number of counts per bunch, B the background contribution,

n the areal density of the layer of converter, and σt and σr its total and reaction

cross sections, respectively. At n TOF, the flux was measured employing several

independent detection systems in order to minimize the systematics effects related

to each of them. These are:

• Silicon Monitor (SiMon), which employs a foil of 6Li as a converter. Four

silicon semiconductor detectors placed out of the beam measure the products
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Figure 3.5: Placement of the different detectors in the measurement of the flux with the small

collimator.

of the reaction 6Li(n, α)3H. The SiMon is the detector commonly employed

as flux monitor during capture cross section measurements [79].

• The MGAS monitor detector [80], which is a set of two MicroMegas

gaseous detectors [81] enclosed in an aluminium chamber. Each detector

employs a different neutron conversion reaction, which are 10B(n, α)7Li and
235U(n, f). The range of maximum accuracy for each reaction is different, and

thus, with a combination of both, the full range from thermal up to 1 MeV

of neutron energy can be covered. At n TOF, MicroMegas based detectors

have been employed, additionally, to measure the spatial profile of the beam

[82] and for cross sections measurements like 33S(n, α) [75].

• The PTB fission chamber, which is a calibrated ionization detector from

the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt [83]. This consists of five platinum

electrodes, with thin deposits of 235U on both sides. The detector is considered

a reference in the field of metrology due to its very good characterization,

and was considered the reference measurement of the flux in the range from

1 to 10 MeV.

• a set of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPAC) [84, 85], which also

employ the 235U fission reaction. PPAC have unique features that make them

very useful at n TOF. Due to their almost total insensitivity to gamma rays,

and their very fast response time, PPAC are almost unaffected by the burst

of prompt gamma rays. This allowed to extend the flux measurement up to

1 GeV in neutron energy.

Measurements with SiMon, MGAS and PTB fission chamber were performed
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Figure 3.7: Bidimensional profile of the n TOF neutron flux in EAR1, obtained with the X-Y

MicroMegas detector (extracted from [91])

simultaneously employing the small collimator mode. The measurement with the

PPAC was performed with the big collimator, and thus was carried out separately.

The results of all measurements were combined and weighted appropriately to

elaborate the so-called Evaluated Flux [77]. The PTB chamber value at thermal

energy was used as an absolute normalization point. The systematic accuracy of the

resulting flux, together with other parameters of interest, is reported in Table 3.1.

The evaluated flux has been also compared to Monte Carlo simulations with the

FLUKA [86], MCNPX [87] and Geant4 [88, 89] codes, for a very good general

agreement [77, 90]. The evaluated flux is the one employed in this work.

The energy distribution of the evaluated flux per nominal proton bunch (7 ·1012

protons), in units of lethargy (i.e. neutrons/d lnE), is shown in Figure 3.6. The

absence of a peak at thermal energies is caused by the presence of 10B in the

moderator. Apart from that, the spectrum shows the characteristic evaporation

peak in the MeV region. A relevant feature of the spectrum is the presence of

several transmission ”dips”, associated to resonances of elements present in the

aluminium alloys employed in the beam pipe windows. The strongest of them, at

6 keV, 35 keV and 80 keV correspond to 27Al.
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Figure 3.6: Energy distribution of the flux in EAR1, for the configurations with normal water

(before 2009, in black) and with borated water (after 2009, in red). For comparison, the evaluated

flux of EAR2 is also plotted.

Energy range Neutrons/pulse Eva. Flux unc. (%) ∆En/En

1 eV – 10 eV 2.0 · 104 2 3.2 · 10−4

10 eV – 100 eV 2.5 · 104 2 4.3 · 10−4

100 eV – 1 keV 2.9 · 104 2 5.4 · 10−4

1 keV – 10 keV 3.2 · 104 2 1.1 · 10−4

10 keV – 100 keV 4.4 · 104 4-5 2.9 · 10−4

Table 3.1: EAR1 values of the integrated number of neutrons per pulse, the uncertainty, and

the resolution in neutron energy, of the evaluated flux for n TOF. These values correspond to the

neutron energy decades relevant for measurements of astrophysical interest.

3.3.2 Neutron beam profile

The knowledge of the spatial profile of the neutron beam is of utmost importance

when working with samples with radius smaller than the beam, because it crucially

determines the intersection factor between the two. Furthermore, the profile has

a dependency on the energy which also has to be taken into account. For this
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purpose, a new X-Y MicroMegas was developed [91], which offered great precision

2D-imaging capabilities of the beam.

The beam bidimensional profile, depicted in Figure 3.7, presents a non-symmetrical

shape, with a longer tail in the vertical downward direction. The measurement of

the profile was found to be in good general agreement with MCNP and FLUKA

simulations [91]. The profile in both axis can be approximated to a Gaussian dis-

tribution, with a nominal FWHM of 18 mm. From the validated simulations, the

beam interception factors, for several standard sample geometries at n TOF, were

extracted.

3.3.3 The Resolution Function

The correspondence between the energy of the neutron and its time of arrival,

however, is not a one-to-one relation. Neutrons with the same energy can arrive at

different times, mainly because of the different paths they follow inside the spal-

lation target and moderator until they arrive at the measuring point. Specifically,

several experimental conditions contribute to this effect. First of all, the width of

the proton pulses of the PS, equal to 7 ns RMS, which is in fact the absolute upper

limit in the time resolution of the facility. In second place, the interaction of the

neutrons with the different elements of the target-moderator assembly, and, finally,

the time resolution of the detectors. The most important of them, however, is the

moderation process. This effect is quantified in the moderation length, which is the

distance that neutrons arriving with a given energy have travelled in the moder-

ator. All these are included in what is called the Resolution Function (RF). The

RF represents the distribution of arrival times that neutrons of the same energy

En will have. It can be expressed alternatively in terms of neutron energy, time of

flight or effective flight path:

RE(En)dEn = Rt(t)dt = RL(L)dL . (3.3.2)

The RF cannot be measured directly. Therefore, it is obtained by means of MC

simulations, which include a fully detailed description of the target and modera-

tor geometry [92]. In these simulations, performed independently with both the

MCNPX and FLUKA codes, each neutron produced in the spallation process is

followed in their path through the target and moderator. However, propagating
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Figure 3.8: The simulated probability distribution of the moderation length for neutrons of

different energies, commonly known as the Resolution Function RL(L). Extracted from [92].

the neutrons from there, up to the experimental hall –185 m away– by MC means

would be totally impractical due to the computational time required. Thus, particle

trajectories are calculated with a dedicated optical transport code. The accuracy

of the resulting RF is validated by applying it to experimental data of narrow

capture resonances, whose parameters are well established.

The RF for energies from epithermal to 100 keV is shown in Figure 3.8. It

changes considerably from one order of magnitude to the other, and has a long

tail because after each scattering interaction, the probability that the neutron exits

with the right trajectory decreases exponentially. The RFs for the old configuration

are also displayed, to highlight the important differences due to the features of the

new assembly, like borated water.

More details of the n TOF Resolution Function of EAR1 can be found in [92],

and also in [90].

3.4 Proton beam monitors

The intensity of the proton beam sent to the lead target from the PS is constantly

monitored during measurements. This is done by means of two devices:

• A Beam Current Transformer (BCT) which is situated in the proton line

approximately 6 m before the n TOF target. The BCT provides the reference

beam intensity value employed at n TOF, and the trigger signal for the start
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of the acquisition system.

• A Wall Current Monitor, commonly known as Pick-up (or PKUP). This

device is mounted immediately after the BCT and measures the instanta-

neous value of the proton beam current. It provides a signal whose area is

proportional to the number of protons in each bunch, This information is

incorporated in the data acquisition system (DAQ) of n TOF.

3.5 The background at n TOF

Apart from neutrons, during the spallation process there is a huge production of

all kinds of particles. While all charged particles are swept away by the sweeper

magnet, neutral particles are not.

Gamma rays are produced in vast amounts and represent an important source

of background. Photons are also produced by capture of neutrons in any mate-

rial intersecting the beam from the target until the measuring position at EAR1.

Specifically, capture is particularly intense in the hydrogen of the water moder-

ator, in the aluminium windows and pipes, and in the collimators. In the end,

one can distinguish two components of the photon background, a prompt and a

delayed one. Both of them have different times of arrival and energy distributions.

These two components have been thoroughly studied through MC simulations of

the spallation target of n TOF [90].

3.5.1 The γ-ray flash

The prompt component is very sharp peaked, as it can be seen in Figure 3.9. It

reaches the EAR1 between 614 ns –the time in which photons travel the 184 m–

and less than 1 µs. These gamma rays have a hard spectrum, with its maximum

in the MeV region and reaching up to several GeV. The prompt gamma rays are

usually referred, in the context of n TOF, as the γ-ray flash. It typically induces

a huge signal in all sensitive γ-ray detectors, which usually saturates them for 2-3

µs. As was shown in section 3.2, this signal is employed to determine the initial

time t0 for the time-of-flight calculation. The saturation in the detectors due to

the γ-flash usually sets the upper limit achievable in terms of neutron energy for

most of them.
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Figure 3.9: Left: Time-of-flight distribution of the neutron and the in-beam gamma rays at the

EAR1. The two components of the in-beam gamma rays are clearly distinguishable. The reduction

of the delayed component due to the use of borated water is clear. Right: Energy distribution of

the gamma rays, with prominent peaks due to capture in hydrogen and aluminium (2.2 MeV

and 7.7 MeV), pair annihilation (511 keV), and 10B(n,α) reaction in boron (478 keV). Figures

extracted from [92].

3.5.2 Delayed background

For a capture experiment, the delayed γ-ray background is the most troublesome.

These gamma rays, which arrive at times corresponding to the neutron energies of

interest for most applications, can be scattered by the sample and then detected

by the C6D6 detectors, without possibility to distinguish them from true capture

γ-rays. As can be seen in Figure 3.9, the delayed spectrum is dominated by several

capture gamma rays. Capture in the boron of the water moderator produces a

very high peak at 478 keV due to the 10B(n,α)7Li reaction. Capture in H and 27Al

produce much smaller peaks at 2.2 MeV and 7.7 MeV, respectively. In this sense,

the use of a borated water moderator in practice shifts the energy distribution of

the photon flux to lower energies. This is very convenient, since low energy photons

are, in general, easier to reject.

A sizeable amount of gamma rays are also produced by neutrons, which are

scattered by the sample and captured in any material around the experimental

area, such as beam pipes, the detectors support structures, or other massive de-
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tector elements, like the TAC. The detection of neutrons by the C6D6 detectors,

called neutron sensitivity, is discussed in section 4.9. The capture of these neutrons

produces gamma rays of up to several MeV depending on the capturing material.

Thus they cannot be as effectively rejected as most of the in-beam gamma rays.

In addition, the ”neutron-induced” contribution is the dominant source of back-

ground for neutron energies above ∼ 300 eV. An in-depth analysis of the scattered

neutron background, by means of Geant4 MC simulations of the whole experi-

mental area, can be found in [64]. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, alternative

detection systems, such as i-TED [62, 63] have been proposed to reduce this type

of background, and are under development.

3.6 C6D6 detectors for (n,γ) measurements

The capture measurements presented in this work were performed with four C6D6

liquid scintillation gamma ray detectors. The origin of these devices can be traced

back to the non-hydrogenous C6F6 detectors originally employed by Macklin and

Gibbons [66]. The C6D6 detectors possess several characteristics that make them

especially well suited for neutron capture experiments:

• Very low neutron sensitivity. The use of deuterated benzene as scintil-

lation material reduces considerably the neutron detection efficiency –also

known as sensitivity– of these detectors, thanks to the low capture cross

section of deuterium.

• Low gamma ray detection efficiency. The use of a light and low Z de-

tection medium entails a maximum gamma ray detection efficiency of a few

percent. Additionally, energy deposition at the photopeak is virtually non

existent in these detectors. Nevertheless, low gamma ray efficiency is actu-

ally advantageous, since it is one of the requirements for applying the Pulse

Height Weighting Technique (see section 2.2 for details).

• Very fast response. C6D6 detection signals have a rise time of ∼ 3 ns and

a FWHM of ∼ 5 ns, which make them ideal for applications that require very

high time resolution, like time-of-flight measurements.

The detectors are based on a commercial model produced by BICRON, modified
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Figure 3.10: Design of the BICRON C6D6 detectors, in its original form. Extracted from [93].

in several aspects of its design to reduce the neutron sensitivity [93]. The changes

include the use of thinner aluminium walls, and the modification of a Teflon tub-

ing wound around the scintillation cell. The purpose of the latter was to act as

expansion volume to the cell, but in its original form contributed notably to in-

crease the neutron sensitivity. In addition, the original photomultiplier, which had

a borosilicate window, was replaced by a Photonis XP1208 photomultiplier. The

latter features a quartz window, avoiding the background contribution of neutron

capture in boron.

The C6D6 setup employed for the 203Tl(n, γ) and 204Tl(n, γ) measurement cam-

paigns is shown in Figure 3.11. The detectors were placed facing the sample and

against the beam direction, with an angle respect to the beam of of ∼ 125◦. De-

excitation gamma rays arise from pure dipole transitions (see section 5.3), which

have an angular distribution. The effect of the angular distribution in nuclides like

the thallium isotopes, with a gamma ray multiplicity of 3-4, is not important, and

eventually can be minimized at θ = 125◦, where the second order Legendre poly-

nomial vanishes [29]. In addition, for gamma rays < 1 MeV, such angle reduces

the in-beam photon background owing to the angular distribution of the Compton

effect, which obeys the Klein-Mishima formula [94]. In order to reduce the huge

low energy background caused by the activity of the 204Tl sample, 2 mm thick lead

foils were placed in front of each detector. The resulting reduction of the efficiency

affected significantly the calculation and the performance of the weighting function

(see Chapter 5 for details).
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Figure 3.11: Left: picture of the four C6D6 setup employed during the 203Tl(n, γ) and 204Tl(n, γ)

campaigns. The beam direction is depicted by the blue arrows. The red tape was used to subject

the lead covers to the detectors. The device in the bottom of the picture is an i-TED prototype

(see chapter 2) which was tested in the middle of the campaign, but was not present during any

of the data acquisition runs employed in the present work. Right: close-up of the four detectors.

The green arrows represent (not in scale) the distance between the sample and the centre of the

face of each detector, with the measured value also included. Since the sample is not visible in

the original picture, for clarity purposes a sketch of the sample holder and the sample, in the

position it would occupy, has been included.

3.7 Data Acquisition System (DAQ)

The Data Acquisition System of n TOF must serve to several needs [95]. In the

first place, it must be capable of resolving very fast signals, like those from C6D6

detectors, separated by very short times-of-flight intervals. On the other hand, very

high counting rates are often achieved, either from neutron-induced reactions of

interest or from decay radiation of the radioactive samples under study. Related

to this, some large detectors at n TOF like the TAC require several dozens of

channels working at the same time. Thus, the n TOF DAQ must be fast, it must

be flexible to manage dozens of different detectors, and finally, it must be able to

manage all the amount of data produced, with data transfer peaks of several GB/s

[96].

The DAQ of n TOF is based on 12 bit flash-ADC digitizers from SPDevices,

model ADQ412DC, which offers a sampling rate of up to 1 GHz, and a maximum
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acquisition time window of 100 ms. In addition, they are equipped with an effi-

cient zero-suppression algorithm, which eliminates data below a certain threshold

defined by the user. This feature contributes to reduce considerably the amount

of data recorded. The raw data from all detectors for several proton bunches (or

”events”) are stored together in a file in local computers. Every 10 proton bunches,

the file is closed and automatically transferred to the CERN Advanced STORage

manager (CASTOR) [97].

For the 204Tl(n, γ) campaign, the very high counting rate induced by the sam-

ple activity led to the production of a huge amount of data. In order to reduce

the size of the data files, it was necessary to optimize the configuration of the

digitizers. The acquisition window was reduced to 14 ms, which in practice lim-

ited the lower neutron energy achievable to 1 eV. This was not a problem for the

posterior analysis, since the first thallium resonance of either isotope is found at

37 eV. The sampling rate of the SiMon was also reduced to 56 MS/s. Finally, the

size of the presample –the number of points recorded before the signal exceeds

the zero-suppression threshold– and the postsample –the data recorded after the

signal falls below the threshold– were both reduced to 256, down from 1024 and

2048, respectively.

In this way, it was possible to reduce the size of the raw data files to manageable

values for the subsequent pulse shape analysis.

3.8 Pulse shape analysis routine

Once the raw digitized data is stored, it has to be processed in order to extract

the relevant information of each signal. For this purpose, a generic routine was

developed at n TOF [98]. The main principles behind its design were:

• It was built to accommodate the wide variety of detectors employed at

n TOF, each one with its own signal characteristics.

• In order to comply with the previous need, it was made to require the smallest

possible number of signal input parameters, which must be set externally by

the user. In addition, it has a modular design which allows to select several

options in each step of the routine.
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• It is based on a pulse template adjustment procedure, also known as pulse

shape fitting.

A very detailed description of all the steps of the routine, and the multiple features

available, can be found in [98, 99]. The main stages of the algorithm are:

1. Pulse recognition. True pulses are identified by calculating the derivative

of the signal and applying a multiple threshold crossing filter.

2. Location of the γ-flash. As explained in section 3.5.1, in most of the

detectors, including C6D6, the γ-flash is employed to determine the t0 for

the time-of-flight measurement. Thus, the routine features several options to

recognize it correctly and extract the γ-flash time, tγ. For C6D6 the γ-flash

is identified as the first signal crossing a very high threshold in amplitude.

3. Baseline calculation. For a proper determination of the amplitude and the

area of the pulses, the baseline level must be determined accurately in order

to subtract it. For the present analysis, the option of an adaptative baseline

was chosen, calculated with the ”moving maximum” technique (see [98] for

details).

4. Pulse shape fitting. Once the baseline has been subtracted, the amplitude,

the tTOF, and the area of each pulse are obtained. Three methods are available

to achieve that: searching for the signal highest point, parabolic fitting to the

top of the pulse, and pulse shape fitting. For the latter, a ”model” pulse shape

is adjusted and fitted to each pulse by a least squares procedure. The model

pulse shape must be provided by the user, and it is obtained by averaging a

large number of pulses. The pulse shape fitting was the method employed in

the present analysis.

3.8.1 Event building

The information of each signal –detector number, amplitude, time of arrival, area,

among many other attributes–, together with the information of the event that

generated it –number of event, proton intensity, γ flash time– is stored in a ROOT

file [100], one for each data acquisition run. The signals belonging to each detector

are stored as entries in a ROOT data structure called TTree. For a given entry,
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every attribute of the signal is stored in a separate substructure of the TTree,

called TBranch. The Tree/branch data structure of ROOT is specifically designed

to provide a fast and flexible access to the specific properties of the signals. This,

combined to its histogramming and plotting capabilities, allows to perform very

quick preliminary analysis of the data. This is crucial in order to monitor all

important aspects –detectors, samples, the neutron beam, etc.– during an ongoing

measurement.

The pulse shape analysis and the production of the ROOT files is fully auto-

mated at n TOF with the user required only to provide, in anticipation, the set of

input parameters for the detectors of interest. Once completed, the output ROOT

files are stored in CASTOR. These files are ready to be analysed for determining

the capture reaction yield, a task which is described in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Determination of the capture yield

In this chapter we will describe the several steps that have been followed to ex-

tract a reliable capture yield from the experimental data processed by the PSA

routine. Details on each of the steps are particular to each sample under study,

and hence will be discussed more in depth in the chapter devoted to each cross

section measurement.

All the tasks described in this chapter were carried out by writing several ROOT

[100] C/C++ programs, which performed the sorting of the experimental data,

applied all the necessary cuts and correction factors, and produced the counting

rate histograms for the analysis. A detailed description of the analysis routine is

given in Appendix A.

The experimental yield

The final goal of the data reduction process is to obtain an experimental yield

that can be fitted in order to extract the desired cross section, using the R-matrix

formalism described in chapter 1. The experimental yield can be defined as the

fraction of incident neutrons, N I
n, that arrive at a certain time interval tTOF in the

sample, and undergo a radiative capture event which is measured by the detectors:

Yexp(tTOF ) =
NC
n (tTOF )

N I
n(tTOF )

=
C(tTOF )

N I
n(tTOF ) · ε(A)

, (4.0.1)

where C(tTOF ) are the number of counts registered in each detector at the given

time-of-flight, and ε(A) is the detection efficiency, which depends on the amplitude

53
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A of the signals registered. A, expressed in units of ADC channels, is proportional

to the energy deposited by a γ-ray in the detector volume, and thus the first step

in the analysis is the determination of this relation. This procedure is described in

section 4.1.

Since we are interested in a cross section expressed as a function of neutron

energy En, it is necessary to perform a time-of-flight to neutron energy calibration,

a procedure explained in section section 4.2.

The fraction of neutrons crossing the sample geometry, N I
n(tTOF ), is calculated

from the evaluated neutron flux φn [77] (see section 3.3.1 for details), which must

be integrated over the sample surface exposed to the beam,

N I
n(tTOF ) =

∫
S

φn(tTOF )dS . (4.0.2)

In practice, N I
n = fbi ·φn, where fbi is the fraction of the total beam intercepted by

the sample, also called beam interception factor. This is obtained from simulations

for the typical circular geometries employed at n TOF. The fbi changes with the

beam profile, which depends on the energy of the neutrons. However, in the energy

range of 1 eV to 105 eV, the factor is practically constant [92]. The calculation

of the interception factor for our particular case is explained with more detail in

section 4.8.

Finally, the total counts registered in the detectors, C(tTOF ), include a cer-

tain number from several different sources of background, B(En), which have to

be carefully evaluated in order subtract them. The analysis of the background

components is discussed in section section 4.7.

4.1 Deposited energy and resolution calibration

An accurate calibration of the C6D6 detectors in deposited energy is particularly

important in the analysis of a capture experiment that employs the TED technique.

This is because pulses are weighted according to their energy deposition and hence,

an error in the calibrations turns into an error in the weight assigned to that pulse.

Furthermore, the higher the energy of the pulse, the more sensitive is the PHWT

to errors. In this respect, a smooth WF without strong oscillations is desirable.

Otherwise, in the case of a erroneous determination of the pulse amplitude, the
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abrupt variations in the W (Eγ) function would magnify the bias in the weight

assigned to the pulse.

There are a few important requirements for a proper calibration of C6D6 de-

tectors:

• Wide energy range. C6D6 detectors must be calibrated in a wide energy

range, corresponding to the range of the full de-excitation cascade of the

nucleus under analysis. To achieve that, several monoenergetic gamma ray

sources were employed: a 137Cs, with a gamma ray photo-peak at 662 keV; a
88Y source, which emits two gamma rays at 1836 and 898 keV; and an Am-

Be source, in which a 4.438 MeV gamma ray is released due to the 9Be(α, n)

reaction. Additionally, in order to have a reference at higher energies, closer

to the Sn of the thallium isotopes, the deposited energy spectrum of capture

in 197Au, with and endpoint at 6.512 MeV [101], was also routinely employed

in the calibrations. The latter was employed as a substitute for a Cm-C source

unavailable at the time, which emits a gamma ray of 6.13 MeV.

• Periodicity. Calibrations must be done periodically in order to detect any

possible shift in the energy-amplitude relation over the course of the exper-

iment. This is especially important for experiments with highly radioactive

samples, because the performance of the photomultiplier can change under

conditions of high counting rates. Furthermore, a constant, low amplitude

background can induce an apparent shift in the gain of the detector due to

pileup effects. For both reasons, specific calibrations for the 204Tl measure-

ment were performed, with the sample present in the beam position.

• Dedicated calibration curves. Due to the aforementioned importance of

the calibration at higher energies, the type of calibration curve must be chosen

carefully. The shape is usually different for each detector, and it can also

vary in time for the same detector. Additionally, a linear relation, especially

in the high energy range, was not possible most of the times. Double linear,

parabolic, and double parabolic curves were employed instead. When using

two calibrations, the separation between the low and high energy one was set

at the energy of the Am-Be peak.

• Simulations. The most accurate way to calibrate the detectors is to per-
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Figure 4.1: Experimental (orange) versus simulated (blue) energy deposited spectra in C6D6#4,

for the July 14 calibrations. The sources are the 137Cs gamma ray at 662 keV (top left), the two

gamma rays of 88Y at 1836 and 898 keV (top right), the Am-Be (bottom left), and the deposited

energy spectrum at the 4.9 eV 197Au(n, γ) resonance, with Sn = 6.512 MeV.

form simulations of the response functions of the detectors to the gamma ray

sources employed in the experiment. This is especially convenient because

C6D6 detectors have no photo-peak, and the broad Compton edge must be

employed instead. Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the Geant4

toolkit [88, 89], and featured a detailed reproduction of the capture setup

implemented before in a previous measurement [102, 103]. The resulting sim-

ulated deposited energy spectra are convoluted and simultaneously fitted to

the measured spectra, in order to determine the calibration coefficients.

An example for a calibration of C6D6#4, employed for the 203Tl(n, γ) campaign

is shown in Figure 4.1. For these calibrations a single parabolic polynomial was

employed.
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4.2 Time-of-flight to neutron energy calibration

An accurate determination of the relation between the time of arrival of the neu-

trons at the sample position and their energy is essential to obtain the correct

energy dependent cross section. In the approximation of the classic kinematics,

the energy of the neutrons En is related to the travelled time by the relation

En =
1

2
mnv

2 = α2L
2

t2
, α = 72.2977

√
eV µs

m
(4.2.1)

where L stands for the effective flight path travelled by the neutrons from the

emission point to the sample. However, as we saw in the discussion of the Reso-

lution Function in chapter 3, the moderation path of neutrons in the target and

moderator is a distribution that changes considerably from one order of magnitude

of En to the other. A first approximation is to calculate an average moderation

length for each energy, ∆L(En), so L can be expressed as the sum of two terms,

L(En) = L0 + ∆L(En), (4.2.2)

where L0 is the fixed, geometric distance from the outer face of the target-moderator

ensemble to the sample position. From MC simulations of the whole facility, a sim-

ple relation of ∆L with the energy has been determined,

∆L = 0.101
√
En . (4.2.3)

With this, the effective flight path L can be obtained in a two step process. An

approximate En is first obtained with the fixed L0, ∆L(E) is calculated, and the En

is recalculated again with the effective L(En) from equation (4.2.2). However, this

procedure must be done signal by signal, which would increase considerably the

computational time dedicated of the data sorting. Alternatively, it can be shown

that the addition of an energy dependent ∆L is equivalent to add a constant time

offset in the denominator in equation (4.2.1). Thus,

En =
1

2
mnv

2 =

(
72.2977L0

t+ t0

)2

. (4.2.4)

The L0 geometrical distance is calculated by using well-known low energy res-

onances up to 60 eV of 197Au, because at those energies the ∆L correction is

negligible. The calibration has been tested with several other resonances, from 60
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eV up to 10 keV, with and without the corrections. In the end, no correction was

applied, since only this way an accuracy equal or better than 0.1% was achieved

in all resonances. The shift in the peak energy resonance at higher energies is cor-

rected eventually by the use of a numerical resolution function in the analysis of

the yield (see section 4.6). In any case, beyond 10 keV neutron energy it is also the

Resolution Function, as the dominant source of resonance broadening, that limits

the maximum achievable energy resolution, with ∆En/En ≥ 1.1× 10−3 [92].

4.3 Consistency checks between detectors

The first step in the analysis process was to perform a preliminary list of checks

and crosschecks among detectors to ensure the consistency of the data registered

by each of them.

Monitoring of the gain shifts

• C6D6 detectors gain. The use the PHWT to apply the TED technique

makes this a critical check to be performed. A change of unknown origin in

the gain of a detector will result in an error in the weight assignment, which

will be directly propagated into the capture yield. Therefore, if an important

shift in gain is found for a detector during several runs, the decision is to

exclude those data from the final analysis.

• SiMon detectors gain. The deposited energy spectra of the four silicon

detectors is shown in Figure 4.2, for four separated runs of the experimental

campaign. The gain of the detectors remains stable throughout the measure-

ment. Due to the nice separation from the alpha particles and background

component, only the counts in the triton peak are considered for counting

rate monitoring. Thus, only counts between channels 1500 and 2700 were

selected.

Monitoring of the detector counting rate

The stability of the counting rate of the different detectors was checked to identify

variations during the course of the measurement. Because this checks are particular
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Figure 4.2: Energy deposition in the four SiMon detectors, for different runs along the mea-

surement.

Figure 4.3: SiMon counting rate distribution, as a function of amplitude and time-of-flight, for

run 102280. The cut employed in both magnitudes is highlighted by the red square.
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to each experimental run, they will be only briefly described here, and the plots

will be shown in the chapters devoted to the analysis of each measurement (in

sections 6.2.2 and 7.4, respectively).

• Ratio of C6D6 detectors over the SiMon

This check is performed to ensure the stability of the gamma ray count-

ing rate per incident neutron. Due to the reliability of the SiMon detectors,

variations in one or more detectors would reveal changes in the efficiency

of the detection setup. Such changes could be related to the performance of

the C6D6 detectors, or to the position of the sample. On the other hand, a

similar variation in all four detectors could indicate issues in the SiMon de-

tectors. The amplitude and time window cuts of the SiMon were selected by

inspection of the plot in Figure 4.3. The time-of-flight window corresponds

to energies from 1 eV to 10 keV, while the cut in amplitude corresponds, as

before, to the triton energy deposition.

• Beam intensity monitoring

The evaluated neutron flux is employed to calculate the yield for both the

sample under analysis and the reference sample. Therefore, the ratio of neu-

trons per proton must be experimentally checked to be constant for all sam-

ples in the measurement campaign. In case of variations in the ratio, hypo-

thetical problems of the SiMon detectors could be identified by comparing

this ratio with the C6D6/SiMon. Once this possibility had been discarded, a

variation in the SiMon/BCT ratio could be explained by:

i) A real variation in the neutron intensity, which could be produced, for

instance, by changes in the position where the proton beam hits the

spallation target. In that sense, tests have been conducted recently that

report that shifting a few mm the position results in a variation in the

neutron intensity of up to a few %.

ii) An error in the reported BCT intensity of the proton beam. Such situ-

ation would also lead to a variation in the ratio of the PKUP area over

the BCT value.

If variations in the SiMon/BCT between different samples are identified, they

must be corrected appropriately. The same SiMon/BCT ratios are used to
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calculate a beam intensity normalization factor fsi, which will be described

with more detail in section 4.5.

4.4 Determination of the threshold in deposited energy

A threshold in signal amplitude must be applied when sorting the processed data

to eliminate as much as possible low background signals which do not come from

capture events. Possibly, the most important source of very low amplitude signals is

the electric noise inherent to any electronic equipment. Another source of spurious

signals, which has been observed in different C6D6 detectors at n TOF, are the low

amplitude signals that appear as a rebound or “echo” signal of a real high ampli-

tude signal. These are believed to come from possible issues in the photomultiplier,

or possible impedance mismatches in the signal transmission chain, including the

voltage divider [104, 105]. The time distribution of these signals peaks around a

few hundreds of nanoseconds, but they hardly appear exactly at the same time.

Thus, discriminating them by pulse shape fitting techniques is not feasible.

On the other hand, approximately 40% of the capture signals deposit an energy

lower than 0.6 MeV, so one must choose a threshold high enough to avoid most of

the background, while keeping it as low as possible to minimize the loss of capture

counting statistics. For the case of the 203Tl(n, γ) the main concern was to ensure

that most of the false echo signals were rejected, which was accomplished with a

digital threshold of 250 keV.

In the case of the 204Tl(n, γ) campaign, due to the intense sample activity, the

threshold had to be set at a higher energy. The optimum value was determined

as the one maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio in the capture resonances. Further

details can be found in Chapter 7.

4.5 Correction factors to the experimental yield

At this point, it is opportune to rewrite equation (4.0.1) in terms of En and Eγ
dep,

Yexp(En) =
C(En)−B(En)

N I
n(En) · ε(Eγ

dep)
. (4.5.1)

As was explained in Chapter 2, the dependency of the detection efficiency on

the energy of the incoming gamma ray is resolved by applying the PHWT. The
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weighted counting rate can be then expressed as

Cw(En) =
∑
Edep

W (Edep) · C(En, Edep) , (4.5.2)

and thus the experimental yield becomes

Yexp(En) =
Cw(En)−Bw(En)

Nn(En) · (Sn + En)
. (4.5.3)

The absolute detector efficiencies ε(Edep) are still required to calculate the WF.

They are obtained from detailed simulations of the capture setup, in a procedure

described in detail in Chapter 5. Even this simulations are as close to the real setup

as possible, there still could be small discrepancies in variables which are difficult

to control. Some of these could be the relative distances between each detector and

the sample, the detector exact orientation, or the real volume of the active liquid

scintillator, just to name a few. On top of that, although the shape of the flux is

stable and well known, there could be small, periodic oscillations in the number

of incident neutrons at a given energy.

All these issues are circumvented by normalizing the yield to a reference sam-

ple, whose cross section is known as accurately as to be considered a standard.

The normalization procedure employed in this work is the saturated resonance

method, described more in detail in section 4.11. The normalization is directly

applied to the yield as a the normalization factor, fsat. Other corrections may

arise due to particularities of each sample, which must be addressed separately:

• Threshold correction factor, fth. This correction arises due to the ne-

cessity of applying a threshold in deposited energy. It compensates for the

number of capture cascades that are lost under the threshold, which might

differ between the sample under study and the normalization sample. The

factor is obtained by means of dedicated simulations of capture cascades. The

correction also compensates for all those capture events lost due to emission of

internal conversion electrons (ICE) in the de-excitation process. The thresh-

old correction factors are obtained by applying the WF to simulated capture

cascades, a procedure discussed in depth in chapter 5.

• Neutron sensitivity correction factor, fns. The fns can be important

for some resonances with very high Γn, since this can artificially increase the
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capture yield due to the neutron sensitivity of the experimental setup. The

fns is further discussed in section 4.9.

• SiMon renormalization factor, fsi. In case that a discrepancy in the

neutron counting rate per proton is observed between the normalization data

runs and any other runs, it is necessary to renormalize the evaluated neutron

flux accordingly. The renormalization is always performed by the fsi, which

is obtained from the SiMon/BCT counting rate ratio,

fsi =
Csm
Au/BCTAu
Csm
x /BCTx

. (4.5.4)

The particular values of the fsi for each x sample are given in the chapters

dedicated to the analysis of the 203Tl(n, γ) and 204Tl(n, γ) measurements.

All in all, the final experimental yield can be expressed as:

Yexp(En) = fsat · fth,ice · fsi · fns
Cw(En)−Bw(En)

fbi · φn(En) · (Sn + En)
. (4.5.5)

4.6 Resolution function

An accurate description of the RF is essential for a reliable analysis of the capture

yield in the resolved resonance region, because the RF starts to be the dominant

source of broadening at a few keV. In addition, it shifts the centre of the resonance,

slightly affecting the time-of-flight to neutron energy conversion.

The yield in a resonance with neutron energy En can be written as

Y (En) =

∫
Y (tTOF )R(En, tTOF )dtTOF (4.6.1)

The RF is included directly into the SAMMY code employed for the analysis of

the yield (see section 4.12). In Phase1, an analytical RF [92, 106], derived from

neutron production and transport calculations, was used with satisfactory results.

For Phase2, a numerical and more accurate RF, also obtained from simulations,

was determined [90, 92], and this is the RF employed in this work.

4.7 Background subtraction

The subtraction of the background is a very important and delicate step towards

the obtention of the capture yield. As discussed in section 3.5, the gamma ray
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background at n TOF comprises several contributions, which have to be evaluated

carefully for each sample and nuclide under analysis.

• In the case of radioactive samples, the intrinsic activity background is

evaluated by simply recording data without beam. The signals from the ra-

dioactive decay are registered at a constant rate. Thus, in a time-of-flight

histogram with logarithmic binning, they have a smooth linear distribution,

which can be readily subtracted from the capture spectrum with a negligible

uncertainty.

• The background from scattered gamma rays is evaluated experimen-

tally using a natural lead sample in the target position. Natural lead, espe-

cially its most abundant isotope 208Pb (50%), has low neutron interaction

cross sections, and as a dense and high Z material, it is a strong gamma ray

scatterer.

• The background caused by secondary capture of scattered neutrons

is assessed by using a natural carbon (graphite) sample as target. natC is a

strong neutron scatterer due to its low Z and a total cross section totally

dominated by the elastic channel. On the other side, as a low density and

low Z material, it is practically transparent to gamma rays.

• A further contribution to the overall background comes from the natural ra-

dioactivity emanating from the walls of the experimental hall. This contribu-

tion is generally negligible when compared to the other sources of background

listed above.

In experiments with nuclides that have a high elastic cross section, the gamma

rays emitted in the secondary capture of scattered neutrons dominate the back-

ground over a large neutron energy range [64]. In those situations, the natC time-of-

flight spectrum can be used to analyse the background over a large neutron energy

span. This was the case for the 203Tl sample. In other cases, like for the 204Tl

measurement, the main source of background was due to reactions in the sample

container. In this situation, the background was evaluated with a ”dummy” sample

of the container.

In order to subtract the background, its spectrum must be weighted with the

same weighting function as the sample under analysis. A detailed description of
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the background subtraction process for each thallium sample will be given in the

corresponding analysis chapter.

4.8 Beam Interception factor

The samples studied in this work had a nominal geometry of 5 mm. The beam

interception factor, fbi, for 5 mm diameter samples was calculated from the fbi

at 20 mm, which is accurately known to to be 0.68 from MC simulations of the

facility. For that purpose, it was assumed that for two similarly thin samples of

the same material, it holds the relation

fbi(φ5mm)

fbi(φ20mm)
=

Cw(φ5mm)

Cw(φ20mm)
. (4.8.1)

The weighted counting rate Cw is employed in order to correct for any small

difference in the detector efficiencies caused by the different radii of the samples.

The counting rate at the saturated resonance at 4.9 eV of 197Au was used, since its

value can be accurately measured in the resonance plateau. From equation (4.8.1),

fbi = 0.0717 was obtained.

It must be noted that, for 5 mm diameter samples, the alignment of the sample

with respect to the beam could have a strong impact. Given the sharp peak profile

of the beam, a misalignment of 1-2 mm could produce a substantial reduction of

the neutrons intersecting the sample. However, this uncertainty can be minimized

by fixing the relative position of the sample under study and the reference sample

along the experiment. That being said, the normalization to a reference sample

made the accurate determination of the interception factor less of an issue. In the

end, what really mattered was to avoid any difference in the relative positions

between the 197Au and the 203Tl samples.

4.9 Neutron Sensitivity correction

As discussed in chapter 3, the neutron sensitivity of the modified BICRON C6D6

detectors employed in the capture measurements is very low. However, when mea-

suring capture in nuclides with very high elastic cross section, the probability that

a count registered by the detectors originates from a contaminant neutron capture

in the detector itself might not be negligible.
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The probability that, in resonance at a given energy, a signal in the detectors

is due to a neutron rather than a gamma ray from the capture cascade can be

expressed as

Pns =

(
εn
εc

)
·
(

Γn
Γγ

)
, (4.9.1)

where εn is the neutron detection efficiency of the setup, εc is the capture cascade

detection efficiency, and Γγ and Γn are the probabilities that a neutron is captured

or scattered, respectively, at that resonance.

It is convenient to rewrite the previous equation in terms of εn/εγ, which is the

neutron sensitivity as defined in Ref. [93]. The reported value at a neutron energy

of 10 keV was εn/εγ = 6.1 · 10−4, which was adopted as an acceptable overall

average for the range of energies from 1 eV to 30 keV. However, the value was

corrected to take into account the decrease in εγ due to the use of the lead foils

on the detectors. For that it was assumed that the absorption of neutrons in the

2 mm foils is negligible, owing to the very low capture cross section of lead. If ε′γ
is defined as the gamma ray efficiency of the shielded C6D6 setup, we have(

εn
ε′γ

)
≈
(
εγ
ε′γ

)(
εn
εγ

)
= 7.9 · 10−4 . (4.9.2)

With this, equation (4.9.1) can be rewritten as

Pns =

(
ε′γ
εc

)
·
(
εn
ε′γ

)
·
(

Γn
Γγ

)
. (4.9.3)

For the calculation, the gamma ray detection efficiencies εγ and ε′γ where those

corresponding to photons of 600 keV. Values for ε′γ, εγ and εc were obtained by

means of Geant4 simulations of the capture setup, which yielded ε′γ = 0.0170(2),

εγ = 0.0221(2) and εc = 0.0273(2) (more details on the cascade simulations can

be found in chapter 5). The final correction to the capture yield, fns, will be

fns =
1

1 + Pns
(4.9.4)

The factor fns was calculated and applied resonance by resonance in the yield

analysis (in chapter 6 and 7, respectively).
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4.10 Pileup

The so-called pileup effect occurs when two signals are registered within a given

time τ , in such way that the PSA routine cannot resolve them as separate signals,

and thus they are identified as a single one. This results in the loss of the second

count and, most probably, in a wrong measurement of the amplitude of the first

signal. Due to the use of the PHWT, this would lead, in turn, to a wrong weight

assignment, and a bias into the final cross section.

The time τ mimics to a large extent the dead time of a detection system.

Therefore, dead-time models can be used to correct for this pileup effect. Two

ideal models of dead-time behaviour can be distinguished: paralyzable and non

paralyzable systems [107].

In a nonparalyzable system, every time that a signal is recorded, the detector

is assumed to be dead for the time τ . Events occurring during that time are lost,

and have no effect on the behaviour of the detector. In this situation, if m is the

measured counting rate, the fraction of all time the detector is dead is given by

m · τ . Then, if n is the real counting rate, the rate of lost counts is n ·m · τ . On

the other hand, this rate can also be expressed simply as n−m, and thus,

n−m = mnτ =⇒ n =
m

1−mτ
(4.10.1)

In the case of the paralyzable system, the situation is more complicated. The

dead time is not constant, but depends on the real counting rate, and thus the

later can only be evaluated numerically from the expression

m = ne−nτ . (4.10.2)

The data processing system employed in this work can be compared to a paralyz-

able system. One can suppose the hypothetical case of an extremely high counting

rate, where signals pileup for a prolonged time. The routine would be unable to

separate them, and hence it would identify them as a single one for the whole time

span. In fact, something similar to this happens during the γ-flash.

For low detection rates, when the condition n � 1/τ holds, the true rate in a

paralyzable can be approximated to the nonparalyzable case, and thus expression

equation (4.10.1) can be applied to the capture counting rates measured with C6D6

detectors to correct for this pileup effect.
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In our particular case, we would like to apply the correction to weighted count-

ing rates. Provided that the dead time τ is independent of the amplitude of the

registered pulse, it can be shown [69] that the real weighted counting rate Cw can

be obtained applying equation (4.10.1) to the measured weighted counting rate

Mw,

Cw(En) =
1

1− τMw(En)
Mw(En) (4.10.3)

where 1/ (1− τMw(En)) = fp(En) is defined as the pileup correction factor. In the

present analysis, the correction due to pileup has been determined to be negligible

for the case of the 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au, which in practice has the highest

counting rate of all measurements, including the 204Tl data acquisition.

However, in the 204Tl case pileup can lead to apparent changes in the gain of

the detectors. Capture –or high energy calibration– gamma rays can be frequently

piled up together with the low amplitude signals produced by the activity of the

sample. This leads to an increase in the amplitude of the signals over all the

energy spectrum, and hence to an apparent decrease in the gain of the detectors.

Variations in the gain of the detectors along the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement will be

further discussed in section 7.2.

4.11 Saturated resonance normalization method

As introduced earlier in this chapter, the normalization to a standard sample is a

necessary procedure when determining the experimental capture yield. It allows to

cancel out most systematic errors, that are difficult to control in absolute terms.

The normalization is performed by measuring a sample of the same exact di-

ameter as the sample under analysis. Provided that the experimental setup and

the neutron flux are the same, any experimental deviation will affect both samples

by similar amounts, and thus will cancel out.

A reference sample, of thickness n at/barn, is chosen so that it has a resonance

with accurately known –and very high– cross section, and where capture is the

dominant process. Thus, Γγ � Γn and σt ≈ σγ. As a result, nσγ will be very large,

and the theoretical yield can be approximated as follows:

Yth = (1− enσt)σγ
σt
≈ σγ
σt
≈ 1 . (4.11.1)
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This so-called thick-sample approximation means that all incoming neutrons are

captured and the yield reaches its maximum value. Hence, it is said that the

yield “saturates” at the resonance. In wide and high cross section resonances, this

produces a structure similar to a plateau, where the yield can be determined accu-

rately. It is opportune to say that, while we just applied the “thick” approximation,

the sample is actually chosen to be the thinnest possible, in order to limit the self-

absorption of cascade gamma rays, and to reduce the sample-induced scattering

background. The saturated resonance employed in this work was the 4.9 eV res-

onance of 197Au, in a sample with thickness 7.7 · 10−4 atoms/barn. With this, all

the aforementioned requirements were met.

To obtain the normalization constant An for each detector, the experimental

yield Yexp(En) of 197Au is then fitted with SAMMY in the saturated resonance.

This can be expressed as

Yexp(En) = An · Yth(En) , (4.11.2)

where An is the only free parameter of the fit. Deviations from unity in the

normalization constant can be interpreted as a measure of the overall error in the

determination of the absolute yield. The corresponding normalization factor to

apply to the sample under analysis will be fsat = 1/An.

4.12 Capture yield analysis: the SAMMY code

The analysis of the cross section in the Resolved Resonance Region was performed

with the code SAMMY [57]. This is a code, developed at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL), that applies the R-matrix formalism to the analysis of time-

of-flight experiments of neutron induced reactions. The code implements Bayes’

equations to obtain, from a set of initial input resonance parameters, the final set of

parameters that best fit the experimental data. SAMMY incorporates several ver-

sions of R-matrix theory. The recommended, and the one employed for this work,

is the Reich-Moore approximation (see section 1.6.4), due to its accuracy. Other

formulations are the single level (SLBW) and Multilevel Breit-Wigner (MLBW),

which are only included for compatibility with nuclear evaluation data originally

elaborated with them.
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SAMMY includes corrections for several important experimental conditions,

which are described below.

4.12.1 Self-shielding and multiple scattering correction

The total theoretical capture yield Yth can be described as the sum of several con-

tributions. These contributions are related to the number of scattering interactions

that a neutron undergoes in the sample before being captured,

Yγ = Y0 + Y1 + Y2 . . . (4.12.1)

Depending on the total cross section, the Y0 can be affected by the self-shielding

effect, which is the observed reduction in the capture cross section caused by the

attenuation of the beam in the same sample. Thus, the probability that a neutron

is captured at given depth z in a sample of thickness L can be expressed as the

probability of interaction times the capture probability, that is,

n

L
· e
−nσt zL · σγdz , (4.12.2)

which integrated over the thickness L of the sample, gives the Y0 capture term

Y0 = (1− e−nσt) · σγ
σt

. (4.12.3)

However, the probability of capture after one or more scattering interactions is con-

siderably more complex. It involves an increasing number of integrations in order

to evaluate the angular direction and spatial position after each elastic scattering.

Such integrations require detailed knowledge of the sample geometry. SAMMY

features analytical models for the single and the multiple scattering events. In the

latter, it assumes that after two scatterings, the position and direction distributions

of the neutrons in the sample are uniform.

Self-shielding and multiple scattering effects have a strong dependency on the

geometry of the sample, and thus are usually referred to as thickness effects.

4.12.2 Doppler broadening

The observed experimental broadening of nuclear resonances due to the thermal

motion of the nuclei is called Doppler –or thermal– broadening. Several broadening

models are included in SAMMY, of which the Free Gas Model (FGM) is the one
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employed in this work. This model assumes that the target nuclei have the velocity

distribution of an ideal gas, that is, a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. With a few

approximations [54] the broadened cross section can be expressed as

σD(E) =
1

∆D

√
π

∫
exp

[
−
(
E ′ − E

∆

)2
]
√
E ′σ(E ′)dE ′, (4.12.4)

which implies a Gaussian broadening of the cross section, with a width given by

∆D =

√
4mnEkT

M/m
, (4.12.5)

where m is the neutron mass, M the target nucleus mass, and kT the temperature

in units of energy.

4.12.3 Multi-nuclide sample analysis

Usually, the samples in a capture experiment contain multiple isotopes of the same

element, and the additional presence of other chemical impurities. Both circum-

stances were present in the 204Tl sample employed in the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement.

SAMMY is prepared to include several nuclides to account for their contribution in

the analysis of the measured capture yield. The parameters necessary for the anal-

ysis –spin groups, nuclear masses and radius– must be specified for each nuclide.

The abundances must be expressed in atomic fraction.

4.12.4 Analytical backgrounds

An analytical background is usually implemented in SAMMY for the capture anal-

ysis. Four energy dependences can be specified for the background, with the total

being the sum of them,

BT (E) = Ba +Bb/
√
E +Bc

√
E +Bde

−Bf/
√
E . (4.12.6)

The user can provide the parameters Ba to Bf in the input files. In the present work

only a constant ”redualsidual” background was employed for the yield analysis,

since the experimental background had been previously evaluated and subtracted

for each of the isotopes under study (see section 6.5 and section 7.6 for details).
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4.12.5 Maxwellian averaged cross section (MACS)

The relevant input for astrophysical s-process calculations is the cross section av-

eraged by the maxwellian energy spectrum of neutrons at stellar temperatures

(MACS), already introduced in chapter 1. SAMMY features the option to cal-

culate it by reconstructing the cross section from the resonance parameters, and

integrating numerically the expression〈
σ(E)

√
E
〉
kT

=
2√
π

∫ ∞
0

σγ(E)E
e−E/kT

(kT )2 (4.12.7)

for a set of thermal kT energies provided by the user. Additionally, SAMMY fea-

tures the possibility to add pointwise cross sections for energies higher than those

described by the resolved resonances. As the kT energy increases, the contribution

to the average of the energies much higher than the peak increases considerably.

These cross sections must be provided separately, in the ENDF File 3 format.

SAMMY can provide the covariance matrix for the MACS by propagating the

uncertainty in the resonance parameters. However, not all resonance parameters

can be included, which could lead to an underestimation of the uncertainty. An

alternative method to obtain the uncertainties was developed in this work, which

is based on obtaining the MACS distribution at each kT temperature by Monte

Carlo sampling of the resonance parameters. More details are given in section 6.7.



Chapter 5

Calculation of the Weighting
Function

The first part of this chapter will be dedicated to describe in detail the calcu-

lation of the weighting function and the effects of the use of lead shields in the

experimental setup. In the second part, we will focus on the Monte Carlo cas-

cade generator and the simulations of the capture cascades. These are not only

necessary to evaluate the uncertainty of the weighting function, but also can to

estimate the systematic error introduced by several sources of experimental error.

The different systematic uncertainties will be analysed and quantified individually.

5.1 Calculation of the Weighting Function

5.1.1 Monte-Carlo simulations of the experimental setup

The most convenient way of obtaining the detector response functions employed for

the WF calculation, is by means of detailed MC simulations of the whole capture

setup. These simulations must include every element susceptible of interacting

with the γ-ray and particles produced in the de-excitation cascades. Indeed, the

weighting function is unique for each combination of detector and sample under

analysis.

The simulations have been carried out employing the Geant4 simulation frame-

work [88, 89], using the geometry of the C6D6 setup of n TOF implemented in a

previous work [102, 103]. The experimental setup reproduced in the simulations

73
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Figure 5.1: Geant4 simulation of the n TOF EAR1 C6D6 experimental setup. Left: General

view of the detectors and the different detector supports and structural elements. Right: Close-up

of the 204Tl sample as included in the WF and capture simulations, with traces of photons (green)

and secondary electrons (red) emitted in a simulated capture event.

is shown in Figure 5.1. The deposited energy distribution in the sensitive volume

of the detectors was obtained for a set of gamma rays from 0 to 8 MeV, in the

case of 203Tl and 197Au. For 204Tl, the simulation covered 0 to 9 MeV, owing to

the higher neutron separation energy of 7.546 MeV of the latter. The increment

in the photon energy was of 50 keV, and thus a total of 160 response functions

were obtained for the first two samples, and 180 for the 204Tl case. The response

functions were recorded in histograms with a bin size of 10 keV, and the maximum

energy recorded was 9 MeV for 197Au and 203Tl, and 10 MeV for 204Tl.

For each gamma ray energy, 107 photons were emitted sequentially, with the

point of emission in the sample determined, in the radial axis, by a gaussian

distribution to match the neutron beam profile. In the beam axis, photons were

emitted following a negative exponential distribution, in order to take into account

the self-shielding effect, which is the reduction of the beam intensity due to the

neutrons already captured or scattered in the sample. As outlined in chapter 2, the

use of a relatively thick sample with a high Z, and the lead foils placed in front of the

detectors, were the main challenges in this particular WF calculation. Both could

increase dramatically the absorption of gamma rays, especially at low energies. In
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order to evaluate the impact of each factor separately, the set of response function

were obtained also for the case without the shields, and for the 197Au and the
203Tl samples. It is assumed that the self-absorption effects were similar between

the 203Tl and the 204Tl-enriched sample.

In Figure 5.2, three comparisons have been drawn. In the first two plots, the

response functions for the cases of the gold sample, with and without the foils,

are shown. In the middle, those for the gold and thallium sample, without the

foils; and in the bottom ones, the same, but with the foils in place. In the first

case, the effects caused by the shield can be clearly observed. The reduction in

the C6D6 detection efficiency of a 150 keV gamma is very large, from 2.9% down

to 0.07%, a factor of 40. However, the efficiency quickly increases to 0.7% for

250 keV gamma rays, and for 1 MeV photons almost equals to the non shielded

case, 1.5% vs 1.7%. This is explained by the fact that between 0.1 MeV and 1

MeV, the γ-ray absorption coefficient of lead and thallium drops by more than

two orders of magnitude. Finally, beyond 5 MeV, the efficiency is actually higher

when employing the foils. This is ascribed to a substantial pair-production in the

foils, evidenced in the much higher 0.511 MeV Compton edge counting rate, and

the reduced Compton edge associated to the full energy peak. Thus, the foils act as

”converters” of higher energy γ-rays into lower energy ones, for which the detection

efficiency is higher, smoothing the overall deposited energy spectra.

The effect produced by the 203Tl sample is basically the same, albeit less pro-

nounced. All in all, the effect of the shield dominates and thus the efficiency for

both samples is similar (see bottom panels in Figure 5.2). At low energies, the

added contribution of the self-absorption of capture gamma rays in the thallium

sample reduces the efficiency to only 0.04%.

5.2 The Weighting Function

The weighting function was calculated with both the numerical and the polynomial

methods in order to study the performance of the different approaches in our

particular case. Only weighting functions calculated for the setup with the lead

foils will be discussed in the following, since they were part of the final setup of

the experiment.

An example of both types of WF is represented in Figure 5.3, for the case of
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the RF of C6D6#1 to the γ-rays emitted by the 197Au sample with

and without lead foils (top plots), 197Au and 203Tl without the foils, and 197Au and 203Tl with

them. The γ rays shown are those of 0.15 and 0.25 MeV (left plots) and 1, 3, 5, 7 and 8 MeV

(right plots)
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203Tl sample and C6D6#1. The regularization parameter λ was chosen as to have

only positive weights (see section 2.4), which also led to a smoother function. For

comparison, a numerical weighting function with a tighter constrain on the χ2

is also plotted, showing pronounced oscillations. A polynomial of fifth order was

employed for the calculation of AWF.

The goodness of the WF can be quantified by calculating the ratio∑
iWiRi,j

Eγ
j

(5.2.1)

for every gamma ray energy Eγ
j . In the ideal case of a perfect WF, the ratio should

be unity for every Eγ
j . The results of the test for both the numerical WF (NWF)

and the analytical WF (AWF), obtained for C6D6#1 and the 203Tl sample, are

plotted in Figure 5.4. Above 500 keV, the accuracy of the NWF is remarkable, with

an RMS of 0.3%. In comparison, the AWF shows more pronounced oscillations,

and a worse RMS of 1%. Between 150 keV and 500 keV, even though the numerical

still outperforms the polynomial, its accuracy also decreases notably. Finally, below

150 keV, both weighting functions fail similarly to reproduce the proportionality

condition.

The overall RMS error is 14.8% for the AWF and 12% for the all-positive NWF,

which represents a moderate improvement of 19%, but still a very high value. It

must be noted that with the lower χ2 NWF also represented in Figure 5.3 (dotted

line), the RMS is reduced to 5.6%. The accuracy of both NWF in determining the

number of capture cascades will be compared in section 5.3.2. A comparison of the

detector efficiency before and after applying the corresponding NWF to the 197Au

and the 203Tl samples is shown in Figure 5.5.

An important conclusion drawn from this comparison, is that, despite the fact

that the proportionality condition fails below 250 keV, the weighted efficiency is

very similar for both samples. That means that, when the correction for the miss-

ing cascades below threshold is calculated, the bias introduced by the weighting

function will be similar for both samples. Therefore, provided the 203Tl yield is

normalized to that of 197Au the effect should largely cancel out. Given the overall

best performance of the NWF, it was the one employed for all the samples in the

final analysis.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the Numerical WF (blue), the polynomial WF (orange), and the Numerical

WF with a tighter constraint on the χ2.
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weighted efficiency in the same range.

5.3 Simulations of the capture cascades

5.3.1 Capture cascades generator

De-excitation capture cascades were generated by means of the code CAPTU-

GENS, which is based on the code reported in Ref. [108]. CAPTUGENS works by

splitting the capture cascade in two parts, as it is represented in Figure 5.6:

• In the lower range of excitation energies, from the ground state up to a certain

cut energy Ecut, the level scheme is composed by levels for which the energy,

spin, and the transition energies and probabilities are known experimentally.

Such data is obtained from nuclear structure databases, as ENSDF [109].

• At excitation energies higher than Ecut, and up to the neutron separation en-

ergy level EC , the energy level scheme is derived from level density parametriza-

tions (LDP), and the gamma ray transitions are calculated from parametrized

photon strength functions (PSF).

Several models of the level density parametrization exist, and in the code were

incorporated the Constant Temperature (CT), and the Back-shifted Fermi Gas

Model (BSFG) [110], and a combination of both, known as the Gilbert-Cameron

formula (GC) [111]. The BSFG was the one employed in this work.

The electromagnetic transitions included in the code are the Giant Electric

Dipole Resonance (E1 GDR), the Giant Magnetic Dipole Resonance (M1 GDR),
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and the E2 Giant Quadrupole Resonance (E2 GQR). Many types of PSF exist to

describe the electromagnetic transitions, of which the Single Particle, Lorentzian

and Generalized Lorentzian are featured in the program. The latter was the one

employed for the E1, and the standard Lorentzian for the M1 and E2. The expres-

sions for each PSF were adopted from Kopecky and Uhl [112]. For some nuclides,

a better description of the E1 transition is obtained if a second small resonance,

commonly called ”pigmy” resonance, is included in the PSF. For this reason, the

option to add a second (Generalized) Lorentzian is also available in CAPTUGENS.

Figure 5.6: Scheme of the MC cas-

cade generation method employed in

CAPTUGENS.

An important feature of the code is the

inclusion of the Conversion Electron (CE)

process. In this, an electromagnetic tran-

sition is substituted by the release of one

ore more atomic electrons. The CE process

is more relevant at low transition energies,

closer to the binding energies of the K, L

and M shell electron bands. In order to in-

clude the CE process in the generation of the

cascades, the energy of the different electron

shells, the fluorescent yields and the internal

conversion coefficients (ICC) must be intro-

duced.

Once the full excitation level scheme is

produced, cascades are generated by Monte

Carlo sampling, starting from the excitation

energy corresponding to the capture energy

EC = Sn+En of the compound nucleus. The

output of the code is a file with the number

of photons (and CE electrons, if present) emitted in each cascade, and the energy

of each particle. This file can be directly used as input in simulations of the capture

setup.
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5.3.2 Uncertainty of the WF: weighted sum of cascades

The accuracy of the PHWT can be assumed to be 2% or better [67], if the uncer-

tainty ascribed to the WF used to weight the capture events is negligible and well

under control. Hence, for a setup involving elements that affect considerably the

response functions of the detectors, it is important to evaluate the uncertainty of

the WF.

To this aim, the previous Geant4 model was employed to simulate the emission

of capture cascades. The total energy of the cascade is always EC , so the sum over

the k number of gamma rays of a large number N of cascades will be given by∑k Eγ
k = NEC . The time scale of the de-excitation process is much lower than the

time resolution of our detection system, and thus we can assume that the gamma

rays of each cascade are emitted simultaneously.

For each detector, the corresponding response function histogram to the sum

of all the gamma rays would be RC =
∑

k Ri,k, with i representing the i-bin of the

histogram. If Wi is the weighting function calculated for this setup, by the PHWT

principles it should be fulfilled that∑
k

∑
i

WiR
γ
i,k =

∑
k

Eγ
k = NEC (5.3.1)∑

i

WiR
C
i = NEC (5.3.2)

It derives that any deviations of the weighted sum
∑

iWiR
C
i from NEC can be

understood as the error introduced by the weighting function Wi. Equation (5.3.1)

–which in the following shall be referred to as the weighted sum of cascades test

or WSCT– is a very powerful tool. It can be used to estimate, by means of the

capture cascade simulations, the impact of many sources of systematic error, which

otherwise would be very difficult to quantify experimentally.

The accuracy of the weighting function was tested for each sample, and each

detector, employed in this analysis, with the results summarized in Table 5.1. A

similar average accuracy of around 1% was achieved for all samples. In addition,

differences in each detector, between the 197Au and 203Tl samples, and between

the 203Tl and the 204Tl enriched sample, were always below the 1% level. Thus, we

concluded that the use of the PHWT did not introduce any significant bias in the

determination of the capture yields.
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Sample C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

197Au 0.982(1) 0.995(1) 0.990(1) 0.989(1)
203Tl 0.989(1) 0.993(1) 0.991(1) 0.992(1)
204Tl 0.995(1) 0.990(1) 0.992(1) 0.986(1)

Table 5.1: Weighted sum of cascades obtained for the four C6D6 detectors, for the 203Tl and
197Au samples.

Finally, differences between the NWF represented in Figure 5.3, which em-

ployed different regularization parameters, were studied. Improvements of 0.3%−
0.7% were randomly found when employing the low χ2 solution, which had a much

lower RMS at low gamma ray energies. It was concluded that the contribution of

medium to high energy gamma rays in the cascade is clearly dominant, and in

that region, both NWF offer similarly good results. Therefore, the always positive

solution was the one employed in the final analysis.

5.4 Estimation of systematic errors

A detailed description and quantification of the most important sources of system-

atic errors which can be evaluated employing the WSCT is provided below.

5.4.1 Correction for the lost cascades under the digital threshold

A large number of gamma ray interactions in the C6D6 deposit a small energy.

Consequently, a sizeable amount of capture events will deposit energy below the

digital threshold. This leads to a reduction in the measured counting rate. In

order to account for all those missing counts, a correction factor, Fth, must be

applied. Because of the normalization to a reference sample, it is necessary to know

the correction factor for both the sample under analysis, and the normalization

sample. This is because their capture spectra might have different deposited energy

distributions, and thus the number of cascades lost under the threshold could vary
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accordingly. The correction factor Fth is given by

Fth ≡

∞∑
i=0

WiR
C
i

∞∑
i=th

WiRC
i

, (5.4.1)

where
∞∑
i=0

RC
i is the full detector response to the simulated cascades, and

∞∑
i=th

RC
i

is the response truncated by the threshold, being i = th the histogram bin corre-

sponding to the threshold energy Eth.

The final threshold correction factor to the yield , defined as fth, is expressed

as

fth =
FA

th

FR
th

(5.4.2)

where A refers to the sample under analysis, and R to the reference normalization

sample.

5.4.2 Correction for internal conversion electrons (CE)

In a minority of cases, the energy of a de-excitation transition is released by the

emission of an electron from the innermost shells of the atom, instead of a gamma

ray. It is followed by the emission of a low energy X-ray, due to electron shell

reconfiguration. The involved transitions are of low energy (< 300 keV), and thus

the CE process leads to a moderate decrease in the number of very low energy

gamma rays emitted. On the other hand, most of the internal CE are stopped in

the sample itself or in the detector case, depositing very low energy in the detectors,

or none at all. In this way, a certain number of cascades will go undetected, leading

to an underestimation of the capture yield.

In order to better isolate the contribution of the CE, simulations of the setup

were performed without the lead shields. The effect was quantified with the ratio

Sample C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

197Au 1.015(1) 1.019(1) 1.012(1) 1.020(1)
203Tl 1.019(1) 1.012(1) 1.020(1) 1.012(1)

Table 5.2: Fce factors of the four C6D6 detectors, for the 203Tl and 197Au samples.
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Fce =
∑

iWiR
C
i,noce/

∑
iWiR

C
i,ce, where RC

i,ce and RC
noce are the simulated response

function to 107 cascades generated with and without conversion electrons. The

results are reported in Table 5.2. The missing cascades due to IC electrons are

at most 2% of total, averaging 1.6% for both the 197Au and the 203Tl samples.

Interestingly, the proportion of energy emitted only by gamma rays is
∑k Eγ

k/EC =

0.985. This matches exactly the previous correction due to conversion electrons,

and consequently the ratios
∑

iWiR
C
i,ce/

∑k Eγ
k are very close to unity. We deduce

that virtually none of the emitted electrons deposit energy in the detectors, and

thus it is confirmed that the energy of those transitions is effectively lost.

5.4.3 Gamma ray summing in each detector

One of the principles of the PHWT is that at most one gamma ray of the cascade

is detected per capture event. It is possible, however, that more than one gamma

ray of the same cascade is detected at the same time and in the same detector, a

phenomenon known as gamma ray summing. In such event, the registered energy

deposition of the two –or more– gamma rays is added, and is weighted correspond-

ingly. Although the probability of such an event is very low due to the intrinsic

low efficiency of our whole detection setup, it is still convenient to quantify the

overestimation in the yield caused by this effect, and correct for it. This can be

done by obtaining the weighted response functions to all the gamma rays emitted

sequentially by the 107 cascades, and comparing it to the simultaneous emission

case. Any excess over unity of the ratio Fsim =
∑

iWiR
C
i,sim/

∑
iWiR

C
i,seq shall be

ascribed to γ-summing events. In order to isolate the summing effect from other

possible sources of error, the simulations were performed with a setup that did

not include the lead shields or IC electrons. In Table 5.3, the ratios Fsim of the

four C6D6 detectors are listed, for the 203Tl and the gold samples. The correction

averages 0.5%, and it is ≤ 0.7% in all cases.

Sample C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

197Au 1.004(1) 1.006(1) 1.003(1) 1.007(1)
203Tl 1.002(1) 0.999(1) 1.002(1) 1.006(1)

Table 5.3: Fsim factors of the four C6D6 detectors, for the 203Tl and 197Au samples.
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5.4.4 Summing between detectors

The multiple cascade detection can happen also between different detectors. This

effect can be directly evaluated trough the MC simulations of a large number of

cascades, simply by counting coincidences between two detectors for each event.

In this way, the probability of multiple detection of the same cascade by different

detectors was estimated to be of 1.2% for gold, and 0.5% for 203Tl. The differences

can be attributed to the higher multiplicity of the gold cascade, and its softer

cascade spectrum. If Cw is the total counting rate of the four detectors, and Pc the

coincidence probability, we have that the corrected counting rate is

C
′

w = Cw(1− Pc/2) . (5.4.3)

The correction to the counting rate is 0.997 for 203Tl, and 0.994 for 197Au. Thus,

the final correction to the normalized 203Tl yield would correspond to 1.003. This

is almost ten times less than the accuracy of the whole weighting procedure, and

hence it will not introduce any significant bias in the final results.

Detector cross-talk

Finally, a multiple detection event can also take place due to backscattered photons

from one detector to another, an effect called detector cross-talk. This effect is

already taken into account in the simulations of the detector response functions

performed to obtain the WF, which include all detectors.

5.5 Global correction factor

It is convenient –and more realistic– to define a global correction factor, which

includes all the corrections described in the above list. In line with previous defi-

nitions, this factor, Fglob, is defined as

Fglob =

∑
iWiR

C
i,noce,noth∑

iWiRC
i,ce,th

, (5.5.1)

with the correction factor applied to the yield of the sample under analysis,

fth = FA
glob/F

R
glob . (5.5.2)
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The specific global correction factors for the 203Tl and the 204Tl measurements are

reported and discussed in the respective analysis chapters 6 and 7.

5.6 2D Weighting function

Figure 5.7: Probability of γ-ray emis-

sion as a function of the depth of emis-

sion, for very different capture cross

sections. Figure extracted from [61].

As it has been explained in section 5.1.1, the

self-absorption of the cascade gamma rays in

the sample is already considered in the sim-

ulations of the response functions. Although

acceptable as a first approximation, in real-

ity the self-absorption depends on the depth

of emission of the γ-rays in the sample.

It can be seen in Figure 5.7 that the

gamma ray emission probability across the

sample thickness is very dependent on the

cross section. In a strong resonance, the high

cross section implies that most of the cap-

tures will be produced in the very first few µ of sample thickness. Instead, for low

cross section resonances, captures will be much more homogeneously distributed

along the sample. Considering that the four C6D6 detectors are positioned on the

side of the incoming neutron beam, the self-absorption will be more pronounced

for low cross section resonances.

Therefore, to account for all the possible depths of emission of the gamma rays,

it would be necessary to calculate a weighting function –with the corresponding

response functions– ideally for each possible value of the cross section. However,

the usual procedure is to consider only the case of either a high or a low cross

section resonance.

In the end, whether the single depth of emission approximation is good enough

depends on the physical characteristics of the sample material, namely density and

atomic number. For low Z or low density materials, the photon self-absorption will

be low in general, whatever the emission profile is. On the other hand, in materials

with low capture cross sections the gamma emission profile will be mostly homo-

geneous along the sample, and self-absorption will be similar for all resonances.

Therefore, the effect can be relevant for specific nuclides, which have both a high
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Figure 5.8: Left: ghe bidimensional weighting function calculated for the 203Tl measurement.

Right: projection of the 2DWF of the highest and lowest cross section cases.

Z and high cross section resonances. This is exactly the case for 203Tl and also for
204Tl, as predicted by the evaluations.

However, simulating all response functions for every cross section value was not

feasible, and thus it was necessary to perform an approximation. This consisted in

calculating the WF only for the two extreme cases: a high cross section and a low

one. The rest of weighting functions were obtained interpolating (or extrapolating)

linearly using the evaluated cross section data from ENDF/B-VIII.0. In this way

a bidimensional Weighting Function (2DWF) is obtained, which includes the ad-

ditional dependency on the capture cross section. A plot of the 2DWF can be seen

in Figure 5.8. The 2DWF has been projected in the Eγ axis, for the illustrative

cases of the low and high cross sections.

In the present work, the 2DWF was employed only for the 203Tl measurement,

owing to the exact knowledge of its physical properties. However, it was not used in

the 204Tl analysis, due to the limited knowledge of the geometry and capture cross

section. The methodology of the 2DWF can be especially useful for the analysis

of stable, thick samples, like the natural Tl sample employed in the 205Tl(n, γ)

measurement performed at n TOF in 2018 [45].



Chapter 6

203Tl capture cross section
measurement

In this chapter we will cover in detail the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement and the subse-

quent data analysis, which will follow the general procedure described in Chapter 4.

Owing to the fact that the mass and the size of the sample are accurately known,

one can effectively apply the gold saturated resonance method, and thus systematic

uncertainties can be kept under control. This is essential in order to extract reliable

resonance parameters, which will be used in the posterior 204Tl(n, γ) analysis.

6.1 Experiment

The sample used for the experiment was a cylindrical pellet of Tl2O3, measuring

5 mm in diameter and 2.15 mm in thickness, with a total mass of 260 mg. It

was enriched up to 99.5%, and thus the content of 203Tl was 232 mg. The main

motivation for using such a small sample was to have it identical to the one that was

irradiated in the reactor for the 204Tl enrichment. The capture measurement was

performed in two blocks of runs, separated by 14 days, including a long data taking

with the 204Tl enriched sample in between. Right after the 203Tl data acquisition,

capture on the gold sample was measured for yield normalization. Two main sets

of energy calibrations with γ-rays were conducted: one just before the 203Tl was

put in beam, and one right after the gold runs.

A summary of the different data acquisition runs for the 203Tl measurements

88
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203Tl 197Au

Mass (mg) 232.3(1) 50.0(1)

Enrichment (%) 99.5 Pure

Diameter (mm) 5.05(1) 5.01(1)

Thickness (mm) 2.15(1) 0.13(1)

Atomic thickness (at./barn) 1.72(1) · 10−3 7.79(3) · 10−4

Protons 6.27 · 1017 2.03 · 1017

Runs 102141-102147 102308-102311

102280-102307 102314-102319

Table 6.1: Summary of the beam statistics allocated to the 203Tl and the 197Au samples in the
203Tl(n,γ) measurement.

natC natPb Empty frame

Protons 1.69 · 1017 2.46 · 1017 2.40 · 1017

Runs 102342-102351 102326-102341 102098-102100, 102257-102266

102274-102277

Table 6.2: Summary of the statistics for the samples used for estimating the background for

the203Tl(n,γ) analysis.

is presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The total amount of protons for the whole

set of measurements were 1.59 · 1018, of which 6.27 · 1017 were allocated to the
203Tl sample. Considering an average daily beam delivery of 1.1 · 1017 protons

at n TOF, that quantity corresponds to approximately 5.5 days of full beam.

Background measurements amounted to 6.54 · 1017 protons, distributed among

different samples:

• Empty frame: An aluminium support ring with a thin layer of mylar foil

attached to it. It is identical to the support employed for the 203Tl sample.

These runs were used to estimate the background caused by the presence of

the beam.

• natPb: A lead sample with natural isotopic composition, with the same ge-

ometry as the 203Tl sample. These runs were used to estimate the additional
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background caused by in-beam gamma rays scattered by the sample. Lead is

employed due to its high density and high Z, similar to thallium.

• natC: A graphite sample, with identical geometry. Used to evaluate the gamma

background arising from neutron scattered in the sample. These neutrons,

after being thermalized in the experimental area structures and walls, are

finally captured, producing additional background gamma rays.

6.2 Data reduction

6.2.1 Initial calibrations

The 203Tl measurement was split in two blocks, with a long 204Tl data taking in

between. Thus, it was necessary to perform a careful analysis of the data, in order

to identify possible effects in the detectors caused by the high counting rate of the
204Tl sample activity or other similar experimental effects.

The first basic step in the data reduction was the time-of-flight to neutron en-

ergy calibration of the facility, a procedure described in detail in section 4.2. Once

a time to energy calibration was obtained, a preliminary sorting of the data was

done to check the consistency between the data from dedicated and parasitic pro-

ton bunches. A comparison of the counting rate spectra produced by both types of

beam can be seen in Figure 6.1. A prominence with higher counting rate than the

background, from 600 and 900 eV, can be seen in the parasitic spectrum, which

is clearly not present in the dedicated data. This disturbance was probably due
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Figure 6.1: Reaction yield comparison between the parasitic and the dedicated data.
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Figure 6.2: Deposited energy spectra of the three calibration sources employed in the two full

calibrations of the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement in the four C6D6 detectors.

to a wrong determination by the PSA of the time stamp for the gamma-flash of

parasitic bunches of low intensity. However, it was not possible to improve the PSA

performance to overcome such effect. To prevent any bias in the cross section due

to this structure, it was decided to exclude parasitic data for the final analysis,

leaving the final proton statistics at 5.1 · 1017. The next essential step in the anal-

ysis was calibration in deposited energy for the C6D6 detectors. In Figure 6.2 it is

shown the raw amplitude spectra of three calibration sources, as measured by the

four C6D6 detectors, for the two main calibrations performed during the measure-

ment. Whereas C6D6#2 shows a rather stable behaviour, there is a pronounced

increase in gain of C6D6#3. Besides, the variation increases with the deposited

energy, from 14% at low energies ,up to 22% at the 4.4 MeV energy of the Am-Be.

C6D6#1 showed variations of the gain as well, although much less pronounced

than in C6D6#3, while C6D6#4 was very stable. A possible explanation to this
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Figure 6.3: Energy deposition in the four C6D6 detectors, for different runs along the measure-

ment.

behaviour could be the stability issues found in the HV power supply that pow-

ered the C6D6#1 and #3. Issues with the gain could also explain the abnormally

huge number of counts seen in both detectors in some isolated runs during the

measurement. Incidentally, this power supply failed a few days after the end of the
204Tl(n, γ) campaign.

6.2.2 C6D6 performance monitoring

The calibration of the C6D6 detectors allowed to investigate the gain stability

of the four C6D6 detectors along the whole data acquisition. This was done by

comparing the energy deposition, in the resonance at 236 eV, at different times

during the measurement. A satisfactory agreement was found for all detectors but

C6D6#3. As it can be observed in Figure 6.3, its deposited energy spectrum shows

significant fluctuations in the first runs of the measurement. To avoid a systematic
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bias in the data analysis due to this effect, it was decided to discard all C6D6#3

data recorded from run number 102141 to 102147. Following the monitoring of the

gain, the stability of the counting rate along the measurement was checked for all

detectors, as can be seen in Figure 6.4. In order to reduce statistical fluctuations,

signals are integrated over 100 proton bunches. To exclude as much background

as possible, it is convenient to consider only counts coming from the time-of-flight

window of interest for the analysis. In the case of 203Tl, a time-of-flight window was

selected that covered the range of the resolved resonance region, up to 35 keV. For

the gold sample, one is mainly interested in the yield at the saturated resonance,

and therefore, the window was set at the 4.9 eV resonance. By comparing the

different counting rates, it can be seen that, between the first ∼20000 events and

the rest of the campaign, there is a discrepancy in the average beam intensity

delivered and the value reported by the BCT. The difference is clearly visible in

all four C6D6 detectors, which discards any issue with the detectors or the SiMon.

In fact, the C6D6/SiMon ratio is considerably stable during all the measurement.

The variation was also noticeable in the PKUP monitor.

The discrepancy was further investigated by comparing the SiMon/BCT ratio

for different samples of the campaign. In the bottom plot of Figure 6.4, the 203Tl

ratio is compared to that of 197Au and natC. The ratio of gold matches the ratio

for the second bunch of 203Tl runs, while the natC matches exactly that of the first
203Tl runs. In this situation, a beam intensity renormalization factor fsi, described

in section 4.5, was employed to normalize the SiMon/BCT ratio of all samples to

that of 197Au. In practice, the factors, which are listed in Table 6.3, are applied

directly to the counts registered in each detector during the data sorting.
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Figure 6.4: (Top) Counting rate for the C6D6 detectors and the monitoring devices during the
203Tl(n,γ) data taking. (Middle) Ratio between C6D6 detectors and the SiMon counting rate for

the measurement. (Bottom) The SiMon/Proton Intensity ratio for the 203Tl run, compared to

the gold and the natC, which has been used as the background sample.
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Sample fsi Runs

203Tl
1.065 102141 to 102147

1 102280 to 102307
197Au 1 all
natPb 1.069 all
natC 1.064 all

Empty frame 1.074 all

Table 6.3: Summary of the beam statistics of the fsi factors employed in the 203Tl(n,γ) analysis.

6.3 Simulations of the 203Tl(n,γ) capture cascades

As explained in section 5.3, simulations of the capture cascade must be performed

to account for some relevant experimental effects that are not included in the

saturated resonance method. The capture cascade generator employed works by

splitting the cascade into two parts. The low energy part corresponds to the range

of excitation energies where levels are experimentally known. The high energy part

is included by means of a statistical nuclear model. The transition from one regime

to the other is defined by an energy cut value, Ecut. The choice of Ecut requires

a careful study of all the information available on the excited energy levels and

emitted gamma rays of the compound nucleus, as it is described below. A mea-

surement of the gamma ray capture spectrum of natural thallium was performed
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Figure 6.5: Prompt gamma ray spectrum following the capture of 0.5 MeV neutrons in natTl as

measured in Ref. [113].
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by Voignier et al. [113]. The resulting distribution showed an uncommon shape,

as can be seen in Figure 6.5. It features a deep valley between 2 and 5 MeV, a

small peak around 4.5 MeV, and then a prominent peak close to 7 MeV. This

spectrum can be compared to the deposited energy spectrum in the C6D6 for the

measurement at n TOF(Figure 6.6). The comparison is only qualitative, because

of the presence of 205Tl capture gamma rays, and the different response function

of C6D6 detectors and the Compton-suppressed NaI detectors employed in Ref.

[113]. Nevertheless, the flat behaviour of the C6D6 response function between 2

and 5 MeV seems compatible with the low number of gamma rays between those

energies.

For the discrete part of the capture cascade of the 203Tl(n,γ) reaction, the ex-

perimental data provided in the ENSDF database was employed, which is based on

the results of a thermal neutron capture experiment conducted at the Budapest re-

actor facility [114]. This is, most probably, the source used by the RIPL-3 database

as well (Capote et al. [115]), since both databases are almost identical. Up to the

level at 1.74 MeV information on energy levels, photon transition energies and

intensities, is provided in both databases. Beyond that energy, there are several

additional levels listed in both, but there is almost no information about transi-

tion gamma rays and probabilities, except for the full neutron separation energy

at 6.656 MeV [101]. For the statistical part of the cascade, the Fermi Back-Shifted

Gas model (FBSG) was chosen. The values of the main parameters of the model,

which are the level density, a, and the shell correction energy, δeff , are listed in

Table 6.4.

The performance of the model can be evaluated by calculating the total cumu-

lative number of levels, Nl, as a function of the excitation energy U , and comparing

it to the experimental value. The Nl between 0 and a certain U0 is calculated by

integrating the level density ρ(U),

Nl =

∫ U0

0

ρ(U)dU , (6.3.1)

where ρ(U) is the parametrization adopted by Dilg et al. [110]:

ρ(U) =
1

12
√

2

1

σa1/4

exp
[
2
√
a(U − δeff )

]
(U − δeff + t)5/4

. (6.3.2)
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Reference Value(s)

Level density, a0 (MeV−1) [116] 11

Excitation energy shift, δeff [117] -1.23

Strength Functions E0 (MeV) Γ0 (MeV) σ0 (mb)

E1GDR [118] 13.63 3.82 382.22

E1pigmy [118] 5.2 1.0 36.0

M1 RIPL-1 [119] 6.96 4.00 1.12

E2 RIPL-1 [119] 10.70 3.66 4.88

Table 6.4: Summary of the BSFG model parameters, and the gamma strength functions, em-

ployed in this work.
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Figure 6.6: Left: Comparison of the experimental and the theoretical Nl, the latter calculated

with the parameters of Table 6.4. Right: The experimental deposited energy spectrum compared

to the simulated, for different Ecut energies.

In this expression, t is the thermodynamic temperature determined from the rela-

tion U − δeff = at2 − t, and σ is the level density spin parameter, which is taken

to be σ ≈ 0.015A5/3 t. The comparison between the model and the experimen-

tal Nl is plotted in Figure 6.6. The number of experimental levels starts to be

lower than the predicted from 1 MeV, and from 3.2 MeV it barely increases. This

could be ascribed to a real decrease in the number of excited levels, like Figure 6.5

would suggest. However, it could be also due to number of levels not observed in

measurements.

For the E1, M1 and E2 photon strength functions, due to the absence of ex-
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perimental information, it was necessary to resort to evaluations and theoretical

parametrizations. The E1 photon strength function employed was taken from Kim

et al. [118]. This E1 features a peak energy and width quite similar to the rec-

ommended by RIPL, but the σ0 is 37% lower. Additionally, they also include a

second small (“pigmy”) resonance at lower excitation energy. Concerning the M1

and E2 strength functions, owing to their much weaker intensities, the authors did

not work on new parameters, and thus were used the values calculated from the

global theoretical parametrizations from RIPL-1 (Kopecky [119]).

The accuracy of the different elements in the statistical model was tested by

comparing the experimental deposited energy spectrum in the C6D6 in a strong

resonance, with the simulated detector response function to 107 capture cascades

generated randomly. The cutoff energy Ecut and the parameters of the pigmy res-

onance were fine-tuned in order to improve the agreement with the experimental

spectrum. This two parameters were found to have a high impact in the shape

of the spectrum. The final Ecut was set at 1.74 MeV of excitation energy, where

the last level with knwon gamma ray transitions lies. Additionally, as can be seen

in Figure 6.6 (right plot), it produces a much better agreement compared to a

lower cutoff such as 900 keV. The latter produces a spectrum harder than the

experimental, which led us to assume that the statistical model, at least between

1 an 1.7 MeV, is overestimating the number of excitation levels. Concerning the

pigmy resonance, the best agreement was found for E0 = 5.2 MeV and σ0 = 60

mb. Hereafter, these parameters will be referred to as the reference model.

6.4 Capture cascade parameters and threshold correction
factors

It is worth emphasizing that the purpose of matching the experimental capture

cascade spectrum is not to seek for the most physically true and accurate cascade

model for 203Tl(n,γ). This is because C6D6 detectors, with their null photopeak

efficiency and low resolution, are not the best tool to perform gamma ray spec-

troscopy. The aim is rather to have a model that reproduces well enough the

experimental capture spectra, in order to estimate realistically the threshold cor-

rection factors. Additionally, by changing some of the parameters, its is possible
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to estimate an uncertainty for the correction factors. The threshold correction

factors for the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement are fglob = F
203Tl
th,ice/F

197Au
th,ice (see details in

section 5.5), where Fth,ice accounts for the non measurable fraction of the response

function due to the threshold, and the emission of conversion electrons,

Fth,ice =

∞∑
i=0

WiR
C
i

∞∑
i=th

WiR
C,ice
i

. (6.4.1)

The factors for the four C6D6 detectors are listed in Table 6.5, for the deposited

energy threshold of Eth = 250 keV selected for the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement. Since

the 197Au cascade has a higher level density, with more low energy transitions than
203Tl, more cascades are lost under the threshold. Thus the final correction for the
203Tl normalized yield is less than unity.

Following the same procedure, several model parameters were investigated in

order to estimate the uncertainty and to study the sensibility of the threshold

correction to the cascade model itself. These are listed below:

1. Reference model with the pigmy resonance suppressed.

2. Reference model with the pigmy parametrized like in Ref. [118], with E0 = 5.6

MeV.

3. Reference model with the σ0 of E1 transitions increased to the value of the

RIPL parametrization.

4. Reference model with σ0 of M1 transitions increased by a factor of 20.

For comparison, the simulated response functions of C6D6#4 for the different mod-

els are plotted in Figure 6.7. Although in the higher energy range there are some

C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

F
197Au 1.094(1) 1.100(1) 1.092(1) 1.088(1)

F
203Tl 1.071(1) 1.071(1) 1.064(1) 1.055(1)

fth 0.979(1) 0.974(1) 0.975(1) 0.970(1)

Table 6.5: Correction due to missing cascades under the threshold for the 203Tl and the 197Au

samples, and the resulting threshold correction factors to the yield, with Eth = 250 keV.
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Model C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

Reference model fth 0.979(1) 0.974(1) 0.975(1) 0.970(1)

1. No pigmy -0.3(1)% -0.3(1)% -0.3(1)% -0.6(1)%

2. Kim et al. 0.1(1)% 0.1(1)% < 0.1(1)% 0.1(1)%

3. Enhanced σ(E1) 1.0(1)% 1.1(1)% < 0.1(1)% 0.5(1)%

4. Enhanced σ(M1) 0.9(1)% 0.7(1)% 0.1(1)% 0.9(1)%

Table 6.6: Deviations of the different test models fth with respect to the reference fth.

differences, in the low energy part, where counting rate is more than 10 times

higher, differences are smaller. Consequently, deviations in the threshold correc-

tion factor are of 1.1% in the worst case, and in most cases below 1%, as can be

seen in Table 6.6. In view of this situation, the systematic uncertainty associated

to the statistical model was estimated as 1%.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison, for C6D6#4, between the experimental capture spectrum for the res-

onance at 236 eV (light brown) and the simulated response function to several cascade models,

described more in detail in the text.
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eV resonance of gold. Right: the normalized yield for all detectors, in the 236 eV resonance of
203Tl.

6.5 Yield normalization and background subtraction

At this point, it is convenient to recall the expression of the experimental capture

yield introduced in section 4.5:

Yexp(En) = fglob · fsat · fsi · fns
Cw(En)−Bw(En)

fbi · φn(En) · (Sn + En)
. (6.5.1)

fbi has been already calculated in section 4.8. The neutron sensitivity correction

factors fns, which are specific for each resonance with very large Γnwill be discussed

in the next section, where resonances are analysed individually.

Hence, the final steps to obtain the final capture yield were related to the nor-

malization and background subtraction. In order to apply the saturated resonance

technique, the yield at the 4.9 eV resonance of gold is analysed with SAMMY to

extract the normalization constant An, from where fsat = 1/An (see left plot in

Figure 6.8). In Figure 6.8 the normalized yield for all four detectors, in the 236 eV

resonance of 203Tl, is plotted. The normalized yield for the 203Tl, the natC and the

empty frame is plotted in Figure 6.8 for C6D6#1.

Based on the fact that 203Tl has an elastic cross section several times that of

capture, it can be assumed that most of the background was produced by neutrons
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Figure 6.9: Top: Yield of 203Tl and the different backgrounds in the full neutron energy range,

measured by C6D6#1. Bottom: the final yield, averaged over the four detectors.

scattered by the sample and subsequently captured in the surrounding materials.

For this reason, the natC sample was best suited for the background subtraction.

Indeed, once properly scaled to account for the different atomic thickness and Z,

the natC spectrum matched remarkably well the 203Tl yield at low energies and in

the valleys between resonances.

The scaling factor for natC was calculated in the lower neutron energy part

of the spectrum, because in that region there are no capture resonances of 203Tl.
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Additionally, due to the low sample mass, the 1/v component of the capture prob-

ability was considered negligible. Thus, it was assumed that the signals in that

region are mainly coming from the aforementioned background. Once the back-

ground was subtracted from the yield of each detector, they were all summed and

averaged. The final capture yield, as depicted at the bottom of Figure 6.9, was

ready for the capture resonance analysis.

The systematic error due to the averaging procedure was estimated by doing a

preliminary fit of the 236 eV resonance with SAMMY for each detector separately.

The relative standard deviation was found to be 1.5%, which was the figure adopted

as the uncertainty of the averaging procedure.
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6.6 203Tl(n,γ) R-matrix analysis in the Resolved Resonance
Region

6.6.1 Preliminary discussion

A detailed description of the resonance analysis is presented here, including a

comparison of the new data with previous experiments, and with the JEFF-3.3

[120] and ENDF/B-VIII.0 [121] evaluations. The analysis in the RRR was made

on an individual resonance basis up to neutron energies of about 16 keV, and on

broader energy intervals (2-3 keV) beyond that energy. It was used as starting

point resonance data provided by the JEFF-3.3 nuclear data evaluation, since it

extends up to 100 keV. Besides, it was checked that for almost all resonances, the

JEFF kernels were identical to the data measured in the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement

performed at ORNL in 1976 by Macklin and Winters [122] (referred from now on

as ”ORNL”), later corrected due to a systematic error in the data analysis [123].

This turned out to be very useful, because many low amplitude resonances were

observed in that experiment, but not in the present measurement. This is to be

ascribed to the much larger sample used at ORNL. In that experiment, the sample

consisted of a square with a thickness of 7.5 · 10−3 atoms/barn, which corresponds

to 38 grams of 203Tl2O3. Such figures correspond to 4.4 times the atomic thickness,

and almost 150 times the mass, of the sample used in the n TOF measurement.

When available, the parity assignment and gΓn from the transmission measurement

performed at the Columbia University cyclotron at the Nevis Laboratories [124]

were adopted as initial values. In those resonances where it was available, it was

preferentially employed, as initial values, the parity assignment and the gΓn from

the transmission measurement performed at the Columbia University cyclotron at

the Nevis Laboratories [124]. Also the uncertainty of gΓn was set to the reported

value from the transmission data.

Capture resonances measured at ORNL, and not visible in the n TOF data,

were considered compatible with the data if they fell inside the background fluctu-

ation, whose range has been assessed to be of ±2σres , where σres is the residual in

sigma units, i.e. σres = (Yexp − Yth)/σexp. In other words, any evaluated resonance

deviating more than 2σres interval from the experimental data will be either ex-

cluded or its magnitude artificially reduced, in order to fall into the compatibility
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range. (Resonance parameters from the past measurements may be referred to as

ΓTrans
x and ΓORNLx , respectively).

The criteria employed to define new resonances was that, at low neutron ener-

gies, a peak must comprise at least 3 consecutive points that deviate more than

2σres from the background level. At higher neutron energies (> 15 keV) a lower

number of bins per decade had to be employed most of the time, and thus 2 points

were deemed enough.

The fits have been performed following a general set of rules:

• The energy of the resonance was determined in a preliminary fit of both En

and the Γγ, or Γn if it is considerably smaller than Γγ.

• To obtain the correlated uncertainty for both Γγ and Γn widths, both have

been taken as free fit parameters in SAMMY for all resonances but the one

at 842 eV. For those with high statistical accuracy, all possible spin assign-

ments, compatible with the parity provided, have been tried. Finally, the one

producing the best fitting results, while being compatible with the gΓn of the

transmission measurement, was chosen. If there was still ambiguity, the one

providing a Γγ closer to the evaluated Γγ was selected.

• For low kernel resonances the evaluated spin group is used, and for compatible

resonances, all parameters were left without modification.

In some cases, for example when both parameters have a similar magnitude,

it was useful to investigate whether a possible correlation between Γγ and Γn

existed. This was done by plotting the chi-squared for each possible combination

in a wide range of Γγ and Γn values. If a correlation exists, these plots allow to see

that similar fitting results can be obtained with very different sets of parameters.

SAMMY tends to minimize the chi-square test, which could lead to parameters

that disagree with experimental data. This procedure was developed and applied

in a previous work [103].

6.6.2 The residual background in SAMMY

The background subtraction procedure described in section 6.5 successfully elimi-

nated most of the background from the capture yield. However, the presence of a

small, residual background could still be identified when analysing the data with
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SAMMY. This background was quantified by fitting the yield –previously rebinned

to 1500 bins per decade– in the valleys between resonances at lower energies. A

constant background of 2 · 10−4 was found, and was applied to all the resonance

fits.

However, due to the nature of the subtraction process the residual background

might fluctuate as well. At high energies, with increasing statistical uncertainty

and the increased proximity between resonances, it is more complex to fit properly

the background. Therefore, in order to evaluate the impact of variations in the

residual, a second fit of the most prominent resonances was performed without it.

Results are further discussed in section 6.6.4.

6.6.3 Resonance analysis

235 eV resonance

This is the strongest resonance in 203Tl. In a previous experiment performed in

the 1960s in the USSR [125], it was the only distinguishable level. However, the

values reported correspond to a much broader resonance and consequently with a

much lower amplitude. This can be ascribed to the low neutron energy resolution

of that measurement. From the transmission experiment, gΓn = 3.0(3) eV and

Γγ = 0.80(20) eV were reported for this resonance, with quantum numbers J = 1

an l = 0. This important level was not observed at ORNL due to their cut-off at

neutron energies below 3 keV. From the analysis of the n TOF data, and thanks to

the high neutron energy resolution at EAR1, one can affirm that the true energy

of the resonance is 235.7 eV, lower than the evaluated value of 238 eV reported in

[124]. The previous bias in the resonance energy can be most probably ascribed to

the the very prominent multiple scattering peak that appears at higher energies.

In a measurement with low energy resolution, it could be mistaken as the peak of

the resonance.

According to the SAMMY multiple scattering parametrization model, this peak

is produced by neutrons that are scattered two or more times in the sample before

being captured (see Figure 6.10). This is caused by the fact that Γn is more than six

times the value of Γγ, which makes such a phenomenon quite probable. In detail,

the neutron arrives at a certain time at the sample, corresponding to an energy

higher than the resonance one. In the ensuing elastic scatterings it loses the right
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amount of energy –due to recoil of the sample nuclei– to fall in the energy range

of the resonance. Owing to the much smaller time scale of the nuclear scattering

process, the multiple scattering capture peak will appear at approximately the time

when the neutron entered the sample, plus the time corresponding to the average

distance travelled between collisions. Multiple scattering effects directly depend on

the physical attributes of the sample –that is, length, radius and atomic thickness.

Thus, they may be also referred to as thickness effects.

Γγ and Γn obtained from the analysis of the n TOF data are 634(7) meV and

3813(10) meV, respectively. The latter corresponds to a gΓn of 2.86(1), very close

to the transmission value but 30 times more precise.

842 eV

This resonance was determined to be an s-wave in the transmission experiment,

and with spin J = 1, in agreement with our analysis. An important feature is

that Γγ ∼ Γn, and the Γγ vs Γn plot shows a pronounced correlation between the
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Figure 6.10: Analysis of the 236 eV resonance. (Left) Fit of the yield with SAMMY and com-

parison to evaluations. (Right) Plot of the different multiple scattering contributions to the final

experimental yield for the sample measured at n TOF.
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parameters (see Figure 6.11). It can also be observed that the minimum calculated

by SAMMY is obtained with a Γn systematically lower than the transmission value,

well outside the uncertainty range. In this situation, it was considered convenient

to use the transmission Γn value directly, including its uncertainty, which is also

plotted in Figure 6.11. This constraints the range of the possible Γγ considerably,

and the resulting fits still maintain a reasonable agreement with the data. The

Γγ paramter and its associated uncertainty was obtained by a series of Monte

Carlo SAMMY runs, where the Γn value was sampled from a normal distribution,

with its mean at ΓTrans
n , and the standard deviation given by σ(ΓTrans

n ). Due to

the shape of the correlation, the resulting distribution of Γγ values is asymmetric,

with the mode of the Γγ distribution bigger than the mean value. The mean of the

distribution was chosen as the recommended value for Γγ, with the uncertainty

given by the standard deviation, resulting in Γγ = 557(34) meV.

1137 eV

The broad shape of this resonance indicates that this is an s-wave, with Γγ � Γn

(Figure 6.12). Any spin different than J = 0 produced a resonance with a shape
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Figure 6.12: SAMMY fit of the yield for the 1137 eV resonance
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Figure 6.13: Analysis of the 1275 keV resonance. (Left) Fit of the yield with SAMMY and

comparison to evaluations. (Right) 2D plot of the χ2 variation as a function of Γγ and Γn. The

solid red line and the dashed lines correspond to ΓTransn ± σ(ΓTransn ).

not in agreement with the data. Owing to the relatively high Γn value of ∼ 46000

meV, the neutron sensitivity correction factor for this resonance was of 3.5%. Γγ

was found to be 634(19) meV.
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Figure 6.14: SAMMY fit of the yield of the 1328 eV resonance

1275 eV

This J = 1, s-wave resonance, features Γγ ∼ Γn, and shows an important correla-

tion between the parameters as shown in the χ2 plot in Figure 6.13). In this case,

the best fit with SAMMY yields a value of Γn = 643(66) meV, compatible with

the transmission result of 707(133) meV. The corresponding radiative width is

Γγ = 831(84) meV. Comparing the new fit with the evaluated data the agreement

with ENDF is almost perfect (see Figure 6.13), while JEFF notably underesti-

mates the cross section providing a radiative kernel that is 50% lower than the

measured one.

1328 eV

This is a positive parity resonance as determined by the transmission measurement.

A gΓn almost equal to the one found there is obtained for J = 1 (unlike for the case

with J = 0). The corresponding Γγ is 406(100) meV. The fit of the experimental

data is shown in Figure 6.14.
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1432 eV

This resonance was determined to be an s-wave with J = 1 in the transmission

measurement, with gΓn = 2.1(0.2) eV. In the present data analysis better results

were obtained with J = 0. To clarify the situation, it was decided to look at the

Γγ vs Γn plot for both the J = 0 and J = 1 cases. In both, the minimum χ2

is outside the range of the transmission measurement, although a slightly better

agreement is obtained for J = 0. With this assignment, the Γγ of the minimum

is more in line with the Γγ obtained for other Γγ � Γn resonances, and with

the value recommended value by Mughabghab [116]. Thus J = 0, Γγ = 623(24)

and Γn = 6729(328) are considered the best parameters for this resonance. As

can be seen in the plot of the resonance (Figure 6.15), both nuclear data libraries

overestimate the cross section remarkably, producing a kernel that is 3.4 times the

one found in this work.

1.8 to 2.2 keV

Both l-wave resonances stated by the transmission experiment in this range have

been observed, at 1917 eV and 2002 eV. In the data there seems to be another

small resonance close to the first one, at 1914 eV. However, in the 204Tl sample

yield, with much higher statistics, this resonance was not observed, and thus its

existence was discarded. Concerning the comparison with evaluated data, both

libraries overestimate both resonances.

2789 eV

This level was found to be J = 1 and l = 0 as established before [124]. Best fit

parameters yielded Γγ = 506(25) meV and Γn = 3456(221) meV values, compatible

with the transmission measurement, which yielded ΓTrans
γ = 600(180) meV and

ΓTrans
n = 3600(200) meV.

3 to 4 keV

A strong p-wave J = 1 resonance at 3585 eV was observed (see Figure 6.17) with

Γn � Γγ. The result is that the kernel is mostly dependent on the neutron width,

and Γγ is difficult to assess accurately, Γγ = 1270(563). The Γn obtained is fully
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Figure 6.15: (Top) SAMMY fit of the 1432 eV resonance, with both the fits with J=0 and J=1

represented. (Bottom) the respective χ2 plots, J=0 and J=1.

compatible with ΓTrans
n . Another important resonance was observed at 3731 eV.

This is an s-wave, with J = 0, and Γγ � Γn. The resulting Γγ is 739(76). Two,

much smaller resonances were observed by Macklin at 3551 eV and 3902 eV [122],

which are also included in the evaluations. These resonances were not observed in

this work, most possibly due to the small sample used here. However, they have

been included in the analysis since their presence is compatible with our data.
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Figure 6.16: Yield fit for the resonances at 1917 eV and 2002 eV (left), and at 2789 eV (right)

4 to 5 keV

In this range there are two important s-wave resonances at 4398 eV and 4659 eV,

plus a low-kernel one at 4785 eV. The first two are broad resonances due to the high

neutron width of Γn = 62894(6866) and Γn = 12398(1019) meV. Both values are in

agreement with those established in the transmission measurement of 64000(8000)

meV and 14667(2667) meV, respectively. In this situation it was opportune to

calculate the correction factor due to the neutron sensitivity of the detection setup,

which resulted in a 3.4% correction in the first case, and a negligible correction

of less than 1% in the second. Final radiative widths were 885(115) meV and

768(45) meV. It is important to note here that both kernels are considerably lower

than those measured at ORNL. Consequently, our results are also below what is

reported in both evaluations: 10% lower in the 4400 eV resonance, the one with

the highest Γn, and 11% in the 4659 eV resonance. On the other hand, having

Γn � Γγ means the radiative kernel is for the most part only dependent on Γγ

(Kr ≈ gΓγ), so that any increase in the counting rate at the resonance due to

background would entail a direct increase in the Γγ measured. Therefore, one can

hypothesize that the difference in Γγ could be a consequence of the higher neutron

sensitivity.

Specifically, the differences could be ascribed to underestimation of the neutron-

induced background in the previous experiments. For example, Macklin and Win-

ters report a 1.5% figure for a setup which was significantly more sensitive to
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Figure 6.17: Yield fit for the resonances between 3.5 keV and 9.5 keV.

neutrons than the one used here. The neutron sensitivity of the n TOF setup –

design specifically to minimize it– can be as high as a few percent, and has been

evaluated through detailed MC simulations [93].
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5 to 6 keV

The main resonances in this range have been found to be a p-wave J = 0 resonance

at 5323 eV, and two stronger resonances, both s-waves of J = 1, at 5395 eV and

5808 eV. In all three cases, the fits are in good agreement with transmission data.

Resulting Γγ values are, respectively, 292(73) meV, 638(49) meV and 440(56) meV.

In addition to these resonances, a few other low amplitude ones, found at [122]

and considered compatible with the n TOF data, are included in the analysis.

6 to 7 keV

The most intense resonance in this range is a J = 1, s-wave at 6331 eV, with Γn

in agreement with the transmission data, and Γγ = 441(49) meV. A very broad,

J = 0, s-wave resonance is present at 6606 eV, whose high Γn value of 48286(7692)

meV yields a correction due to neutron sensitivity of 2.5%. After applying the

correction, the resulting Γγ is 582.5(177) meV. Still another narrow resonance,

with a smaller kernel, is observed at 6736 eV (see Figure 6.17).

7 to 9 keV

The resonance at 7413 eV was classified as a p-wave in the transmission measure-

ment, and at ORNL its total spin was determined as J = 2. In any case, all three

possible spin assignments were tried, 0, 1, and 2. Both J = 1 and J = 2 produce

good results, and a gΓn value compatible with the transmission measurement. Fi-

nally, J = 2 was chosen on the basis that if Γn is fixed to the transmission value,

the resulting Γγ was closer to the recommended value. In any case, changing the

spin does not really affect the final radiative kernel, since the difference is around

1%. The value, 311(38) meV, is well in agreement with the ORNL value and ENDF

library, and a 50% bigger than the evaluated in JEFF-3.3. Another important res-

onance appears at 8513 eV. This is reported to have positive parity in Ref. [124].

The situation is similar to the previous resonance, this time with J = 0 or J = 1

as possible total spin values. Looking at the Γγ vs Γn plots, the correlation is weak.

Using the same criteria for Γγ like in the previous case, J = 1, Γγ = 322(52) meV

and Γn = 2041(590) meV were obtained. This spin assignment also coincides with

the ORNL measurement. Again, the final kernel difference is of 1%, and therefore

a different spin assignment would not affect appreciably the result reported here.
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Finally, a smaller resonance has been analysed at 7910 eV, and three other minor

resonances observed at ORNL have been included as compatible.

9 to 10.5 keV

In the transmission measurement it was determined that the resonance at 9351 eV

was an s-wave with J = 0, while at ORNL was found determined to be J = 1.

In this measurement, setting J = 0 produces results which are not compatible

with the reported gΓn = 4(1) eV from transmission [124]. On the other hand,

the assignment of J = 1 at ORNL yields good agreement, with Γγ = 415(68)

meV and gΓn = 4.1(1.0) eV. The p-wave at 10.17 keV presents Γγ ∼ Γn and

an important correlation between parameters. The spin is determined as J = 1

since using J = 0 and gΓn from the transmission value requires a very high Γγ

parameter. Both resonance parameters are fitted together with J = 1, obtaining

Γγ = 565(126) meV and gΓn = 1.2(0.8) eV.

10.5 to 13.5 keV

The most important resonance in this range is found at 10.97 keV. Its spin and

parity were determined in the transmission measurement to be 0+. This has been

confirmed here, with a compatible gΓn. However, its measured kernel is around

54% lower than the value reported at ORNL, as can be seen in Figure 6.18. A

second resonance at 12.37 keV was also fitted, confirming as well the Jπ = 1+

assignation from transmission. In this case the kernel value was 35% lower than

the result from ORNL, but compatible within the uncertainty.

14 keV to 17 keV

Major resonances were measured at 14.50 keV and 15.10 keV. For the first one,

J = 0 was excluded due to disagreement with the data, while J = 2 requires a

Γγ much higher than the expected. Therefore, J = 1 was chosen, though the low

statistics did not allow to determine it unequivocally. In the case of the second

one, an s-wave, J = 1 gave a better agreement with the established gΓn value,

and a Γγ=712(131) meV. An assignment of J = 0 would require a very high Γγ of

2113(556) meV.
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Figure 6.18: Capture yield R-matrix fit for the resonances between 9.7 keV and 32 keV.

17 to 20 keV

Two s-wave resonances were analysed in this energy range. The first one, at 17.96

keV, has been determined to be J = 1 since this fit has the best agreement with
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the gΓn value from transmission. The second one, at 19.17 keV, was determined to

have Jπ = 0+. However, in our measurement the only way to be in agreement with

their gΓn was for J = 1. In this range, the increasing statistical uncertainty makes

it not feasible to analyse (beyond simple identification) some s-wave resonances

with a relatively high kernel, like those at 18.44 keV and 18.60 keV.

20 to 32.5 keV

The level at 19.17 keV was the highest energy resonance measured in the transmis-

sion measurement for which gΓn was reported. Therefore, from 20 keV up to the

last observed resonance at 32.80 keV, resonances were fitted in this work using only

the parameters from the libraries, with both Γγ and Γn free to vary. In addition,

the high statistical uncertainty leads to a very low precision in determining the

resonance parameters. Thus, only the kernel information is considered meaningful

in this range of energies. Macklin and Winters reported a resonance at 23.70 keV

and Kr = 554(30). This has not been found in our data, or at least does not have

the stated magnitude, since the peak of the resonance would be more than 4σ

above our background level. Thus, its magnitude was reduce to 220 meV, which

would be compatible with our sensitivity level.

General remarks

A total of 56 resonances were resolved and analysed in the capture data from

n TOF. The full list of resonances measured in this analysis can be found in ap-

pendix B. The list also includes the resonances measured at ORNL, which were

too weak to be observed here with our small sample measurement.

The energy of all resonances has been found to be systematically lower than the

values reported in the experiment at ORNL. Looking at some narrow resonances in

energies below 10 keV, the shift is quite constant, of around 0.15%. If one considers

higher energy resonances, with lower statistics, the shift is, at most, of 0.2%. This

can be explained by the fact that in the results from ORNL report the peak of the

resonance as the resonance energy, while SAMMY includes the shift introduced

due by the resolution function. As one goes up in neutron energy the influence of

the RF is higher, and the shift of the peak becomes more visible.

In Figure 6.19 the new kernels found here are compared with previous exper-
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of Γγ/Γn

iments up to 32 keV. Focusing in the range up to 13 keV, the lower statistical

uncertainty of the strongest resonances allows to see that the new kernels are con-
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sistently lower than those reported for the ORNL measurement. More specifically,

for resonances with a statistical uncertainty lower than 15% –which are concen-

trated in the 3.5 keV to the 6.3 keV range– the n TOF/ORNL ratio of the kernels

is quite consistent, averaging 0.91(10). In particular, a smaller trend can be ob-

served in large kernel resonances between 8.5 and 11 keV. The present kernels

for this resonances are consistently lower, around 30%–40% approximately, than

the respective kernels at ORNL. This could be another indication of a systematic

effect related to the neutron sensitivity of the ORNL capture setup.

Incidentally, below a neutron energy of 3.5 keV, where there is no data available

from ORNL, both evaluations present important deviations from the experimental

data for almost every resonance, especially in the range between 900 eV and 2 keV.

This trend in the reduction of the kernels is perhaps better visualized if one looks

at the plot of the ratio of the kernels vs Γn/Γγ, in Figure 6.20. As the ratio between

parameters increases, the ratio for most of the resonances is under unity, especially

for those with the lowest statistical uncertainty. Since most of these resonances are

s-waves, with Γn � Γγ, it is expected that the reduction in the radiative kernels

should be accompanied by a reduction in the average partial radiative width. 〈Γγ〉
is obtained by fitting to a constant the Γγ values for resonances with Γn > 10 ·Γγ,
resulting in 〈Γγ〉 = 675(53) meV. Compared to 〈Γγ〉 = 689 meV from ORNL, this

means a reduction of only 2%. However, there is a high uncertainty in the average,

ascribed to the difficulties in analysing the broad (Γn � Γγ) levels with the present

statistics. An additional source of uncertainty might also come from the neutron

sensitivity corrections applied to these resonances.

Finally, as can be seen in the yield in Figure 6.9, the low mass sample and low

statistics hampers any analysis of the cross section of the RRR and the URR at

higher energies than 32 keV.

6.6.4 Systematic uncertainty estimation

As mentioned in section 6.6.2, several resonances were analysed without any resid-

ual background, to study the impact in the determination of the resonance area. In

Table 6.7, the increments in the radiative kernels for some prominent resonances

are listed. The impact of the absence of a residual background is higher as one

increases in neutron energy and the amplitude of the resonance decreases. Due to
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Uncertainty due to background

En res. (eV) 236 1137 2789 4667 8512 10166 15102 19170 22400

∆Kr (%) 0.3 1.9 1.4 1.9 4.2 7.3 7.6 7.2 7.2

Table 6.7: Variation of the yield due to elimination of the residual background. The results were

adopted as the associated systematic uncertainty, σbackg, introduced by the background subtraction

process.

Source of uncertainty σsys (%)

PHWT [67] 2

Statistical model of the capture cascade 1

Flux [77] 2

Residual background 0.3 to 7.6

Normalization 1

Yield spread between detectors 1.5

Detector gain shifts 2

Total 4.0 to 8.6

Table 6.8: Assessment of the different sources of systematic uncertainty of the 204Tl(n, γ) mea-

surement.

the constant and systematic nature of this error, it was adopted as the uncertainty

introduced by the background subtraction procedure, and directly added into the

uncertainty budget.

The rest of sources of systematic uncertainty considered for the 203Tl(n, γ) anal-

ysis are listed in Table 6.8, and have been discussed in the corresponding sections.

Due to the variation of the uncertainty associated to the residual background in

SAMMY, the systematic uncertainty has been calculated separately for different

neutron energy ranges.
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6.7 MACS calculation

As described in chapter 1, during s-process conditions neutrons are thermalized

at the stellar temperatures of the environment. Therefore, the energy dependent

cross section must be folded by the Maxwellian spectra of the neutrons at those

temperatures, T :

〈σv〉kT =
〈σv〉
vT

=
2√
π

∫∞
0
σ(En) · En · e−En/kTdEn∫∞

0
En · e−En/kTdEn

. (6.7.1)

The maxwellian spectrum is a continuous distribution, and extends well beyond

its peak energy. It can be seen in Figure 6.21 that this effect is more pronounced

as the kT value increases. Therefore, to obtain a reliable MACS it is necessary to

have cross section information up to energies, ideally, much higher than the peak.
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Figure 6.21: Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-

tributions at temperatures kT = 8 keV

(red) and kT = 30 keV (blue).

Up to 35 keV, which comprises most of

the RRR, the new n TOF data can be com-

plemented with the ORNL data for the miss-

ing levels (see appendix B). However, from 35

keV up to 200 keV, the only available source

of data are the evaluations. As it can be seen

Figure 6.22, there are important differences be-

tween the last versions of JEFF-3.3, ENDF/B

VIII.0 and TENDL-2017.

In ENDF, the RRR ends at 19 keV, and

beyond an average cross section is provided.

In order to check the accuracy of this average cross section, it has been compared

to the average experimental cross section (i.e. n TOF plus ORNL reuslts) in the

range from 19 keV to 35 keV. The result is that ENDF overestimates it by 27%.

This confirms the tendency seen in the individual resonance analysis, where ENDF

also overestimated most of the kernels under 10 keV. On the other hand, JEFF-3.3,

which is based in the TENDL-2015 evaluation, provides resonances calculated with

statistical Hauser-Feshbach models up to 100 keV, and an average cross section

up to 200 keV. It is worth recalling here that predictions based on statistical aver-

ages are less reliable closer to the neutron shell closure numbers. There, the level

density drops sharply, and the cross section becomes more sensitive to individual

resonances.
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Figure 6.22: The cross section of 203Tl(n,γ) in the range from 20 keV to 100 keV, as predicted

by ENDF/B VIII.0, JEFF-3.3 and TENDL-2017.

Another remarkable feature is that JEFF and TENDL-2017 include only three

resonances between 35 keV and 45 keV, which are the highest energy ones observed

in the transmission measurement. Due to the low number of resonances, compared

to energies up to 35 keV, it is assumed that most levels in the range were not

resolved. This is confirmed after plotting the cumulative number of resonances as

a function of neutron energy for the JEFF-3.3 evaluation, shown Figure 6.23. The

slope is roughly constant from 0 to 35 keV, and then suddenly decreases. From

45 keV to 100 keV, the slope recovers again. This may indicate that the num-

ber of resonances has been parametrized in order to reproduce the experimental

resonance spacings.

Beyond 45 keV TENDL-17 provides an average cross section, which is con-

sistently about 20% lower than ENDF in the whole energy range up to 1 MeV.

From 100 keV to 200 keV, the average cross section in JEFF-3.3 is identical to

TENDL-17.

In view of these findings, revised versions of the evaluations were elaborated,

to harmonize them with the experimental data:

• In the case of TENDL-2017, the average cross from 45 keV to 200 keV was

extrapolated down to 35 keV.

• In the case of JEFF-3.3, new artificial resonances were added in the 35 keV
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to 45 keV range, using the average resonance spacing at lower (or higher)

energies. The amplitude of these resonances was modelled to those in the

> 45 keV range.

• For ENDF/B VIII.0, the average cross section from 35 keV to 200 keV was

scaled down by a factor of 0.73, as observed in the comparison with the

experimental data.
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Figure 6.23: Experimental cumula-

tive number of resonances, up to 35

keV, compared to the JEFF-3.3 eval-

uation for energies > 35 keV.

The MACS has been calculated in the 5 keV

to 60 keV range for each evaluation, using in all

cases the experimental data (n TOF + ORNL)

for energies below 35 keV. The uncertainty of

the parameters is propagated into the MACS

calculation by Monte Carlo sampling. Both

resonance parameters are assumed to have nor-

mal distributions, with a standard deviation

equal to the corresponding error. Each param-

eter for each resonance is sampled randomly,

and the MACS ins calculated. After several

thousand calculations, a gaussian distribution

of the MACS is obtained at each energy, which

is fitted to obtain the desired uncertainty. The

reliability of the procedure is checked by comparing the mean of the MACS with

the value obtained with the direct calculation of SAMMY. Based on the uncer-

tainty quoted by Macklin and Winters [122], a 10% uncertainty is adopted for the

resonance parameters extracted from JEFF-3.3.

The results of the three MACS are plotted in Figure 6.24. This plot includes,

for comparison, other MACS distributions. These are the MACS calculated only

with the unmodified ENDF evaluation, which is the recommended by the provi-

sional Kadonis v1.0 database, and the results from ORNL, which correspond to

the recommended MACS in the current Kadonis version (v0.3). Additionally, the

contribution of the n TOF data alone, and of the combined n TOF + ORNL data,

are also shown in the plot.

The first important observation is that, between the three cases calculated

with the experimental data, the difference at 8 keV is only around 1%, which is
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Figure 6.24: MACS of the reaction 203Tl(n,γ) for the different cross section models tested.

n TOF+ ORNL refers to the cross section from this work with added ORNL data for the missing

levels, up to 35 keV.

Model Source of cross section MACS (mb)

< 35 keV > 35 keV 8 keV 30 keV

MACS 1
n TOF+

ORNL

JEFF-3.3 325.7(16.4) 111.5(7.9)

MACS 2 reduced ENDF 329.0(16.5) 130.8(9.2)

MACS 3 TENDL-17 329.6(16.5) 136.3(9.6)

Recommended 327.7(18.5) 123.9(22.0)

Table 6.9: Summary of the different MACS evaluated in this work.

totally compatible with the respective calculated uncertainties. This underlines

the importance of the new results in determining precisely the cross section at low

energies. In fact, the resonances measured in this work contribute to 87% of the

MACS at 8 keV. 13C-pocket nucleosynthesis takes place at a range of temperatures

corresponding to 8 keV to 10 keV of thermal energy. Therefore, the final conclusion

is that, for 13C-pocket nucleosynthesis calculations, the choice of the evaluation

for energies > 35 keV should not have a relevant impact in the final abundance

patterns, even when using ENDF for the high energy part.
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Compared to the previous experimental data of ORNL, the inclusion of the

levels below 3 keV in neutron energy leads to a MACS consistently higher as we

go down in neutron spectrum energy. At 5 keV, the MACS of the present work

is 33% higher than the ORNL value. However, at 10 keV, the MACS reported

at ORNL is already 12% higher than the one obtained here. This could be a

direct consequence of the systematically lower resonance kernels between 8 keV

and 10 keV of the present work. The consequence is that the present MACS has a

rather different distribution between 5 keV and 10 keV, with a more pronounced

decreasing slope between 5 keV and 10 keV.

Concerning the nuclear data evaluations, the MACS at 8 keV obtained with

ENDF/B VIII.0 original data is the recommended cross section by the provisional

Kadonis v1.0. The new results suggest that it overestimates the MACS by 17%.

This is ascribed mainly to the general overestimation in the cross section from 1

to 35 keV, especially due to the average cross section in the 18-35 keV range. It is

concluded that the present ENDF evaluation, at least up to 35 keV, is not in agree-

ment with experimental data and thus should not be employed for nucleosynthesis

calculations. At 30 keV, the differences at energies higher than 35 keV among

the evaluated cross sections have a higher impact in the MACS. The statistical

resonance model of JEFF-3.3 provides the lowest MACS of 112 mb, whereas the

average cross section of TENDL-17 yields 137 mb, a 22% difference. In between, a

MACS of 132 mb is obtained with the reduced ENDF version, a quantity totally

compatible with the reported by Macklin and Winters at ORNL of 124 mb.

In view of the results, a recommended value of the MACS at 30 keV has been

calculated as the average of the three experimental–plus–evaluation cross sections,

124.5(18.1). For the uncertainty, it was adopted as a realistic value the difference

between the highest –TENDL-17– and the lowest –JEFF-3.3. The recommended

value matches exactly the 30 keV MACS of Macklin and Winters. Such coincidence

could be explained assuming that the contribution of < 3 keV resonances, not

measured at ORNL, compensates for the general overestimation of observed in the

ORNL radiative kernels of the larger resonances.



Chapter 7

204Tl capture cross section
measurement

This chapter will be devoted to discuss in depth all aspects concerning the 204Tl(n, γ)

cross section measurement. Most steps of the data reduction process are equiva-

lent to those followed for the 203Tl(n, γ) analysis. However, the high activity of the

sample and the uncertainties in its mass and spatial distribution needed additional

preparations before the experiment, and required special attention in several as-

pects during the analysis. Specifically, much care has been put into the background

subtraction process and the normalization of the yield.

7.1 Preparation for the experiment

7.1.1 Sample production and characteristics

The 204Tl enriched sample was produced in the framework of a collaboration be-

tween CERN, the institute Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France) and the Paul

Scherrer Institute (PSI, Villingen, Swizterland) [34]. The seed sample, prepared at

PSI, was a 252 mg pellet of Tl2O3, amounting to 225 mg of thallium. This was

enriched up to 99.5% in 203Tl. The pellet was irradiated with thermal neutrons

for 56 days in the experimental reactor at ILL. The final isotope distribution was

calculated from the initial seed composition and the neutron irradiation parame-

ters. The abundances of the most important nuclear species present in the sample

at the time of the experiment are summarized in Table 7.1. The total amount of

127
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204Tl 203Tl 204Pb 205Tl 60Co Total

Conc. (%) 3.99(4) 93.2(5) 1.9(4) 0.89(4) 1.53(1) · 10−5 99.98

Mass (mg) 8.98(5) 210(1) 4.34(5) 1.99(5) 3.44(1) · 10−5 225(1)

Activity (Bq) 1.54 · 1011 – – – 3.73 · 105 1.54 · 1011

Table 7.1: The composition of the 204Tl enriched sample, including the most important impu-

rities for the experiment and the posterior analysis, at the time of the experiment (June 2015).

Values are calculations based on the initial seed composition and the time of irradiation.

Figure 7.1: Left: The Tl2O3 pellet had already broken in two pieces before the irradiation in

the neutron reactor. Right: The sample after irradiation, already fixed on the aluminium ring by

means of kapton foils. The inner walls of the capsule had totally blackened.

204Tl was 9 mg, which corresponded to an enrichment of 4%. The rest of the sam-

ple was mainly 203Tl (210 mg, 93%), with small amounts of 204Pb, the daughter

isotope of 204Tl, and 205Tl. Finally, the presence of 373 kBq of 60Co is ascribed to

the activation, during irradiation in the reactor, of a small cobalt impurity (< 0.3

ppm) in the 203Tl oxide seed sample. The consequences of the 60Co impurity for

the measurement and the analysis will be discussed in detail in section 7.5.

Prior to irradiation, the sample was enclosed in a small quartz capsule, which

was sealed upon moulding in order to avoid any dangerous loss of material during

and after the irradiation. The quartz capsule had an approximately cylindrical

shape (see Figure 7.1), with a length of 3 cm, an external diameter of 10 mm, and

1 mm thick walls.
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7.1.2 Gamma ray scanning of the sample

After production in the ILL reactor, it was necessary to evaluate the physical state

of the sample after a 55 days long irradiation. The reason behind this was that

the 203Tl pellet, which had been produced by pressing of a powder, had already

broken in two pieces before the experiment, which were loosen inside the quartz

container (Figure 7.1, left). It was unknown whether, in the harsh conditions of

constant heat and neutron irradiation in the reactor, it could have broken further,

or even pulverized. Another, perhaps more important concern was that the sample

could have adhered to some parts of the capsule, which could remain out of the

beam during the experiment.

At n TOF, sample holders are usually aluminium rings, with a diameter of 6

cm. When in position, the centre of the ring is aligned to the centre of the neutron

beam. The quartz container was attached to the aluminium ring with kapton tape

–right picture of Figure 7.1–, so the top of the capsule laid in the centre of the ring.

Due to the longer size of the capsule compared to the radius of the neutron beam

–approximately 1.7 cm–, a sizeable part of the capsule would remain outside the

beam. It was possible that portions of the sample, due to the heat, had adhered

to those parts of the capsule staying out of the beam.

However, it was impossible to inspect visually the interior of the quartz con-

tainer, because the irradiation in the reactor had turned it totally black opaque.

Furthermore, close manipulation was not convenient due to the very high con-

tact dose of 620 mSv/h, and of 18 mSv/h at 10 cm. Therefore, it was necessary

to devise a remote method to characterize the geometry of the sample. For this

purpose, a gamma ray imaging device, or scanner, was designed and build. This

device, which could be operated remotely, exploited the very high decay radiation

of the sample to image its spatial distribution. Detailed pictures of the scanner,

taken during the sample characterization and depicting its main components, can

be seen in Figure 7.2.

The scanner had two main parts. There was a fix base aluminium structure, at

the end of which the imaging system was mounted. This consisted of a NaI gamma

ray detector, shielded with thick blocks of lead on all sides. The block on the front

had a 4 mm diameter circular window, and was designed to fit, on the external

face, a pinhole (1 mm) tungsten collimator. In this way, the detector acted like a
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collimated gamma ray camera, with a spatial resolution calculated to be ∼ 2 mm

at the face of the detector.

The second part of the scanner mas movable, and consisted of an aluminium

bar, which was free to slide on the base structure, and at the end of which a lift

table was mounted. This had been adapted, in such way its elevation could be

adjusted remotely by means of a 2 m long screw. Finally, on top of the table lift,

an aluminium sample holder was placed, which had been specifically designed to

fit securely the 204Tl sample. Live close images of the latter during operation were

obtained by means of a webcam attached at the end of the scanner structure.

The smooth sliding of the aluminium bar allowed precise positioning, in steps

of 1 mm, in the horizontal direction. In the vertical axis, the table lift was adjusted

in steps of quarter of a full turn of the screw, which corresponded approximately

to 2 mm. In this way, the scanner permitted a detailed two-dimensional mapping

of the distribution of the material inside the capsule. In addition, the operation

could be performed manually from a 2 m distance from the sample, where the

gamma ray dose was low enough for prolonged safe stays.

Scans were conducted with the capsule both in horizontal and vertical orien-

tations. From an initial position, data was taken in regular steps in the horizontal

direction. After a full horizontal scan, the sample was lifted and the procedure re-

peated. The step in the horizontal direction was 3 mm for the sample in horizontal

orientation, and 2 mm for the vertical direction. Results of the vertical scan are

shown in Figure 7.3.

The latter features the measured distribution of the 204Tl material inside the

capsule, plotted on top of a 2D cross sectional view of the n TOF beam, obtained

independently with a µ-Megas detector [82]. A schematic view of the aluminium

ring external border and the capsule is included, as a size reference. The procedure

was successful in revealing that most of the sample was concentrated in a single

piece, which apparently was still free to move inside the capsule. With the capsule

in vertical position, it laid close to the bottom of the container. However, a small

fragment of the sample had adhered to the other end of the quartz capsule (i.e. the

closest part to the aluminium ring). This part would remain out of the beam during

the measurement. The final conclusion drawn was that, provided the capsule was

in vertical position, most of the sample would lie close to the centre of the beam,

which enabled the measurement of 204Tl(n, γ).
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Figure 7.2: Top: General view of the gamma ray scanner. Bottom left: Top view of the detection

part of the device. The detector was shielded with thick lead blocks, including a top foil removed

for the picture. Bottom right: Detail view of the sample, in horizontal orientation, during a scan

run.
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Figure 7.3: 2D Plot of the n TOF beam profile. The sample distribution determined with the

scanner is plotted in red/pink tones, the darker tones indicating the zone with the highest measured

activity. The contour of the aluminium ring and the capsule are plotted in thick black lines.

On the basis of the ratios of activity of both fragments, we estimated that the

bigger fragment contained between 70% and 80% of the sample. The atomic thick-

ness is one of the key parameters for calculating the cross section. Such uncertainty

in the mass irradiated during the experiment is one of the main challenges in the

analysis of the data. To overcome this problem, a specific normalization method

was devised, which is described extensively in section 7.10. It allowed to deter-

mine an effective mass for the reliable analysis of the capture yield. This method

also permitted to estimate the corresponding systematic error associated to the

uncertainty on the sample mass.
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204Tl Dummy Beam off

Mass (mg) 9± 1 - -

Enrichment (%) 4 - -

Protons 1.82 · 1018 7.13 · 1017 -

Runs See Table 7.3 102101-04, 102059, 102073, 102152,

102129-33 102179,102192-93,

102352-66 102200-02, 102253

Table 7.2: Summary of the beam statistics for the 204Tl sample, and those employed to estimate

the background for the 204Tl(n, γ) analysis.

7.2 Experiment

Once the 204Tl-enriched sample was put in the n TOF beam a series of preliminary

data acquisition runs were taken in order to perform the final adjustments in the

experimental setup and the DAQ system parameters. The data produced in these

runs turned to be of impractical use, due to the huge photon emission derived

from the activity of the sample. On top of that, there was a real concern that the

amount of signals would lead to pile-up and detector dead time issues.

As mentioned in section 3.6, to deal with this problem lead foils of 2 mm in

thickness were positioned in front of each detector. This shielding was successful

in reducing the amount of low energy gamma rays being detected, decreasing the

detection efficiency below 250 keV down to negligible values (see section 5.1.1

for details). This led to huge reduction of the background, but this improvement

came at the expense of reducing the capture yield detection efficiency. In any case,

the reduction in background led to a much improved signal-to-noise ratio, which

outweighs the reduction in the absolute yield statistics.

The data acquisition for the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement was distributed in two

main blocks of runs, which are listed in Table 7.2. The photon background induced

by the interaction of beam particles in the quartz capsule was evaluated employing

an empty quartz container. The other main source of background was caused

by the activity of the sample itself, and was measured simply by acquiring data

without beam (in the following, these runs will be also referred to as beam-off

runs). Measurements of both backgrounds were distributed along the course of the

campaign.
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Date Run type Runs

Jun 26 – 3 jul 204Tl-enriched sample 102031-47, 102058, 102064-69

Jul 3 Calib: 88Y, Am-Be, 60Co 102070-73

Jul 3 – Jul 6 204Tl-enriched sample 102075, 102078-79, 102081-82

Jul 17 Calib: 88Y, 60Co 102151-52

Jul 17 – Jul 29 204Tl-enriched sample 102153-78, 102183-91, 102195-98, 102203-06,

102225-35, 102237-41, 102243-50

Jul 29 Calib: 88Y,Am-Be, 60Co 102251-53

Table 7.3: Timeline of the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement. For clarity purpose background measure-

ments have not been included.

7.3 C6D6 calibration in deposited energy

Already during the time of the experiment, a prominent peak around 950 keV was

observed in the deposited energy spectrum of all C6D6 detectors, for both runs with

and without beam. The peak was identified as the overlapping of the Compton

borders of the two gamma rays produced by the decay of 60Co, which have energies

of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV. This was confirmed by Geant4 simulations of the

response of the detector setup to a 60Co source. The signals produced by the 60Co

gamma rays were the main source of background above 800 keV. However, the
60Co in the sample could be exploited as an additional, always present, calibration

source. This turned out to be very helpful as a ”low” energy point, since both the

667 keV peak of the 137Cs source, and the first peak at 898 keV of the 88Y source,

were buried under the continuum of signals from the decay of 204Tl.

Thus, for the energy calibration of the C6D6 detectors were employed the second

peak of 88Y (1.84 MeV), the 60Co embedded in the 204Tl sample, and the Am-Be

source. Additionally, as a high energy calibration point, the 203Tl(n, γ) deposited

energy spectrum was used. For the latter, a selection in TOF corresponding to

the 235.7 eV resonance was made. The endpoint of this spectrum –prior to de-

tector resolution broadening– corresponds to the Compton edge of the neutron

separation energy of 204Tl, equal to 6.656 MeV. An example of a calibration for

C6D6#3, using the four gamma ray energies, is shown in Figure 7.4. Due to the

activity of the sample, background subtraction was necessary in the case of the

235.7 eV resonance capture spectrum. The latter was assessed by averaging the
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Figure 7.4: Experimental (orange) versus simulated (blue) energy deposited spectra in C6D6#3,

for the July 3rd calibrations. The sources are the sample-embedded 60Co (top left), the second

peak of 88Y (top right), the Am-Be (bottom left), and the 235.7 eV 203Tl capture resonance

spectrum.

deposited energy spectra of background signals recorded before and after the 235.7

eV resonance.

Calibrations were performed during the first block of runs (runs 102070-102073,

July 3rd calibrations), before the second block (runs 102151-52, July 17th), and

after it (runs 102251-53, July 29th). When using external sources, the sample

was kept in beam position in order to account for possible gain variations in the

detectors caused by the very high counting rate.

The calibration runs from July 29th were immediately followed by calibrations

without the 204Tl sample in the beam position, employing the 88Y source. Thus, a

direct comparison could be done to study the immediate effect of the high count-

ing rate in the gain of the detectors. The results are plotted in Figure 7.5. In all

detectors, the presence of the sample led to a general increase in the gain of the

detectors, evidenced as a shift in the position of the 88Y second peak. The mag-

nitude of the shift is small in C6D6#1, and moderate in C6D6#2 and C6D6#4.
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Figure 7.5: 88Y measured spectra in the July 29th calibrations. In red, with the 204Tl in the

beam position, and in black, without the sample.

However, it is particularly high in C6D6#3, with a 16% shift in amplitude at the

energy of the peak. Such a strong effect underlines the need for dedicated and

periodic calibrations along the course of the 204Tl(n, γ) data acquisition run.

7.4 Gain and counting rate monitoring

After the energy calibration of the detectors, the next step was to check the sta-

bility of the gain and the counting rate along the measurement. Thanks to the

periodic calibrations, gain variations were kept under control for C6D6 #1, #2 and

#4, as can be seen in Figure 7.6. Like in the case of the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement,

C6D6#3 showed noticeable gain fluctuations, especially for runs between 102168

and 102198. In these runs there was a decrease in the gain of approximately 3%.

However, due to the low number of runs involved, and the small fluctuations, it

was decided not to discard the data of C6D6#3 for the final analysis. Instead,

the systematic uncertainty associated to gain fluctuations of that detector was
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Figure 7.6: Energy deposition in the four C6D6 detectors, for different runs along the measure-

ment.

increased accordingly.

The second step in the analysis was to validate the consistency of the data

recorded in the detectors by means of counting rate crosschecks between them.

Because the counting rate was overall dominated by the sample background, the

checks were obtained for a time-of-flight window limited to a capture resonance.

Exploiting the 93% content in 203Tl of the sample, the 235.7 eV resonance of 203Tl

was employed for this task, since it has the highest counting rate of all observed

resonances. As it can be seen in Figure 7.7, the C6D6/SiMon ratio was mostly

stable for all four detectors through most of the measurement. However, between

events #80000 and #145000, corresponding to the start of run #102204 and run

#102153, a slight increase in the counting rate of C6D6#3 and #1 can be observed,

of around 6%. In both cases, it was the first run after the sample had been placed

back in the beam position. A very similar trend is observed also in the C6D6/BCT

ratios for those two detectors, but not in the SiMon/BCT ratio. This implies that
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Sample fsi Runs

204Tl, Dummy 1.068 all

203Tl
1.065 102141 to 102147

1 102280 to 102307

Empty frame 1.074 all

Table 7.4: List of the fsi factors empoyed in the 204Tl(n, γ) analysis.

the issue was most probably related to a slight variation in the position of the

sample, thereby changing the efficiency of the setup.

Because the variation was moderate, for a limited time and in only two detec-

tors, no correction was applied in this case, since the error introduced in the final

total yield was estimated to be 1%, much less than the statistical uncertainty.

In addition, a substantial decrease in counting rate was observed for the last ∼
10000 events. This decrease was quite consistent across all of the detectors, between

14% and 17% in both the C6D6/SiMon and the C6D6/BCT ratios. However, there

is no appreciable change in the SiMon/BCT ratio. The latter is displayed in dark

grey at the bottom panels of Figure 7.7. This leads to the conclusion that the issue

is most probably not related to the beam, but rather to the experimental setup.

Since the cause of this variation could not be precisely identified, and owing to

the small fraction of statistics affected, it was decided to completely discard those

runs from the final analysis.

Finally, as mentioned above, the SiMon/BCT ratios for the different samples

of the campaign are plotted at the bottom panels of Figure 7.7. It can be seen that

the ratio between the 204Tl capture and the dummy background measurement is

the same. However, when compared to the second bunch of runs of the 203Tl(n, γ)

measurement, the 204Tl ratio is noticeably lower. More interestingly, the difference

found here is almost the same than that found between the first and second bunches

of runs in the 203Tl campaign, around 6% (see section 6.2.2). This is an additional

indication of the existence of some underlying systematic related to the value

reported by the BCT. In any case, like in the 203Tl analysis, the SiMon/BCT

of the 197Au runs was taken as reference for all measurements, and thus it was

necessary to apply a correction factor fsi to all the 204Tl sample and dummy data,

as reported in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.7: (Top) Raw counting rate for the C6D6 detectors and the monitoring devices during

the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement, averaged per 100 events. (Middle) Ratio between C6D6 detectors

and the SiMon counting rate. As an example, C6D6#2 counting rate has been fitted to two con-

stants to show the difference in the last ∼ 20000 events. (Bottom) The SiMon/Proton Intensity

ratio for the 204Tl(n, γ) runs (in black), compared to the 203Tl employed for normalization, and

the dummy container, which has been used as the background sample.
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7.5 Selection of the deposited energy threshold

Due to the activity of the sample, the subtraction of the background constitutes

one of the most delicate steps in the analysis of the 204Tl(n, γ) data. Also, a care-

ful determination of the best threshold energy, Eth, must be done in order to find

the best trade-off between background rejection and detection efficiency. Although

most of the beta radiation emitted by 204Tl is stopped in the quartz container,

the electron stopping process produces a huge amount of bremsstrahlung radia-

tion, which has a continuum distribution with a maximum energy equal to the

maximum beta energy, which is 763 keV. This corresponds to a Compton edge

of 572 keV. Considering that double and even triple Compton coincidences are

probable because of the high activity, and the broadening due to the resolution

of the detectors, the background from the 204Tl decay will extend up to 1 MeV

or more (see Figure 7.8). However, beyond ∼ 780 keV the signals from the decay

gamma rays of 60Co become the dominant source of background, as already seen

in section 7.2. In the end, the whole background caused by the sample activity

(referred hereafter as sample-induced background, BSI) extends up to 1.4 MeV.

In this scenario, two options were considered for the background rejection.

Either putting a very high digital threshold, to eliminate all the SI background
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Figure 7.8: Gamma ray deposition energy in C6D6#2, in the range 0.4 to 3.2 MeV, for the

different measurements of the 204Tl(n, γ) campaign.
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Threshold (keV) Counts S/N C. norm to 600 keV S/N norm. to 600 keV

600−BSI 11026(119) 15.71(62) 1 1

600 12602(112) 5.25(12) 1.14(2) 0.33(2)

850−BSI 10372(106) 15.86(64) 0.94(1) 1.01(6)

850 10807(104) 9.56(30) 0.98(1) 0.61(3)

1600 8751(94) 14.83(63) 0.79(1) 0.94(5)

2500 7289(85) 17.35(87) 0.66(1) 1.10(7)

Table 7.5: The signal-to-noise analysis for the 204Tl resonance at 122 eV. For Eth = 600 keV

and Eth = 850 keV both cases with background subtraction (−BSI) and without it are reported.

Threshold (keV) Counts S/N C. norm to 600 keV S/N norm. to 600 keV

(600−BSI) 860(45) 1.97(14) 1 1

600 1421(38) 1.37(6) 1.65(10) 0.70(6)

(850−BSI) 782(119) 2.00(13) 0.91(6) 1.02(10)

850 941(31) 1.65(9) 1.09(7) 0.84(7)

1600 663(26) 2.02(14) 0.77(5) 1.03(10)

2500 557(24) 2.18(17) 0.65(4) 1.11(11)

Table 7.6: Same as Table 7.5, for the 204Tl resonance at 915 eV.

directly, or using a low threshold, applying afterwards a subtraction of the beam off

data. To determine the best strategy, we used C6D6#1 data to obtain the signal-

to-noise ratio and the absolute number of counts of the most important 204Tl(n, γ)

resonances, for several values of the threshold from 600 keV to 2500 keV. For the

thresholds with Eth < 1000 keV, the beam off background dataBSI was subtracted.

The background level at the resonance was calculated by interpolation. The results

for the 204Tl resonance at 122 eV and 915 eV are shown in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6

respectively, for several values of Eth.

Comparing high and low thresholds, it can be seen that a moderate improve-

ment of the S/N ratio, in the best case of 10%, can be achieved at the expense of

a remarkable reduction in statistics of 34%. In addition, for low energy thresholds

the use of the background subtraction provides a much better S/N, as expected.

At the 915 eV resonance, the S/N relation is much lower in general, and thus

the improvement caused by the subtraction is less pronounced. In any case, low
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thresholds still outperform the higher ones. Therefore, a 600 keV threshold with

dedicated beam off background subtraction was chosen for the final data reduction.

7.6 Background subtraction

After the deposited energy threshold was selected, the next step is to subtract the

background for each detector separately. As already outlined in section 7.2, apart

from the sample-induced background, the other relevant background component

is that produced, directly or indirectly, by beam particles scattered in the sample

(beam-induced background, BBI) and the quartz container.

Gamma rays from decay reactions are emitted –and detected– at a constant rate

over time. In neutron energy histograms, due to the logarithmic binning employed,

they will take the form of smooth negative exponentials. Hence, in principle, beam-

off data might be subtracted directly. However, it was observed that, in some

detectors, at low neutron energies the beam-off spectra registered more counts

than the beam-on histograms. The change in the counting rate was produced,

most probably, by small, temporal variations in the gain for some specific beam

off runs. Due to the very high counting rate at low deposition energies, even a

very small reduction in gain would lead to high fluctuations in the counting rate.

Furthermore, the lack of gamma ray sources with energies lower than 900 keV

makes the calibrations less reliable at those energies. The consequence is that,

the lower the threshold is, the bigger are the discrepancies between beam-off and

beam-on data. This is the main reason why a threshold lower than 600 keV has

not been considered for the analysis.

The beam-off data has been renormalized by scaling it by a factor k, using the
204Tl beam on data as a reference. However, for this purpose it is necessary to

estimate reliably the beam-induced background. This has been done by means of

selections in deposited energy. As it is shown in Figure 7.8, the number of counts

of the BSI (violet line) drops sharply above 1.6 MeV. On the other hand, those

of the dummy sample have a rather flat and smooth energy distribution, with

an important contribution up to several MeV. Additionally, the time distribution

of the beam-induced background remains almost identical from 5 eV to 100 keV

when raising the threshold, as demonstrated in Figure 7.9. Thus, by sorting the

dummy data with a threshold of ≥ 1.6 MeV, one can obtain a meaningful neutron

energy distribution of the sample dummy alone, and its relation to the 204Tl(n, γ)
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Figure 7.9: Top: Neutron energy distribution of the 204Tl sample dummy signals, for different

values of the deposited energy threshold. The spectra have been normalized to the counting rate

in the 5 eV to 30 eV range. Bottom: The 204Tl sample and the 204Tl dummy neutron energy

spectra, with Eth = 1.6 MeV. Both measured with C6D6#1.

histograms.

In the bottom panel of Figure 7.9, the neutron energy histograms of the 204Tl

sample and the dummy sample are plotted, with a threshold of Eth = 1.6 MeV. It

can be seen that the dummy sample matches nicely the capture spectrum in the

valleys between resonances, and especially in the 5 to 30 eV region, far from the

capture resonances. Therefore, it is assumed that the dummy is a good estimation

of the beam-induced background. Now, we can proceed again with the beam-off

scale factor calculation. Two assumptions can be made:

• At low neutron energies, on the basis of what has been discussed in the

previous paragraph, we assume that all signals in the interval 5 to 30 eV are
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background, so Ctot ≈ Btot.

• In that same interval, the total background, Btot, can be decomposed as

Btot = k ·BSI +BBI −Bnat, (7.6.1)

where k is the scale factor we need to determine, and Bnat is the spectrum

of the natural background of the facility.

This is accomplished by solving iteratively the equation Ctot − kBSI ≈ BBI for k

in the 5 to 30 eV interval. Once k is obtained, the beam off spectra are scaled and

subtracted from the capture spectra. If the latter matches the shape of the BBI ,

it will imply that equation (7.6.1) holds, and thus, the above assumptions can be

validated.

The result of the subtraction procedure is shown in Figure 7.10, for C6D6#4,

as an example. The blue histograms are the 204Tl sample capture spectra, with

the activity subtracted. Far from resonances, they match the shape of the dummy

spectra remarkably well, which can be viewed as a consistency proof of the whole

beam-off subtraction procedure. We can proceed then to subtract the BBI to obtain

the radiative capture counting rate.
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Figure 7.10: Neutron energy histograms of the 204Tl(n, γ) campaign, measured by C6D6#4.

The beam-off scale factor applied k was 0.982. The 204Tl beam-off has been plotted as measured

(violet), without applying factor k, in order to display the issues concerning the beam off counting

rate (1–5 eV region). However, k has been applied for the total background addition (in orange).

A reference to the energy range employed for the calculation of k is also included (dark red

segment).

7.7 Simulation of the 204Tl capture cascades

As seen in the 203Tl(n, γ) analysis, the impact in the capture yield of several sources

of systematic error can be estimated by means of simulations of a large number of

randomly generated 204Tl cascades. To this aim, one has to determine, previously,

a set of cascade parameters which accurately reproduce the experimental capture

spectra.

In the absence of previous capture experiments on 204Tl, all the experimental

information on the excited levels and photon transitions of the compound nucleus,
205Tl , comes from experiments performed directly on its ground state, which

is stable. They consisted of gamma ray spectroscopy measurements from inelastic

reactions such as 205Tl(γ, γ′), 205Tl(n, nγ′) and others. In the end, we relied mainly

on the 205Tl(γ, γ′) measurement reported in [126], which is available in the ENSDF

database. The reason was that the electromagnetic transition intensities provided

therein are normalized to 100 excitations of 205Tl induced by monochromatic γ-

rays of 7.646 MeV. This is comparable to have the intensities normalized to 100
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205Tl(n, γ) reactions, which is the format used in the MC code of this study, since

the Sn of 205Tl is 7.5460(5) MeV [101].

There is a big gap in the number of observed levels between the one at 3.288

MeV and the full excitation energy at 7.646 MeV. Existing levels in that range are

considered to be missing due to the increasing difficulty to observe higher energy

gamma transitions, and therefore it was decided to use the statistical model from

a cut off energy of 3.28 MeV. Concerning the latter, the Back-Shifted Fermi Gas

Model employed requires two parameters, the level density ald, and the shell cor-

rection energy, δeff . Unfortunately, in the references employed in the 203Tl analysis

there are no recommended values for 205Tl, since calculations are based on the

number of levels beyond the neutron separation energy (i.e. capture resonances).

To estimate both parameters, they were empirically adjusted in order to match

the experimental number of levels, Nl. As a first input, the shell correction was

set arbitrarily to -0.8 MeV, a value lower than the recommended value for 204Tl or
206Tl. The adoption of this value was motivated by the predicted systematic trend

that shows that odd-even nuclei have lower shifts energies compared to odd-odd

nuclei, especially in the 200 < A < 210 mass region (figure 2 in [117]). In order to

obtain an acceptable fit, an extremely low value of the level density was required,

in line with the low number of experimental levels incorporated in the simulations

(Figure 7.11). Even though there is a pronounced drop in ald close to the double

shell closure at 208Pb, it still seems unrealistically low. In this highly uncertain sce-

nario, the most practical way to proceed was to directly investigate how important

variations in ald impact the threshold correction factors, and how they compare to

the experimental 204Tl(n, γ) spectrum. This is reported in the next section.

Concerning the different photon strength functions (SF), the parameters for

M1 and E2 transitions were the same as in the 203Tl(n, γ) analysis. Those for the

E1 strength, instead, were obtained by interpolating from the very similar val-

ues reported in [118] for 204Tl and 206Tl, which include identical pigmy resonance

parameters. These approximations are not unreasonable, since SF parameters are

usually parametrized as a function of the atomic mass A. Furthermore, in the

analysis of the 203Tl cascade we already observed important variations in these

parameters. Although such variations affect moderately the shape of the cascade,

their impact in the calculated threshold correection factor, fth, is negligible. Three

models, with ald = 7, ald = 5, and ald = 0.8 have been calculated and simulated.

The results are plotted in Figure 7.12. Whereas there are differences at high de-
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posited energies, the spectra are almost identical under 1.2 MeV. This is most

probably due to the fact that we are using the same experimental data for the

low lying levels. For comparison, the experimental capture spectrum at the 122

eV resonances has also been included in Figure 7.12). In the case of ald = 5 and

ald = 0.8 cases the agreement with the experimental spectrum is acceptable up

to 5 MeV. Important discrepancies appear beyond 5-6 MeV, where the simulated

spectrum extends visibly further than the experimental. This discrepancy could

be ascribed to hypothetical missing levels –and the corresponding transitions– in

the range 4 to 7.6 MeV. The final parameters employed for the capture cascade

simulations are summarized in Table 7.7.

7.8 Estimation of the uncertainty related to threshold correc-
tion factors

The threshold in the pulse height spectra has an important impact in the data anal-

ysis. An increasing threshold value implies a correspondingly high loss of counts

in the deposited energy spectrum. A particular feature of the 204Tl analysis was

that gold was not used as reference for the capture yield normalization. Instead,

capture in the embedded 203Tl in the sample was employed, as it will be discussed
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Figure 7.12: The C6D6#1 simulated response function to different 204Tl(n, γ) cascades models,

in which the level density ald has been varied.
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Reference Value(s)

Level density, ald (MeV−1) [116] 5.0

Excitation energy shift, δeff [117] -0.8

Strength Functions E0 (MeV) Γ0 (MeV) σ0 (mb)

E1GDR [118] 13.66 3.82 382.22

E1pigmy [118] 5.2 1.0 36.0

M1 RIPL-1 [119] 6.96 4.00 1.12

E2 RIPL-1 [119] 10.70 3.66 4.88

Table 7.7: Summary of the BSFG model final parameters, and the gamma strength functions,

employed in the 204Tl(n, γ) gamma cascades simulations.

in full detail in section 7.10. Hence, the threshold correction factors to the 204Tl

yield had to be with respect to 203Tl, that is:

fth,ce = F
204Tl
th,ce /F

203Tl
th,ce , (7.8.1)

where Fth,ice is the factor which corrects for the cascades missing under a given

threshold. Simulations of the capture cascade of both nuclides, and of the C6D6

response functions, are essential to assess the factors Fth. (Note: for simplicity in

the notation, all factors reported as Fth and fth hereafter include the effect of

conversion electrons).

Based on the goodness in reproducing the experimental spectrum, the case with

ald = 5 was chosen as the most representative, and used for the final fth employed

in the yield calculation. The final correction factors are reported in Table 7.8. This

factors include the correction due to conversion electrons, as well. It is remarkable

C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

F
204Tl
th 1.119(1) 1.105(1) 1.108(1) 1.109(1)

F
203Tl
th 1.135(1) 1.129(1) 1.131(1) 1.126(1)

fth, ald = 5 1.006(1) 0.993(1) 1.003(1) 1.012(1)

Table 7.8: The correction factors Fth, with a 600 keV threshold, for the 204Tl and the 203Tl

capture cascades. In the third row, the resulting 204Tl yield threshold correction factors, fth =

F
204Tl
th /F

203Tl
th . The model employed for the 204Tl has ald = 5, the one chosen as reference.
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C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4

fth, ald = 5 1.006(1) 0.993(1) 1.003(1) 1.012(1)

ald = 0.8 rel. diff. (%) −1.1 −1.4 −1.5 −1.5

ald = 7.0 rel. diff. (%) −2.7 −0.4 −1.3 −1.9

Average rel. diff. (%) −1.9 −0.9 −1.4 −1.9

Table 7.9: Correction factors fth for the reference case with ald = 5, and the relative deviations

of the models with ald = 0.8 and ald = 7.0 with respect to the reference model. In the latter the

statistical error is less than 0.1%.

that the number of missing cascades is virtually the same for all detectors except

for C6D6#4, which in any case shows a maximum deviation of 1.2%. This results

are ascribed to similarities in the shape of the de-excitation cascades of 203Tl and
204Tl. The consequence is that, in practice, the correction factor for each isotope

cancel out, leading to an overall void correction in the yield due to these effects.

This also indicates that the choice of 203Tl as reference in this measurement was a

good election from the point of view of the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between the ex-

perimental and the theoretical cumulative

number of levels Nl, the latter calculated

with deff = −0.8 MeV.

To study the influence of the level den-

sity ald the threshold corrections were ob-

tained also for the cases with ald = 7 and

ald = 0.8. This alternative statistical mod-

els seen in the previous section do show

slightly larger deviations from unity, as re-

ported in Table 7.9. These variation are, on

average, of 1.4% for ald = 0.8, and of 1.6%

for ald = 7. In some particular case, the

variation reaches 2.7%. In this situation,

we considered that a 1.5% figure provides

a fair estimation of the systematic error in

the correction factor due to the uncertainty

in the statistical model. It is worth remark-

ing that the uncertainty in the correction factors is directly propagated into the

yield.

The deposited energy spectrum of the other two resonances at En = 789 eV

and En = 915 eV has also been simulated and compared to the experimental
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Figure 7.13: The C6D6#1 simulated response function to different 204Tl(n, γ) cascades models,

in which the level density ald has been varied extensively.

results. The results can be seen in Figure 7.13. Both are predicted to have l = 0,

J = 5/2+ by the JEFF3.3 and ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluations –which are based

on TENDL-2015–, and also by TENDL-2017. Thus, their spectra should be very

similar. After background subtraction, the data of the four C6D6 detectors has been

added together to improve the statistics for the higher energy resonances. The same

has been done for the simulated spectra. Once normalized to the capture area of

each resonance, the spectra match each other precisely up to 5 MeV. Although

statistical fluctuations beyond that point hinder a more in-depth analysis, the 789

eV spectrum seems to extend visibly higher in energy than the 122 eV resonance.

7.9 Estimation of the systematic uncertainty due to the sam-
ple geometry and position

The uncertainty on the exact geometry, and in general, of the sample conditions,

may have an impact on the weighting process, and the errors associated to it.

Changes in the density, or in the shape along the beam axis, could introduce

changes in the neutron self-shielding and in the gamma ray absorption profiles.

In addition, the detection efficiency would decrease in the same way for all four

detectors. Variations in the vertical axis with respect to the beam could be higher

due to the longer size of the container, and to the Gaussian profile of the neutron

beam. These variations would lead to an increase in efficiency in a pair of detectors,
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and a decrease in the others. It is a matter of study whether these variations

would cancel out when adding the yield of the four detectors, since the relative

distance to the sample is different for each of them. .13 In all cases, uncontrolled

changes in the detection efficiency with respect to the nominal geometry, would

introduce errors in the weighting procedure. To evaluate and quantify these errors

we have employed again the test of the weighted sum of cascades. The procedure

consisted in performing Geant4 simulations of 107 capture cascades with several

different sample geometries, and then applying to them the WF calculated with

the nominal or reference geometry, which is the one employed in the data analysis.

Deviations are quantified by means of the weighted sum of cascades equation,∑∞
i=0 WiR

C
i /NEC = 1, and normalized to the results obtained with the reference

WF.

The cases studied were based on what was observed in the scanning procedure,

and on reasonable virtual hypothetical situations considering the rough irradiation

conditions, and the sample geometry. They were:

1. A case in which 60% of the sample mass was in the fragment covered by

the beam, whereas the rest was in the piece not covered. This is considered

a lower bound on the main fragment mass, based on the scan measurement

(section 7.2). The reference sample thickness has been decreased accordingly,

to keep the density constant (referred as case 1b, case 1a being the nominal

sample and position).

2. Two cases where the cylindrical sample inside the quartz capsule is in vertical

position, coaxial with the beam: one with the nominal mass and thickness,

and the other one with the values reduced to 60% of the nominal ones (cases

defined as 2a and 2b).

3. A case with a degraded sample, turning it to a powder, with a much lower

density, that has settled in the bottom of the capsule. Thickness has been

increased to keep the mass constant to 60%.

4. An extreme version of the previous case, in which the sample had pulverized

and adhered around the capsule walls. A thin cylindrical shell is employed

for modelling this situation.

The results of the tests are summarized in Table 7.10, reported as the per-

centage variation with respect to the nominal geometry. A simple reduction of the
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Geometry Nominal (1a) 1b 2a 2b 3

ρ (g/cm3) 6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03 1.036

Thickness (cm) 0.215 0.129 0.215 0.129 0.4

C6D6#1 0.976(1) -0.4 0.4 -0.2 1.7

C6D6#2 0.982(1) 1.0 -1.7 -1.1 -2.5

C6D6#3 0.979(1) 0.0 0.1 -0.8 1.1

C6D6#4 0.974(1) 0.1 -2.3 -2.7 -1.9

Table 7.10: Summary of results of the geometry tests. The values of the nominal configuration

are the ratio
∑∞
i=0WiR

C
i /NEC , while the rest as the % deviation respect to them.

sample mass (case 1b) produces differences in the weighted sum of the capture

cascades of, at most, 1% (for C6D6#2). Differences are negligible for the other

detectors.

On the other hand, for cases 2a, 2b and 3, an important underestimation is

observed in the number of detected cascades by C6D6#2 and C6D6#4. What all

these geometries have in common is that the sample extends along the Y-axis, and

thus the same happens with the emission profile. Since C6D6#2 and C6D6#4 are

positioned under the beam plane, the distance to the emission point of the cascade

increases, and thus the detection efficiency is reduced. The effect in C6D6#1 and

C6D6#3 is the inverse, albeit somewhat less pronounced.

This combined effect is especially notorious in the low density case (3). The

latter condition leads to a more homogeneous emission profile along the sample,

yet increasing the distance to C6D6#2 and C6D6#4. In turn, the overestimation

in C6D6#1 and C6D6#3 becomes now also relevant.

In summary, a systematic uncertainty of 2% for the capture was ascribed to

the geometry effects of the capture sample.

7.10 204Tl(n,γ) normalization

As explained in chapter 4, to apply effectively the saturated resonance method it

is necessary to have exactly the same experimental setup for the reference sample

and the sample to measure. Unfortunately, these requirements are not met for the
204Tl-enriched sample (see section 7.1). In second place, the exact orientation of
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Figure 7.14: Left: Capture yield of the four C6D6 detectors for the 204Tl-enriched sample data,

in the 236 eV 203Tl resonance. All the correction factors obtained 203Tl(n, γ) analysis, with a

threshold of 600 keV. The histograms have been rebinned to 600 bins per decade to reduce the

statistical fluctuation. Right: Comparison of the yield of the 203Tl sample and the 204Tl-enriched

in the 236 eV resonance, for C6D6#1.

the fragment is not known either, nor the exact relative position of the sample with

respect to the beam. Assuming a cylindrical pellet perpendicular to the beam, with

its centre lying in the beam axis –which is the nominal geometry employed in the

Geant4 simulations– the beam interception factor fbi would be very different to

that of the 197Au and the 203Tl samples, and the related systematic error would

be large.

This statement is demonstrated in Figure 7.14. The histograms in the left plot

are the capture yield with the 204Tl sample, in the 236 eV 203Tl resonance, as

measured by the four C6D6. They have been obtained with the same fbi, and the

correction factors (fsat, fth) as calculated for the 203Tl(n, γ) measurement, but with

a 600 keV threshold. Discrepancies between detectors are important, up to 14%

betwen C6D6#1 and C6D6#2, in contrast with what was observed in the 203Tl(n, γ)

analysis (see Figure 6.8). This basically shows the inadequacy of applying directly

the saturated resonance method in the context of the 204Tl(n,γ) experiment.

This is further confirmed when comparing the present yield with that of the
203Tl sample, as can be seen in the right plot of Figure 7.14 for C6D6#1. Especially

prominent are the differences, not only in amplitude, but also in shape and width

in the 236 eV resonance. In the case of the enriched sample, the resonance is nar-
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rower, and the multiple scattering peak appears less defined. Since the strongest

resonances are very sensitive to the geometric parameters of the sample (due to

the multiple scattering effect), this can be considered a direct proof of the physical

differences between samples. In this respect, with the yield depending on geomet-

ric parameters largely unknown, the possibility of direct re-normalization to the
203Tl yields, via resonance integrals, did not appear feasible either. However, the

radiative kernel –or equivalently the area–, being only dependent on Γγ and Γn,

must be the same, regardless of the sample characteristics.

Thus, a method based on in-sample 203Tl resonances kernel normalization was

developed. By ”fixing” the parameters for a few resonances, SAMMY can be em-

ployed to obtain a unique set of values for the unknown parameters required for a

reliable analysis of the capture yield. These are:

i) the atomic thickness, n.

ii) the geometrical dimensions of an ”effective” cylindrical sample, that is, length

(or thickness), t, and radius, r. The former, for a given atomic thickness,

determines the density of the sample.

iii) the normalization constant, An.

It is meant, by unique, that the geometric parameters are the same for the four

detectors. In this way, at the end of the process all four yields can be added

together for the final yield analysis. The procedure was possible, in particular,

thanks to the new or updated 203Tl(n, γ) resonance data obtained in Chapter 6.

Specifically, several resonances under 3 keV, those measured with good precision

for the first time, were employed. Unfortunately, the resonance with the second

highest amplitude, at 842 eV, had to be avoided since it would overlap with a

possible 204Tl resonance predicted by JEFF-3.3 between 830 and 850 eV.

Recalling equation (4.12.1), the total theoretical capture yield can be described

as the sum of several contributions, related to the number of scattering interactions

a neutron undergoes in the sample before being captured,

Yγ = Y0 + Y1 + Y2 . . . (7.10.1)

The correction for one scatter before capture, Y1, and for two ore more scatters

Y2 are evaluated analytically by SAMMY, which requires detailed knowledge of the

sample geometry and its relative position respect to the beam (see section III.D
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in [57] for a detailed description). In the case of 203Tl, except for the very strong

resonance at 236 eV, second and third order MS corrections can be neglected for

all resonances in first approximation, and thus, Yγ ≈ Y0.

Considering a sample of thickness n, of total and capture cross sections σt and

σγ. Y0 is the fraction of neutrons captured in the first interaction, which can be

expressed as the product of the neutrons that do not traverse the sample, and the

probability of them being captured,

Y0 = (1− e−nσt) · σγ
σt

. (7.10.2)

By multiplying by the atomic thickness n, the expression can be rewritten as

Y0 = n · F · σγ , (7.10.3)

where F is the so-called self-shielding factor, caused by the attenuation of the

beam in the sample:

F =
(1− e−nσt)
n · σt

. (7.10.4)

Since the factor F depends on the total cross section, at the centre of a res-

onance the neutron flux, and thus the yield, will be reduced more than in the

resonance wings. The observable we are going to employ for the normalization is

the resonance integral. In that case we have to integrate equation (7.10.3),

AYγ = n

∫
F (E, n)σγ(E)dE . (7.10.5)

The integrand should be evaluated numerically at once, which is what SAMMY

does when applying the self-shielding corrections. Here, we can approximate F to

an effective value for the whole resonance area, which requires averaging F over

its cross section,

F (n) =

∫
σγ(E)F (E)dE∫

σγ(E)
. (7.10.6)

Hence the yield integral becomes,

AYγ = n · F (n) · Ar = n · F (n) · g π
k2
n

Kr . (7.10.7)

On the other hand, the experimental yield, prior to normalization, is obtained with

the usual expression, for the 203Tl(n, γ) yield,

Yexp(En) = fglob · fsi · fns
Cw(En)−Bw(En)

fbi · φn(En) ·
(
S

204Tl
n +

(
S

204Tl
n /S

205Tl
n

)
· En

) , (7.10.8)
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with S
204Tl
n = 6.656 MeV, and Eth = 0.6 MeV.

Fitting the experimental yield with SAMMY to extract the normalization pa-

rameter can be interpreted as imposing the equality

fnor · Yexp(En) ≡ Yγ(En), (7.10.9)

where fnor = 1/An. In terms of resonance integrals this last expression is equivalent

to

fnor · AYγ = n · F̄ (n) · Ar(Γγ,Γn) . (7.10.10)

Let us suppose that the last equation holds perfectly for atomic thickness n.

Now, we can change n in SAMMY by a factor, that is, n′ = α · n, which leads

to a different F (n), F̄ ′ = β · F̄ . By the previous equation, fnorAYγ = αβ · nF̄Ar1.

SAMMY should be able to perform a perfect fit again just by scaling the normal-

ization factor as f ′nor = fnor/α · β, leaving all resonance parameters fixed.

The situation changes if we employ in the fit a second resonance, with a dif-

ferent cross section. The self-shielding factor of this second resonance will vary

in a different way when changing the atomic thickness. Thus, F̄ ′r1 = βF̄r1 and

F̄ ′r2 = δF̄r2, with β 6= δ. Equation (7.10.10), with the initial atomic thickness n,

now is

fnorAYγ = n
(
F̄r1Ar1 + F̄2Ar2

)
. (7.10.11)

This equation, for the case of the different thickness n′, turns into

fnorAYγ = αβn

(
F̄r1Ar1 +

δ

β
F̄r2Ar2

)
. (7.10.12)

From this last expression, in order to recover equation (7.10.11) by scaling fnor,

it is required that δ = β, which is not the case. Hence, we would obtain a less

accurate fit of both resonances. We can conclude that, if one knows accurately the

cross section for a few resonances, it is possible to determine, unambiguously, an

atomic thickness that produces the best fit of the resonances.

The dependence of resonance area ratios with the atomic thickness is the main

principle behind the Neutron Resonance Capture Analysis (NRCA) technique

[127], which has been used to characterize the elemental composition of materials

with great accuracy and precision [128].

In the previous hypothetical case of areal density n′, if we allow now the code to

fit freely the parameters of both resonances, we will obtain the corresponding new
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kernel K ′(Γ′γ,Γ
′
n). Then, we can quantify the error introduced due to the change

in atomic thickness by calculating a Root Mean Square (RMS) error of the new

kernels respect to the reference kernel values,

xrms(K
′
i . . . K

′
k) =

√√√√1

k

k∑
i

(
Ki −K ′i
Ki

)2

, (7.10.13)

However, we still need to determine some sort of effective physical dimensions

of the sample, besides n. For that, it is necessary to include in the procedure a

resonance where thickness effects are so strong that the MS contribution to the

yield is significant,

Yγ = Y0(n) + Yms(n, r, t), (7.10.14)

where Yms are the multiple scattering contributions, r is the radius of the sample

and t is its physical thickness. The 236 eV resonance in 203Tl(n, γ) seems particu-

larly well suited for this purpose. Thus, by fitting the experimental yield in that

resonance, we should be able to provide, at least, some constraint on the geomet-

rical parameters, and an additional confirmation of the areal density determined

by the RMS calculation.

In practice, the whole procedure consisted in fitting the 204Tl sample yield data

with SAMMY, for a wide range of values of the atomic thickness n, the physical

dimensions t and r, and the normalization constant fnor. The χ2 of each fit was

employed as a measurement of the accuracy of the set of parameters. Since the code

does not weight the data points when calculating the χ2, those between resonances

were was excluded from the fit. This was done in order to avoid reducing artificially

the χ2 with background data, which fluctuates around zero.

The resonances employed, which were always fitted together at once, were those

at 236 eV, 1275 eV, 1432 eV and 2789 eV. Although the resonance parameters

were free to vary, their initial uncertainty was set to the previously determined

experimental values.

As stated above, the 236 eV resonance, due to its great amplitude and width,

was well suited to study the thickness effects. For the same reason, it has a very

strong influence in the global χ2 calculation. Consequently, we assume that the χ2

values should provide the desired constrain in the r and t parameters.

In this way, for every set of input parameters we obtained a χ2 and a xrms

value. These data can be represented graphically using bidimensional histograms,
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Figure 7.15: Top: The χ2 of the SAMMY fits as a function of the macroscopic thickness and

the radius of the sample, for a normalization constant An = 1.38. In each bin, the corresponding

xrms of the fit is reported. Bottom: The figure of merit φ calculated for the same parameter space

of the top figure. Only positive values of the φ are reported, which are those that represent an

improvement over the chosen thickness (l) and radius (r). This example corresponds to C6D6#1

and n = 8.0 · 10−4 atoms per barn

.

like the one shown in the top panel of Figure 7.15. In it, for a given normalization

value, the χ2 is plotted as a function of the thickness (x-axis) and the radius (y-

axis). The xrms for each combination is written inside each bin. These plots are
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useful to observe a favoured range of geometric parameters, which is common to

almost all normalizations. In fact, an approximately linear dependency on both

the thickness and the radius is obtained. However, the plots do not enable us to

determine directly, and unambiguously, which set provides the best combination

of the chi-squared and the xrms.

This has been achieved, instead, by defining a figure of merit (FOM) φ, as a

function of both quantities,

φ(xrms, χ
2) =

xrms − xmaxrms

xrms
· χ

2 − χ2
max

χ2
, (7.10.15)

where xmaxrms and χ2
max are the values of both quantities taken as an arbitrary

upper limit for the calculation. Provided that the goal is to minimize both, a fit

will be an improvement when both factors of the product are negative, which leads

to a positive φ. Hence, the higher is the relative reduction of both the chi-squared

and the xrms, the higher is the value of the φ, thereby providing a hierarchy of fits.

In the bottom panel of Figure 7.15 the corresponding figure of merit, as a function

of t and r, has also been included. This plot allows to see, more clearly, that fits

with similar accuracy are obtained with rather different geometric combinations.

In this situation, we proceeded by using the normalization that offered the best

figure of merit for each detector, regardless of the geometry. Once normalized and

averaged over the four detectors, the yield was fitted again. This time, the aim

was to determine the best geometric parameters among those combinations which

scored high in the figure of merit test.

The whole process has been repeated for several values of the atomic thickness

n. The χ2 and xrms, for every combination of n, t, and r tested, are plotted in

Figure 7.16.

The first observation that can be made is that xrms improves as the size of

the sample decreases, with the best results overall obtained with t = 2 mm and

r = 1 mm. On the other hand, the χ2 shows an inverse trend, with better results

obtained as the size increases. In any case, we consider that the increase in χ2

is modest compared to the gain in xrms. Similar low xrms values were obtained

between 7 · 10−4 atoms/barn and 8.5 · 10−4 atoms/barn. The uncertainty of xrms

was minimum at n = 8.0 · 10−4 at./barn, resulting in xrms = 0.013(10). Thus, that

was the atomic thickness adopted for the 204Tl analysis.

It was equally important to estimate the uncertainty in the determination of
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Figure 7.16: Values of the xrms (top) and the χ2, obtained when fitting simultaneously the 203Tl

resonances at 236 eV, 1432 eV and 2789 eV, as a function of the atomic thickness n.

these parameters. It was considered as compatible all atomic thickness values whose

xrms value was within the range defined by twice the error associated to the min-

imum xrms. This methodology yields a the final value for the atomic thickness

of n = 8.0(1.5) · 10−4. Concerning the dimensions of the sample, we adopted the

figures of t = 2(2) cm and r = 1(1) cm, owing to the consistently better results

provided by the combinations t = 2, r = 1 and t = 4, r = 2.

The atomic thickness of n = 8.0(1.5) ·10−4 corresponds to 47(9)% of the atomic

thickness of the sample right after production and before the irradiation. The latter

is assumed to be 1.72 ·10−3 at/b, equal to that of the sample employed in the 203Tl

analysis. It is important to recall that the above determination corresponds to the

part of the sample that interacts with the neutron beam, and thus can be seen as

a lower limit of the sample thickness.

Several causes could explain these differences. After the pellet breaking and

the posterior irradiation, the sample might have presented irregularities and inho-

mogeneities, whereas the SAMMY sample is a perfect and homogeneous cylinder.

In addition, while in SAMMY the sample and neutron beam are concentric, the

real sample might be displaced from the centre (see Figure 7.3), and with its axis

non parallel to it. Any of these circumstances would lead to a reduction of the real

neutron flux traversing the sample.

The same arguments can be applied to explain the difficulties in fitting accu-
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SAMMY sample mass (g)

t (mm), r (mm) n = 6.5 · 10−4 n = 8.0 · 10−4 n = 9.5 · 10−4

2, 1 0.015 0.019 0.022

4, 2 0.062 0.076 0.090

6, 3 0.139 0.170 0.202

7, 4 0.246 0.303 0.360

8, 5 0.385 0.474 0.562

Table 7.11: Masses of the SAMMY-effective samples, for the geometric parameters by means

of the xrms and χ2 minimization process.

rately the tip of the 236 eV resonance. Under the SAMMY model, it was necessary

to considerably reduce the atomic thickness, which comes at the expense of increas-

ing xrms. In this situation, it was assumed that the discrepancies in the peak of the

resonance –and thus in the χ2– are mostly a matter of a different combination of

single and multiple scattering events, although the overall resonance area should

be approximately the same.

Variations in the scattering components could be also caused by the possible

eccentricity of the sample respect to the neutron beam. This would lead to a pro-

file of the neutron beam intersecting the sample differently than that of the ideal

SAMMY case. An equivalent effect could be caused by possible sample inhomo-

geneities.

Another constraint on the geometrical parameters can be obtained by calcu-

lating the mass of each geometric configuration. In Table 7.11 we have reported

those corresponding to the best performing geometries, calculated for the adopted

thickness and the maximum and minimum of its uncertainty range. Given the

distribution of the sample in the capsule (see Figure 7.3) we have excluded those

geometries which result in masses 90% or higher of the total. Following this crite-

ria, all geometries with t > 6 mm and r > 3 mm have been discarded, leaving as

possible the combinations t=2, r=1; t=4, r=2; and t=6, r=3 (all in mm).

The determination of the geometric parameters, and its associated uncertain-

ties, allowed one to evaluate the systematic error introduced by the normalization

process in the 204Tl resonance analysis. To such aim, the kernel of the 204Tl res-

onance at 122 eV was obtained for the same range of atomic thicknesses as in
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Figure 7.16. The results, normalized to the value of the reference geometry (t=2

mm, r=1 mm and n = 8.0 ·10−4 atoms per barn), are plotted in Figure 7.17. In the

range defined by the respective uncertainties of n, t, and r, the relative variation

of the kernel is approximately ±7%. Therefore, this was the quantity assumed as

a reasonable estimation of the normalization systematic error. Even though we

have been able to provide a set of effective geometric parameters, at this point it

is important to emphasize that we are not trying to determine the real physical

dimensions of the sample. In the first place because, as mentioned earlier, we have

only information of the fraction of sample interacting with the beam. However, we

do not know what the fraction exactly is, nor its interaction factor with the beam.

In second place, the limitations of the analytical model of the multiple scattering

used by SAMMY limit the possible sample geometry to a cylinder.

Finally, the definition of the figure of merit is totally arbitrary, as it is the

adopted criterion to choose the final parameters as those that score the highest φ,

or alternatively the lowest xrms. For all these reasons, it is more accurate to claim

that we have obtained an effective “SAMMY-equivalent” of the sample.

Despite all the uncertainties regarding the geometry of the sample, the system-

atic error introduced by the normalization procedure has been estimated at 7%.

Except for the two strongest resonances, that figure is lower than the predicted

statistical uncertainty in the 204Tl capture resonance kernels.
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Figure 7.18: Left: Capture yield of the four C6D6 detectors for the 204Tl-enriched sample data,

in the 236 eV 203Tl resonance (left), and the 204Tl 122 eV resonance (right). All the correction

factors obtained 203Tl(n, γ) analysis, with a threshold of 600 keV.

An Geometry

C6D6#1 C6D6#2 C6D6#3 C6D6#4 t (mm) r (mm) n (at/barn)

1.38 1.44 1.12 1.28 2(2) 1(1) 8.0(1.5) · 10−4

Table 7.12: The normalization constants and the geometric parameters employed in the final

analysis of the 204Tl capture analysis.

Concerning possible thick-sample effects affecting the determination of the ker-

nels, we do not expect their contribution to the yield to be relevant, due to the low

content of 204Tl. Thus, we conclude that, by means of the normalization procedure

developed, an accurate determination of the 204Tl resonance parameters should be

possible.

The final parameters resulting from the normalization process are summarized

in Table 7.12. With fnor = 1/An, the 204Tl yield can be expressed as (recalling

equation (7.10.8)),

Y
204Tl
exp (En) = fnor · fglob · fsi · fns ·

Cw(En)−Bw(En)

φn(En) · (Sn + En)
(7.10.16)

where Sn = 7.546 MeV and th = 0.6 MeV. Figure 7.18 shows the normalized yield

of each detector in the 236 eV 203Tl resonance, and in the 122 eV 204Tl resonance.
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7.11 204Tl(n,γ) resonance analysis

In the following pages the R-matrix analysis of the 204Tl yield, in the energy range

from 100 eV to 5 keV, is presented. New resonances assigned to 204Tl but whose

existence is dubious due to the low statistics, have been reported as tentative in

the final list of resonances, in Table 7.16.

Plots of all 204Tl resonances fitted are also shown, which include comparisons

with the evaluated libraries, and with all other isotopes in the sample, including
203Tl –with the updated resonance data from the present work– and 204Pb. As

in the previous chapter, a plot of the residual in sigma units, i.e. σres = (Yexp −
Yth)/σexp, is also featured. In some specific situations, a second σres plot is included.

The latter corresponds to the fit of the 203Tl and other impurities data in the
204Tl-enriched yield, and it is employed to highlight the presence of a tentative
204Tl resonance.

Concerning the evaluations, both JEFF-3.3 and ENDF/B-VIII.0, which are the

latest editions of both libraries, include an evaluated cross section of 204Tl(n, γ)

based on the TENDL-2015 calculation [129]. Two subsequent editions of TENDL

have been published, TENDL-17 and TENDL-19. While the former lists resonances

up to 10 keV in neutron energy, the latter does only covers up to 5 keV. Up to

this energy, however, the number, energy, and radiative width of the levels is the

same in both editions. Hence, due to its higher range, we decided to employ the

2017 edition in the comparisons with the experimental data.

The resonance at 122.5 eV is the first, and strongest, 204Tl resonance observed.

This resonance was observed in a transmission measurement performed in the Ma-

terials Testing Reactor (MTR) of the Idaho National Laboratory in 1968 [130].

In the present experiment, by its width we deduce it is an s-wave. The spin and

parity predicted by TENDL, Jπ = 5/2+, offers marginally better fit results than

any other combination featuring either l = 1 or J = 3/2. All combinations of spin

and parity tested are listed in Table 7.13. Concerning the magnitude of the kernels,

changing only the spin to J = 3/2 leads to a 1% increase in the kernel, still within

the uncertainty. If the parity is changed, both Jπ = 5/2− and Jπ = 3/2− lead

to slightly higher variations, of 2% and 2.5%, respectively. Regarding the com-

parison of the new experimental data with the TENDL evaluations (Figure 7.19),

an important reduction of 46% in the gamma width leads to a reduction in the

kernel of 35%. The resonance parameters correlation test has been performed for
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J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) Kr (meV)

5/2 0 406(5.6) 1769.3(32.4) 198.2(2.3)

3/2 0 745.6(20.3) 1534.3(47.6) 200.7(4.2)

5/2 1 415.9(5.7) 1768.6(32.7) 202(2.3)

3/2 1 762.5(20.8) 1521.1(48.4) 203.2(4.3)

Table 7.13: The different combinations of J and l tried for the 122 eV resonance.

J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) Kr (meV)

5/2 0 765(49) 7330(796) 416(24)

3/2 0 1227(83) 6961(811) 417(25)

5/2 1 770(50) 7369(805) 418(25)

3/2 1 1232(84) 6983(817) 419(25)

Table 7.14: The different combinations of J and l tried for the 789 eV resonance. Differences

in Kr are minimum and within the uncertainty.

Jπ = 5/2+, and is plotted in Figure 7.19 (bottom). Γγ and Γn present no visible

correlation.

The second 204Tl resonance observed (Figure 7.20) appears at 788.5(3) eV. This

resonance was the last reported in the transmission measurement of 1968, but with

its neutron energy not accurately determined. In this case the area is 22% higher

than the evaluations. Due to Γn ≈ 10 · Γγ, the variation is caused by an equally

higher experimental radiative width. As in the previous case, several combinations

of J and l were fitted, this time showing no significant variation in the resonance

kernel (Table 7.14). A look at the Γγ vs Γn plot shows that the parameters are

mostly non correlated.

For the ensuing resonances, due to their low yield, and thus high statistical un-

certainty, neither the spin and parity check, nor the parameter correlation analysis,

were performed. New resonances were arbitrarily fitted to J = 5/2 or J = 3/2,

and were all considered s-waves, based on the assumption that most 204Tl p-waves

must be too weak to be detected.

Two criteria were established in order to determine when a structure in the

data could be considered a new 204Tl resonance: first, that the data points show a

resonance-like structure deviating positively, with any point around a 2-σ interval
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Figure 7.19: Top: fit of the 122 eV capture resonance of 204Tl, compared to JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-

15) and TENDL-17. Bottom: Γγvs Γncorrelation plot of the same resonance, for Jπ = 5/2+. No

apparent correlation is observed.

if possible; secondly, that the candidate was observed consistently in the data

when employing different number of bins per decade. Those resonances which

fulfilled these criteria, but their existence was still dubious, were given the status

of tentative in the final review of this work.

In JEFF-3.3 (i.e. TENDL-15) a resonance at 841 eV is listed. This would co-
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Figure 7.20: Top: fit of the 789 eV capture resonance of 204Tl, compared to JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-

15) and TENDL-17. Bottom: Γγvs Γncorrelation plot of the same resonance, for Jπ = 5/2+. No

relevant correlation is observed.

incide exactly in energy with the much more intense 841 eV resonance of 203Tl,

hampering its proper identification and analysis. In this case, we proceeded by

fitting the 203Tl resonance, whose kernel is known with a 5% precision. If an ac-

curate fit was achieved without increasing much the kernel, we would assume that

there is no 204Tl resonance. Otherwise, a significantly bigger kernel would be an
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Combination 203Tl res. Kr
204Tl res. Kr χ2

Fit 203Tl only 144.9(4.6) – 1.03

Fit 203Tl and 204Tl 144.4(4.8) 13(25) 1.03

Fixed 203Tl, fit 204Tl 142.4(9.0) 101(27) 1.09

Fit 203Tl, fixed 204Tl JEFF-3.3 152.8(6.0) 141 1.11

Table 7.15: Different cases tested in the range of the 841 eV 203Tl resonance.
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Figure 7.21: In red, fit of the 842 eV capture resonance of 203Tl, compared to the plot (dash

green line), of the resonance data of the main impurities (203Tland 204Pb), and the libraries.

indication of the presence of a resonance. In all cases, the quality of the fit was

taken into account as well.

The kernel of the 842 eV 203Tl has been fitted and then compared to the

reference value, which has been scaled to compensate for the different Sn, that is

K204 = (S203
n /S204

n ) ·K203.

The results are summarized in Table 7.15. When fitting the 203Tl resonance

alone, we obtain a kernel which is totally compatible with the reference value.

In other words, the resonance is successfully fitted without the need of an extra
204Tl, which means that either it has very low amplitude, or, more likely, it does

not exist. If a candidate 204Tl is fitted jointly with the 203Tl resonance, the 203Tl

area is unchanged, and the resulting 204Tl resonance becomes very wide, with a

very low kernel. The high uncertainty in the latter, twice its value, suggests that
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Figure 7.22: Fit of the 915 eV capture resonance of 204Tl, compared to JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15)

and TENDL-17.

its contribution to the fit is minimum compared to the 203Tl resonance. Finally,

if the 203Tl is fit while the 204Tl candidate is fixed to the JEFF-3.3 parameters,

the χ2 of the fit increases considerably. The resulting fit, which can be seen in

Figure 7.21, contributed to higher values of the yield between 838 and 840 eV.

We concluded that we can not either confirm nor deny the existence of the 204Tl

resonance as quoted in TENDL-15 or JEFF-3.3. Thus, it will not be included in

the final list of resonances of this work. However, the resonance parameters will

be reduced in order to match the best fit of the experimental data reported in

Table 7.15.

Finally, in the right plot of Figure 7.21, it can be clearly seen that the resonance

at 850 eV predicted by TENDL-17 does not exist, or does not seem to have the

reported intensity.

The next 204Tl resonance has been found at 915.4(2) eV. As can be seen in

Figure 7.22, TENDL-17 had predicted the existence of a resonance relatively close,

but with a kernel six times higher.

The resonances predicted at 1080 eV (TENDL-17) and 1127 eV (JEFF-3.3) are
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Figure 7.23: Top: fit (in red) of the data in the range of the 1137(1) 203Tlresonance, compared

to the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17. Below are the relative error plots corresponding

to the 204Tl fit (red), and the 203Tl and other impurities fit (dashed green), curves. A comparison

of both hint the presence of the 1174(1) resonance. is , compared to JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and

TENDL-17.

either not present, or their intensity is much lower than stated. As it is presented in

Figure 7.23, a structure around ∼1175 eV, with a few points deviating more than a

2-σres relative error, has been fitted as a tentative candidate for a 204Tl resonance,

leading to an improvement of the χ2 of the fit. However, the alleged resonance at

1175 eV is quite sensible to the exact energy parameters of the underlying 1137

eV 203Tl resonance. As an example, the best fit in the range is obtained with a

small variation of ∼ 3 eV in the energy of the broad 203Tl resonance, respect to
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Figure 7.24: Fit of the enriched sample yield data from 1.25 to 1.7 keV, compared to the
203Tland impurities data (dashed green line), and the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17

libraries.

the reference value. This shift is enough to imply an important reduction of the

kernel of the alleged 1175 eV resonance. For this reason, the latter was given the

tentative status. The values quoted in the final list of resonances in Table 7.16

correspond to the best fit results in this region for both resonances.

1.2 to 1.7 keV

In this range (see Figure 7.24) no clear resonance belonging to 204Tl has been

observed, including those predicted by each library around 1600 eV. The resonance

observed at 1689 eV is attributed to be the lowest energy resonance of 204Pb [33],

the daughter isotope of 204Tl.

1.7 to 2.5 keV

A new 204Tl resonance has been observed at 2017 eV (see Figure 7.25), very close

to a 203Tl at 2002 eV, but clearly resolvable thanks to the high energy resolution

of n TOF. Its Kr has been found to be 233(77) meV. Additionally, a low yield

resonance has been fitted at 2267(2) eV. The latter was given the tentative status.
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Figure 7.25: Fit of the enriched sample yield data from 1.75 to 2.4 keV, compared to the
203Tland impurities data (dashed green line), and the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17

libraries.

2.4 to 2.8 keV

Candidates for possible 204Tl resonances were fitted at 2595(1) eV and at 2708(1)

eV (Figure 7.26). The structure observed around 2480 eV is believed to be the

second strongest 204Pb resonance. Related to this, the alleged 204Tl resonance at

2708(1) eV would coincide with another level from 204Pb. In this case, however,

the 204Pb resonance has a cross section more than 10 times less than the resonance

at 1689 eV, which would make it too weak to be detected in this measurement.

Thus, one can assume that it belongs to 204Tl.

3.2 to 4 keV

Several resonances attributed to 204Tl have been observed in this neutron energy

range. Resonances at 3522(1) and 3657(1) appear distinctive enough to be regarded

as 204Tl resonances, as can be seen in Figure 7.27. Instead, those levels at 3267(1)

and 3979(1) have been given the tentative status.

Beyond 4 keV, the decrease in the amplitude of the resonances, together with

the higher background fluctuation and the bigger bin size, allowed us to identify

only one more candidate for a 204Tl resonance, at 5471(3) eV, shown in Figure 7.28.

The large energy gap from the previous at 3979 eV probably indicates that some

resonances in between could not be detected. In addition, resonances predicted by
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Figure 7.26: Fit of the enriched sample yield data from 2.4 to 2.8 keV, compared to the 203Tland

impurities data, and the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17 libraries.
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Figure 7.27: Fit of the enriched sample yield data from 3.2 to 4 keV, compared to the 203Tland

impurities data, and the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17 libraries.

different TALYS calculations fall below the background fluctuation range, making

no longer possible to confirm their existence.

General remarks

Despite the challenging conditions of the measurement, we were able to determine,

for the first time, the presence of thirteen 204Tl resonances, which are listed in
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Figure 7.28: Fit of the enriched sample yield data from 4 to 5.6 keV, compared to the 203Tl

and impurities data, and the JEFF-3.3 (TENDL-15) and TENDL-17 libraries.

Table 7.16. This analysis also enabled to determine, up to ∼ 5 keV in neutron

energy, all the resonances from calculations which are not compatible with the

experimental data within our sensitivity range.

It is difficult to determine how many levels fall below the measurement thresh-

old in this experiment. We can use as a reference the different TALYS calculations.

Up to 3 keV, in this work we found 10 levels, which compares quite favourably

against the 12 listed by JEFF-3.3 (i.e. TENDL-2015), and the 13 by TENDL-2014.

However, many more levels might be missing if the comparison is done with the

latest 2017 and 2019 versions, which include 35 levels. However, most of these are

very low amplitude l-waves

In any case, the new data on the low neutron energy resonances should provide

valuable information, and tighter constrains, for future calculations of the cross

section, and for astrophysical calculations, as discussed in section 7.12.

7.11.1 Systematic uncertainty estimation

The sources of systematic uncertainty considered for the 204Tl(n, γ) analysis are

summarized in Table 7.17. The values reported have been either discussed in the

respective sections, or are directly quoted from references. The systematic uncer-

tainty has been already applied to the MACS calculations described in the next

section.
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En (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) Kr (meV) Notes

122.49(0.01) 5/2 0 426.6(6.7) 1725(37) 205.2(2.7)

788.5(0.3) 5/2 0 853(55) 7477(813) 459(27)

915.4(0.2) 5/2 0 912(440) 183(31) 92(15)

1174.3(1) 3/2 0 245(88) 1714(1387) 86(28) Tentative

1371.5(0.8) 5/2 0 90(42) 1463(1225) 51(23) Tentative

1779.5(0.8) 5/2 0 242(81) 2725(1848) 133(42)

2016.7(0.5) 5/2 0 654(226) 1509(1063) 274(88)

2267.6(1.9) 5/2 0 372(144) 4278(3060) 205(74) Tentative

2594.6(1.4) 5/2 0 564(211) 7214(4713) 314(110) Tentative

2707.8(0.9) 5/2 0 331(207) 857(793) 143(75) Tentative

3267.4(1.3) 5/2 0 348(208) 5205(3675) 196(110) Tentative

3522.3(1.3) 5/2 0 1047(700) 1251(1007) 342(177)

3657.3(1) 5/2 0 781(276) 3263(2671) 378(123)

3979.3(1.4) 5/2 0 1218(512) 17130(10749) 682(269) Tentative

5470.8(3.4) 5/2 0 1669(802) 7758(5524) 824(342) Tentative

Table 7.16: List of all the 204Tl resonances found in this work.

Source of uncertainty σsys (%)

PHWT [67] 2

Geometry uncertainty to WF 2

Statistical model of the capture cascade 1.5

Flux [77] 2

Background subtraction 2

Normalization 7

Detector dep. energy calibrations 3

Total 9

Table 7.17: Assessment of the different sources of systematic uncertainty of the 204Tl(n, γ)

measurement.
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7.12 Maxwellian averaged cross section calculations

The calculation of the averaged cross section at the stellar temperatures of the s-

process nucleosynthesis is the last step of the capture analysis work. The activation

of the 204Tl branching point happens already during the 13C pocket nucleosynthesis

events, at kT thermal energies of 8 keV. However, it is especially strong during

He flash-burning in the thermal pulses, where the thermal conditions can reach 30

keV, leading to neutron fluxes of 1010−1011 cm−3 [23]. As it was already shown in

the previous chapter, the maxwellian spectrum of the neutrons at that temperature

extends well beyond 30 keV. Thus, for an accurate determination of the MACS it

is necessary to know the capture cross section, ideally, up to several hundred keV.

In this work, we were able to measure 204Tl resonances from 100 eV up to 5

keV. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that many of the levels in that range

were undetectable. Nevertheless, the measured resolved resonances are also those

with the highest amplitude, and thus they have an important contribution to the

MACS.

In this situation, we proceed by first evaluating the impact of the new exper-

imental results in the MACS at 1 keV. In order to have a realistic estimation of

the cross section at higher neutron energies, the experimental data has been sup-

plemented with the evaluated libraries TENDL-17 and JEFF-3.3 (the latter based

on TENDL-15). It is interesting to compare both libraries in terms of number and

type of the resonances. In the range of 100 eV to 5 keV, the number of s-wave

resonances provided in both is similar. In this sense, the analysis was very useful

to provide upper bounds to the amplitude of several s-wave resonances predicted

by both libraries. Therefore, it is assumed that the experimental data, with the

corrected resonances from the evaluations, provides a reasonable estimation of the

s-wave resonance contribution to the MACS at 1 keV.

Concerning p-wave resonances, whereas TENDL-17 lists 32 l = 1 levels, JEFF-

3.3 includes only 3. All these levels were included in the comparison with the

experimental yield in the previous section (figures 7.24 to 7.27), where they were,

in fact, too weak to be resolved. Despite that, by calculating the MACS with both

evaluations it is possible to quantify the overall contribution of p-wave resonances.

In Figure 7.29, the results of several MACS calculated with SAMMY are shown,

plotted in the range 1 to 8 keV. The MACS represented are those obtained by em-

ploying only the resonances from this work (Table 7.16), the MACS obtained with
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Figure 7.29: MACS of 204Tl(n, γ) in the range 1 to 8 keV. In blue and cyan, the cross section

obtained with the original versions of the evaluations. In orange and red, the corrected versions,

which include the new experimental data and reduced versions of some predicted resonances.

In grey, the recommended MACS by the Kadonis v0.3 compilation. And in black, the direct

contribution to the MACS of the results presented in thsi work.

Source MACS at 1 keV (mb)

TENDL-17 5170

JEFF-3.3 4243

n TOF + corr. TENDL-17 3686(352)

n TOF + corr. JEFF-3.3 3450(332)

n TOF only 2877(285)

Table 7.18: Values of the stellar 204Tl(n, γ) cross section at kT = 1 keV of the MACS shown

Figure 7.29.

the original TENDL-17 and JEFF-3.3 compilations, and those MACS obtained

by combining the new resonances with the corrected versions from both libraries

(hereafter referred to as corrected versions). For comparison, the values of the

MACS recommended by the Kadonis v0.3 compilation [39] are also plotted. These

values are directly quoted from a theoretical calculation by Bao et al. [131].

For those MACS which included the experimental data, the uncertainty was

calculated by means of the MC method employed in the MACS calculation of the
203Tl(n, γ) analysis. As in there, the uncertainty given to the resonance parameters
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Figure 7.30: In magenta, the MACS of 204Tl(n, γ) obtained by averaging the corrected evalua-

tions (orange and red distributions in Figure 7.29). In green, the MACS obtained by averaging

the original evaluations, and scaling them to the value of the corrected average at 1 keV.

MACS at 8 keV MACS at 30 keV

Average of corrected eval. 1035(140) 507(50)

Average of scaled eval. 781(92) 385(61)

Table 7.19: Averages, at kT = 8 keV and kT = 30 keV, of the 204Tl(n, γ) stellar cross sections

calculated with the corrected nuclear data evaluations, and with the default evaluations normalized

to the 1 keV value of the respective corrected version.

of the evaluations was 10%.

The inclusion of the new experimental data led to an important reduction in the

1 keV MACS of 28% for TENDL-17, and of 19% for JEFF-3.3. In both cases, the

contribution of the experimental resonances is high, of 78% and 83%, respectively.

Consequently, the TENDL/JEFF ratio has been reduced to 7% in the corrected

versions. This difference was of 22% in the original libraries. As the peak energy

increases, the contribution of the new results logically decrease, and at 8 keV the

corrected versions produce almost identical results as the original evaluations.

Therefore, the new measurement was useful in setting tighter lower and upper

bounds at low thermal energies. In the first case, an absolute low limit to the

MACS was obtained via the direct measurement of the resonances that contribute

the most to it. In the second case, it limited the contribution of those resonances
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predicted by the evaluations, which however were not directly measured in this

work.

An estimation of the MACS at higher energies was obtained by extrapolating

the results at 1 keV. The extrapolation has been performed by scaling the whole

MACS distribution of each evaluation by a fixed factor. This factor has been cal-

culated by normalizing the 1 keV MACS of each evaluation to the 1 keV MACS of

the corresponding corrected version. In this way, we are adopting the average level

density predicted by TENDL models, and assuming that the aggregated correction

in the cross section would be similar to the one observed at the 1 keV point.

Upper and lower bounds were estimated by normalizing the distributions to

the values defined by the uncertainty range of the corrected 〈σ〉1keV versions of

Figure 7.29. Finally, the scaled MACS distributions of the evaluations have been

averaged to produce a single distribution.

The results of the extrapolation are plotted in Figure 7.30. In the MACS at 8

keV and 30 keV MACS, the normalization led to a substantial reduction of 32(8)%,

respect to the average value of the MACS predicted by the libraries. The resulting

MACS are 781(92) at kT = 8 keV, and 385(61) at kT = 30 keV.

The MACS at 5 keV obtained with the extrapolation is compatible with the

value calculated by Bao et al. However, as the energy of the neutron spectrum in-

creases, the distributions diverge from each other considerably. This discrepancy,

most probably caused by the different statistical models employed in the deter-

mination of the capture resonances, is not resolvable within the present work.

However, if the extrapolation described above is reasonably accurate, it would

lead to a considerable increase in the MACS compared to Kadonis v0.3.

In summary, the higher value of the 204Tl MACS is expected to contribute

to a significant reduction of the s-only 204Pb abundance. However, a quantitative

assessment of this effect needs to be evaluated by means of a stellar model for a

thermally pulsating asymptotic giant star. On one hand, 204Pb is produced only

by the branching at 204Tl because it is shielded from the r -process by 204Hg. On

the other hand, 204Pb is not affected by the α-recycling beyond 209Hg, nor by the

radiogenic contribution from the Th/U decay chains.

Since the 204Tl branching is very sensitive to the thermal conditions, the new

MACS in combination with suitable stellar models can provide a new insight into

the strong temperature and neutron density fluctuations characteristics of TP-

AGB stars.



Conclusions and outlook

The aim of this work was to perform, for the first time ever, a capture experiment

on the s-process branching point 204Tl.

Thanks to a careful preparation, which included a gamma ray imaging inspec-

tion of the sample and modifications of the convetional C6D6 capture setup at

n TOF, the measurement could be performed, producing valuable experimental

data. The positive outcome of the experimental 204Tl(n, γ) campaign highlights,

once more, the capabilities of the n TOF facility for the realization of capture

experiments on extremely radioactive, low mass samples. This could be achieved

thanks to both the high instant flux of its neutron spallation source, and to the

low intrinsic background of EAR1, which provides a excellent signal-to-background

ratio.

Although the high neutron energy resolution achievable in EAR1 is important

in general for any experiment, it was particularly crucial for a measurement involv-

ing a multi-nuclide sample, like the one employed in this work. In the measured

capture yield, resonances from different isotopes appeared very close in neutron

energy, or even partially overlapped. The high energy resolution enabled, in most

cases, a clear separation and identification of capture resonances.

Finally, the measurement was also possible thanks to the use of C6D6 detectors.

These detectors have very fast response, and low gamma ray efficiency. Both qual-

ities were especially desirable in the context of a very high gamma ray background

due to the sample activity. In addition, the C6D6 detectors at n TOF are optimized

for a very low neutron sensitivity, something particularly useful in measurements

of nuclides with high scattering to capture ratios, like 203Tl and 204Tl. Despite

this, the detector setup had to be modified with the addition of lead shields to

reduce the signal background due to the very high activity. However, thanks to

the flexibility of the Pulse Height Weighting Technique, the total energy detection
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method could still be applied while keeping the associated systematic errors under

control.

The 203Tl capture experiment was originally planned as an ancillary measure-

ment of the 204Tl campaign. However, the experimental data obtained turned out

to be of interest by itself. Particularly important was the resonance data under

3 keV, which contains the strongest resonances of 203Tl. In this sense, the results

reported here are the first detailed R-matrix analysis of these resonances in a high

neutron energy resolution experiment. This has led to an improvement of the stel-

lar cross section of 203Tl in the thermal energy range between 1 keV and 10 keV.

This is the relevant regime for 13C pocket nucleosynthesis. In particular, it was

observed a consistent trend of lower resonance kernels between 8 keV and 12 keV,

compared to the previous experiment at ORNL. This led to a 12% decrease in the

MACS at 10 keV, and to a different decreasing slope in the range between 5 keV

and 10 keV. Thus, it is a matter for future nucleosynthesis studies to work out the

possible impact on the s-process termination zone considering these new results.

In view of the results, a new measurement with more material and higher statis-

tics could potentially improve the experimental data at higher thermal neutron

energies (& 25 keV). Related to this, the measurement of 205Tl(n, γ) performed at

n TOF in 2018 [45] could provide new insights. The measurement was carried out

with a natural thallium sample, which contains 29.5% of 203Tl. Since the sample

was considerably larger, it contained almost 5 times the amount of 203Tl present

in the sample of this work.

In this way, the present measurement complements opportunely the 205Tl(n, γ)

of 2018. At low energies, the new 203Tl data will be very useful to discriminate

between low amplitude 205Tl resonances and strong 203Tl levels. On the other

hand, due to the much better statistics, it is expected that the 2018 experiment

will provide statistically more accurate 203Tl resonance data in the range between

25 keV and 35 keV, with the possibility of detecting resonances up to 50 keV.

Concerning the 204Tl(n, γ) measurement, a self-normalization based on reso-

nances kernels was developed. This method enabled the first R-matrix resonance

analysis of several 204Tl levels in the range from 100 eV to 5 keV. Given the limi-

tations in target material and statistics, the self-normalization method introduces

an acceptable systematic uncertainty of 7%. It is believed that this new resonance

data could lead to new and improved calculations of the 204Tl(n, γ) cross section

over a broader energy range.
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The MACS results obtained in this work at low thermal energies have been

extrapolated to higher energies, employing the current nuclear data evaluations.

The result points towards a possible important increase in the MACS of 204Tl,

which would lead to a lower production of 204Pb by current stellar models. Because

the 204Tl branching is very sensitive to temperature and neutron density conditions,

the new MACS in contribution with thermally pulsating AGB models can be used

to obtain new insights into the physical conditions of these red giant stars.



Appendix A

Description of the data sorting
routine

Three were the scripts employed to produce the experimental capture yield. The

activity of the 204Tl enriched sample made it very convenient to separate the data

sorting process and the posterior yield calculation. The data sorting of the full
204Tl(n, γ) runs could last about three hours in a desktop PC. To reduce this time,

the files were pre-processed to apply a low cut in amplitude, at about 400 keV. This

eliminated 85% of the data to analyse in the sorting, and reduced the computing

time to approximately 8 minutes.

1. A first script sorts, signal by signal, the PSA processed data, and performs

the following tasks:

i) It applies the calibrations to each detector, and applies the selection cuts

in energy deposition.

ii) It applies further cuts in time-of-flight, in γ-flash time, in proton inten-

sity –namely to separate parasitic and dedicated pulses–, and in neutron

intensity, if required.

iii) Finally, it performs the time-of-flight to energy conversion, and applies

the weights of the WF.

iv) When the previous tasks done, the required histograms for the analysis

are filled. These are: a) time-of-flight and neutron energy histograms,

both weighted and unweighted; b) deposited energy histograms, and

c) average counting rate histograms for monitoring purposes.
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When the sorting of all signals is done, the histograms are saved in a

ROOT file.

The total number of protons, neutrons and proton bunches are stored in

a specific ROOT histogram. The list of runs to analyse, and the detector

calibrations parameters are provided in separate input files, which are easy

to modify without editing the script. This made it quicker to incorporate

modifications over the course of the measurement, in order to facilitate the

online analysis.

2. A second script unifies the output of the different samples of the experimental

campaign. It normalizes the histograms, and in the case of the 204Tl(n, γ)

data, performs the subtraction of the activity background. The output of

this script is a ROOT file containing the counting rate vs. neutron energy

histograms of the particular experimental campaign.

3. A third script performs the subtraction of the beam-induced backgrounds,

and carries out the calculation of the yield. This is done for each detector

separately, in order to apply all the corresponding correction factors. Finally,

the individual yields are summed and averaged to produce the final capture

yield.



Appendix B

List of 203Tl(n,γ) resonances
employed in this work

Table B.1: List of the capture resonances of 203Tl employed in this work, up to 32 keV. Reso-

nances without associated uncertainty are levels found by Macklin and Winters at ORNL. Their

parameters have been adjusted and a 10% uncertainty has been employed in the MACS calcula-

tions.

Eres (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) ΓγΓn/Γ (meV)

37.99(0.04) 1 1 117(83) 0.0185(0.0038) 0.014(0.003)

235.7(0.01) 1 0 634(7) 3814(10) 407.8(3.7)

539.21(0.05) 2 1 145(70) 2(0) 2.8(0.2)

841.72(0.03) 1 0 557(34) 373(27) 167.5(8.3)

857.7(0.01) 1 0 30(31) 2(0) 1.1(0.3)

995.6(0.06) 0 1 11(3) 31(8) 2.08(0.44)

1137.3(0.6) 0 0 634(19) 45962(1660) 156.3(4.6)

1274.78(0.05) 1 0 831(84) 643(66) 272(20)

1327.87(0.04) 1 0 406(100) 185(39) 95(16)

1432.5(0.2) 0 0 623(24) 6730(328) 143(5)

1917.3(0.3) 1 1 434(283) 15(2) 11.1(1.6)

2001.8(0.2) 0 1 160(91) 78(18) 13.1(3.2)

2789.4(0.2) 1 0 506(25) 3456(221) 331(14)

3551 0 1 229 17 4
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Table B.1: continued.

Eres (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) ΓγΓn/Γ (meV)

3585.7(0.3) 1 1 1269(563) 94(10) 65.7(6.7)

3730.8(1.8) 0 0 739(76) 22720(3759) 179(18)

3905 0 1 218 14 3

4233.8 0 1 735 47 11

4398.2(5.2) 0 0 885(115) 62894(6865) 218(28)

4659.7(0.8) 1 0 767(45) 12398(1019) 542(30)

4785.7(0.2) 1 0 218(207) 33(12) 21.6(7.5)

5322.7(0.5) 0 1 292(73) 802(279) 54(11)

5394.7(0.6) 1 0 638(49) 7465(748) 441(31)

5540.9(0.1) 1 0 149(145) 28(12) 17.6(7)

5656 2 1 270 9 11

5686 2 1 270 11 13

5767 2 1 270 10 12

5807.9(0.55) 1 0 441(56) 1727(244) 263(28)

6206.4 1 1 157 13 9

6249.8 1 1 231 25 17

6331.2(1) 1 0 441(49) 5970(724) 308(32)

6606(14) 0 0 583(187) 48286(7692) 144(46)

6735.6(2) 1 0 278(244) 122(56) 64(26)

7413.4(0.7) 2 1 2287(978) 279(36) 311(38)

7564 1 1 293 29 20

7910.8(1.5) 1 0 312(284) 108(48) 60(24)

8151 1 1 187 16 11

8512.8(0.9) 1 0 322(52) 2041(590) 208(30)

8770 1 1 202 19 13

9179.5(1.4) 0 1 492(127) 1857(569) 97(21)

9350.6(2.4) 1 0 415(68) 5947(1284) 291(45)

9738(2.4) 2 1 177(0) 24(0) 26(0)

9939.7(0.4) 1 0 386(350) 186(93) 94(42)

10162.4(1.2) 1 1 565(126) 1650(1062) 316(74)

10550.4 1 1 359 78 48
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Table B.1: continued.

Eres (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) ΓγΓn/Γ (meV)

10740.2 2 1 560 63 70

10884 1 1 287 40 26

10971.2(5.6) 0 0 893(300) 12814(3068) 209(66)

11180 2 1 182 25 28

11230 1 1 239 27 18

11290 2 1 207 41 42

11540 2 1 219 49 50

11770 1 1 375 95 57

12098.1(3) 1 1 967(639) 322(149) 181(70)

12339 2 1 269 71 70

12370.6(5.7) 1 0 345(135) 18639(2650) 254(97)

12606.7(4.1) 0 0 437(336) 24791(19023) 107(81)

12870(10) 0 0 513(407) 67923(56057) 127(100)

13016 1 1 407 61 40

13250 1 1 401 53 35

13500 1 1 405 80 50

14060 2 1 241 69 67

14161.7(0.8) 2 1 236(155) 261(191) 155(76)

14499.6(1.5) 2 1 324(315) 58(42) 61(39)

14752.2(0.2) 1 0 360(334) 113(56) 64(28)

14841.6(1.3) 1 1 689(274) 1006(329) 307(83)

15103.6(3.3) 1 0 712(131) 6777(5170) 483(88)

15221.6(2.3) 2 1 258(253) 73(54) 71(44)

15490 2 1 270 56 58

15584.8 2 1 240 188 132

15610 2 1 270 55 57

15670 2 1 242 55 56

15880 2 1 270 58 59

16080 2 1 270 29 33

16272(11) 1 0 652(185) 33770(17578) 479(134)

16360 2 1 270 147 119
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Table B.1: continued.

Eres (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) ΓγΓn/Γ (meV)

16460 2 1 270 54 56

17337.5 1 0 400 44000 297

17651.2 2 1 270 66 66

17963(7) 1 0 420(175) 10911(5463) 303(122)

18448(1) 1 0 473(322) 596(491) 198(104)

18598.5(3.5) 1 0 581(358) 966(851) 272(138)

18730.2 2 1 350 53 58

18833.1 1 1 350 171 86

19170(14) 1 0 857(181) 21139(3821) 618(126)

19250 0 0 1000 64000 246

19300 2 1 270 66 66

19668(7) 1 0 520(241) 1581(1601) 294(126)

19900 2 1 600 170 166

20213.7 0 0 860 10000 198

20771(10) 1 0 607(162) 28389(14610) 446(116)

21087(5) 1 0 526(218) 4254(3578) 351(133)

21797(7) 1 0 597(216) 3946(3517) 389(130)

21978(7) 1 0 186(103) 3012(2891) 131(69)

22447(7) 1 0 943(483) 1952(1860) 477(221)

22630 2 1 270 55 57

22773(5) 1 0 165(0) 5285(0) 120(0)

23190 1 0 600 61 42

23290 0 0 600 80000 149

23662 1 0 300 13333 220

23790 2 1 270 50 53

23960.9 1 0 560 32000 413

24793(19) 1 0 466(190) 14265(12299) 338(134)

24820 0 0 690 60000 171

25723(9) 0 0 2350(923) 21065(15372) 528(191)

26020(8) 1 0 489(236) 3369(3257) 320(141)

26444(6) 1 0 951(314) 4439(4518) 588(192)
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Table B.1: continued.

Eres (eV) J l Γγ (meV) Γn (meV) ΓγΓn/Γ (meV)

26670 1 0 623 11333 443

27470 1 0 560 100 64

27550 1 0 700 744 270

27700 1 0 560 560 210

28040 2 1 270 86 82

28180 0 0 1350 70000 331

28290 1 0 560 85 55

28629 1 0 516 11333 370

29219(7) 1 0 1255(687) 1829(1380) 558(250)

29366 0 0 526 50000 130

29728 1 0 467 48000 347

30452(6) 1 0 747(228) 6242(5823) 501(145)

31313(11) 1 0 321(194) 8516(8782) 232(135)

31763(6) 1 0 1391(613) 4588(3749) 800(311)

32310(3) 1 0 1852(647) 7258(5382) 1107(350)

32809(10) 1 0 790(308) 18167(16390) 568(214)
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